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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

While the general philosophy and organization of the First Edition have been 
retained , the text has been almost completely rewritten. Our primary reasons 
for doing such a major revision were to bring the material up to date ; to 
improve exposition and clarity, especially for the introductory material; and to 
emphasize the practical utility of the more advanced techniques treated in the 
later chapters. There is one completely new chapter on manufacturing systems 
(Chap. 13), and the material on validation (formerly Chap. 10) has been 
moved forward (now Chap. 5) to emphasize that this activity must begin early 
in a simulation project. The numbers of examples , figures , and problems have 
been greatly expanded. A comprehensive Solutions Manual is available from 
the publisher. 

Several specific features of the Second Edition should be mentioned. At 
the beginning of each chapter we suggest particular sections that we feel are 
fundamental for all readers. A list of symbols and abbreviations has also been 
added. The computer programs in Chaps. 1 and 2 have been rewritten to use 
FORTRAN 77, and we have added complete Pascal and C versions of the 
simulations in Chap. 1. (Chapter numbers henceforth refer to the Second 
Edition.) The material on simulation languages in Chap. 3 has been updated 
and now includes a discussion of animation . The review material in Chap. 4 has 
been expanded to make it more accessible. Chapter 5 has been updated to 
reflect current thinking on validation, and emphasizes practical methods. 
Chapter 6 has many extended examples to illustrate the difficult task of 
input-distribution specification. Chapter 7, on random-number generators , has 
been updated, and includes in App. 7A highly portable codes (in FORTRAN, 
Pascal, and C) for a reliable generator. Chapter 8 contains expanded explana
tions of variate-generation methods, emphasizing graphical aids for enhancing 
insight. Chapter 9 gives an updated and practically oriented discussion of 
output analysis. Chapters 10 through 12 have been updated and rewritten to 
enhance development of intuition , and include many detailed examples of the 
use of statistical comparison and ranking procedures, variance-reduction tech
niques , and experimental-design methodology. The new chapter (Chap. 13) 

xix 



xx PREFACE TO TIlE SECOND EDmON 

discusses simulation applications to manufacturing systems, including relevant 
software and several comprehensive examples! case studies. 

We have received valuable input from a large number of people and 
organizations in preparing this major revision. The second author received 
substantial support from the University of Minnesota, especially the Depart
ment of Operations and Management Science, the Carlson School of Manage
ment, and Academic Computing Services; he is also grateful to the Minnesota 
Supercomputer Institute for computational support. Special personal thanks go 
to Michael McComas and Stephen Vincent for numerous contributions 
throughout the book, and to Tom Schriber for his detailed reading of much of 
the manuscript. Knowing that we will almost surely commit grievous errors of 
omission, we would nonetheless like to thank the following individuals for their 
time and help: Joe Annino, Scott Baird, Diane Bischak, Glenn Browne, Tom 
Chan, John Charnes, Youngsoo Chun, Dave Goldsman, Jorge Haddock, Wali 
Haider, Jim Henriksen, Tom Hoffmann, Sheldon Jacobson, Walter Karplus, 
Pierre L'Ecuyer, Charlie Murgiano, Joe Murray, Chris Nachtsheim, Barry 
Nelson, Bill Nordgren, Jean O'Reilly, 'Dennis Pegden, Gene Polley; Steve 
Roberts, Ed Russell, Paul Sanchez, Bob Sargent, Bruce Schmeiser, Lee 
Schruben, Aarti Shanker, Murali Shanker, Marlene Smith, Mike Sullivan, 
Mike; Thompson, Brian Unger, and Jim Wilson. ' 

McGraw-Hill and the authors would like to thank the following reviewers 
for their many helpful comments and suggestions: Osman Balci, Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University; Wafik H. Iskander, West Virginia 
University; Barry L. Nelson, Ohio State University; James L. Riggs, deceased; 
Pirooz Vakilli, Boston University; and Frank K. Wolf, Western Michigan 
University. 

'A verill M. Law 
W. David Kelton 



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION 

The goal of Simulation Modeling and Analysis is to give an up-to-date 
treatment of all the important aspects of a simulation study, including model
ing, simulation languages , validation , and output data analysis. In addition, we 
have tried to present the material in a manner understandable to a person 
having only a basic familiarity with probability, statistics, and computer 
programming. The book does not sacrifice statistical correctness for expository 
convenience, but contains virtually no theorems or proofs. Technically difficult 
topics are placed in starred (*) sections or in an appendix to an appropriate 
chapter, and left for the advanced reader. (More difficult problems are also 
starred.) The book strives to motivate intuition about difficult topics and 
contains a large number of examples, figures, problems, and references for 
further study. There is also a solutions..manual for instructors. 

We feel that two of the book's major strengths are its treatment of 
modeling and of output data analysis. Chapters 1 and 2 show in complete .detail 
how to build simulation models in FORTRAN of a simple queueing system, an 
inventory system, a time-shared computer model, a multiteller bank with 
jockeying, and a job-shop model. Chapter 8 contains what we believe is a 
complete and practical treatment of statistical analysis of simulation output 
data. Since lack of definitive output data analyses appears to have been a 
major shortcoming of most simulation studies, we feel that this chapter should 
enhance the practice of simulation. 

We believe that Simulation Modeling and Analysis could serve as a 
textbook for the following types of courses: 

1. A beginning course in simulation at the junior, senior, or first-year 
graduate level for engineering, business, or computer science students 
(Chaps. 1 through 4 and parts of Chaps. 5 through 8, 10, and 11). 

2. A second, advanced course in simulation (most of Chaps. 7 through 
12). 

3. An introduction to simulation as part of a general course on operations 
research or management science (Chaps. 1 through 3). 

xxi 



xxii PREFACE TO TIlE FIRST EDITION 

The book should also be of interest to simulation practitioners. As a matter of 
fact, a large number of such practitionerS from industry, government, and the 
military have used preliminary drafts of the manuscript while attending a 
seminar on simulation which has been given by the first author for the last four 
years. 

There are a number of people and organizations that have contributed 
considerably to the writing of this book. Foremost among them are Dr. 
Thomas Varley and the Office of Naval Research, without whose research 
support during the past five years this book simply would not have been 
possible. We would also like to thank the Army Research Office for its 
research funding to the Mathematics Research Center at the University of 
Wisconsin. This support in 1980 allowed for the expeditious completion of the 
book. Most of the development of the simulation language SIMLIB which is 
discussed in Chap. 2, and almost all of the research of the statistical methods in 
Chap. 5 was done by Stephen Vincent, a graduate student at Wisconsin. The 
organization and content of Chap. 7 benefitted greatly from our having 
in-depth discussions with Professor Bruce Schmeiser of Purdue University. In 
addition, conversations with the following people positively influenced our 
thinking on particular chapters of the book: William Biles, Penn State Uni
versity; Edward Dudewicz, Ohio State University; James Henriksen, Wol
verine Software; Stephen Lavenberg, IBM; Richard Nance, Virginia Tech 
University; Alan Pritsker, Purdue University; Edward Russell, CACI; Robert 
Sargent, Syracuse University; Thomas Schriber, The University of Michigan; 
Edward Silver, Waterloo University; and Glenn Thomas, Kent State Universi
ty. Finally, we acknowledge the following graduate students at Wisconsin who 
read the entire manuscript and made many valuable suggestions: Steven 
Kimbrough, Lloyd Koenig, . Insup Lee(and Muslim Yildiz. 

Averill M. Law 
W. David Kelton 



SIMULATION MODELING AND ANALYSIS 



CHAPTER 

1 
BASIC 

SIMULATION 
MODELING 

Recommended sections for a first reading: 1.1 through 1.4, 1.7, 1.9 

1.1 THE NATURE OF SIMULATION 

This is a book about techniques for using computers to imitate, or simulate, the 
operations of various kinds of real-world facilities or processes. The facility or 
process of interest is usually called a system, and in order to study it 
scientifically we often have to make a set of assumptions about how it works. 
These assumptions, which usually take the form of mathematical or logical 
relationships, constitute a model that is used to try to gain some understanding 
of how the corresponding system behaves. 

If the relationships that compose the model are simple enough, it may be 
possible to use mathematical methods (such as algebra, calculus, or probability 
theory) to obtain exact information on questions of interest ; this is called an 
analytic solution . However, most real-world systems are too complex to allow 
realistic models to be evaluated analytically, and these models must be studied 
by means of simulation. In a simulation we use a computer to evaluate a model 
numerically, and data are gathered in order to estimate the desired true 
characteristics of the model. 

1 
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As an example of the use of simulation, consider a manufacturing firm 
that is contemplating building a large extension onto one of its plants but is not 
sure if the potential gain in productivity would justify the construction cost. It 
certainly would not be cost-effective to build the extension and then remove it 
later if it does not work out. However, a careful simulation study could shed 
some light on the question by simulating the operation of the plant as it 
currently exists and as it would be if the plant were expanded. 

Application areas for simulation are numerous and diverse. Below is a list 
of some particular kinds of problems for which simulation has been found to be 
a useful and powerful tool: 

• Designing and analyzing manufacturing systems 
• Evaluating hardware and software requirements for a computer system 
• Evaluating a new military weapons system or tactic ;'// l 
• Determining ordering policies for an inventory system 
• Designing communications systems and message protocols for them 
• Designing and operating transportation facilities such as freeways, airports, 

subways, or ports 
• Evaluating designs for service organizations such as hospitals, post offices, or 

fast -food restaurants 

• Analyzing financial or economic systems 

As a technique, simulation is one of the most widely used in operations 
research and management science. In a survey of graduates of the Department 
of Operations Research at Case Western Reserve University (one of the first 
departments of this type), Rasmussen and George (1978) found that among 
M.S. graduates, simulation ranked fifth among some fifteen subject areas in 
terms of its value after graduation (behind what they called "statistical 
methods," "forecasting," "systems analysis," and "information systems," all of 
which may arguably be outside the realm of operations research and manage
ment science). Among Ph.D. graduates, simulation tied (with linear program
ming) for second (behind "statistical methods"). Thomas and DaCosta (1979), 
in a survey of a different type , asked some 137 large firms to indicate which of 
fourteen techniques they used , and simulation came in second, with 84 percent 
of the firms responding that they used it (what they termed "statistical 
analysis" came in first in this survey, with 93 percent). The members of the 
Operations Research Division of the American Institute of Industrial En
gineers were surveyed by Shannon, Long, and Buckles (1980), who reported 
that simulation ranked second in "familiarity" (just behind linear program
ming) , but first in terms of utility and interest, among some twelve 
methodologies. Forgionne (1983) and Harpell, Lane, and Mansour (1989) also 
reported that simulation ranked second in utilization (again behind "statistical 
analysis" only) among eight tools in a survey of large corporations. All of these 
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surveys are by now several years old , and we can assume that simulation's 
value and usage have since increased, due to improvements in computing 
power and in simulation software, as discussed below . . t. 

There have been , however , several impedimeritf" to even wider accept
ance and usefulness of simulation. First , models used to study large-scale 
systems tend to be very complex, and writing computer programs to execute 
them can be an ardaOifs task indeed. This task has been eased in recent years 
by the development of excellent software products that automatically provide 
many of the features needed to code a simulation model. A second problem 
with simulation of complex systems is that a large amount of computer time is 
often required. However, this difficulty is becoming less severe as the cost of \_' 
computing continues to fall . Finally, there appears to be an unfortunate /, ~\<"
impression that simulation is just an exercise in computer programming, albeit 
a complicated one. Consequently , many simulation " studies" have been com-
posed of heuristic model building, coding, and a single run of the program to 
obtain "the answer. " We fear that this attitude, which neglects the important 
issue of how a properly coded model should be used to make inferences about 
the system of interest , has doubtless led to erroneous conclusions being drawn 
from many simulation studies. These questions of simulation methodology, 
which are largely independent of the software and hardware used, form an 
integral part of the latter chapters of this book. 

. In the remainder of this chapter (as well as in Chap. 2) we discuss systems 
and models in considerably more deta il and then show how to write computer 
programs to simulate systems of varying degrees of complexity. 

1.2 SYSTEMS, MODELS, AND SIMULATION 

A system is defined to be a collection of entities , e.g., people or machines , that 
act and interact together toward the accomplishment of some logical end. [This 
definition was proposed by Schmidt and Taylor (1970).] In practice, what is 
meant by " the system" depends on the objectives of a particular study. The 
collection of entities that compose a system fo r one study might be only a 
subset of the overall system for another. For example, if one wants to study a 
bank to determine the number of tellers needed to provide adequate service 
for customers who want just to cash a check or make a savings deposit , the 
system can be defined to be that portion of the bank consisting of the tellers 
and the customers waiting in line or being served. If, on the other hand, the 
loan officer and the safety deposit boxes are to be included , the definition of 
the system must be expanded in an obvious way. [See also Fishman (1978 , p . 
3). ] We define the state of a system to be that collection of variables necessary 
to describe a system at a particular time , relative to the objectives of a study. 
In a study of a bank , examples of possible state variables are the number of 
busy tellers, the number of customers in the bank, and the time of arrival of 
each customer in the bank. 
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We categorize systems to be of two types, discrete and· continuous . A 
discrete system is one for which the state variables change instantaneously at 
separated points in time . A bank is an example of a discrete system , since state 
variables--e .g., the number of customers in the bank--<:hange only when a 
customer arrives or when a customer finishes being served and departs . A 
continuous system is one for which the state variables change continuously with 
respect to time. An airplane moving through the air is an example of a 
continuous system, since state variables such as position and velocity can 
change continuously with respect to time . Few systems in practice are wholly 
discrete or wholly continuous, but since one type of change predominates for 
most systems, it will usually be possible to classify a system as being either 
discrete or continuous. 

At some point in the lives of most systems, there is a need to study them 
to try to gain some insight into the relationships among various components, or 
to predict performance under some new conditions being considered. Figure 
1. 1 maps out different ways in which a system might be studied . 

• Experiment with the Actual System vs . Experiment with a Model of the 
System: If it is possible (and cost-effective) to alter the system physically and 
then let it operate under the new conditions, it is probably desirable to do 
so, for in this case there is no question about whether what we study is 

Experiment 
with the 

actuaJ system 

FIGURE 1.1 

Physica1 
model 

Ways to study a system. 

Experiment 
wilt! a model 
of the syslCm 

Analytical 
solution 

Mathematical 
model 

Simulation 
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relevant. However, it is rarely feasible to do this , because such an experi
ment would often be too costly or too disruptive to the system. For example , 
a bank may be contemplating reducing the number of tellers to decrease 
costs, but actually trying this could lead to long customer delays and 
alienation. More graphically, the . "system" might not even exist , but we 
nevertheless want to study it in its various proposed alternative configura
tions to see how it should be built in the first place; examples of this situation 
might be modern flexible manufacturing facilities, or strategic nuclear 
weapons systems. For these reasons, it is usually necessary to build amodel 
as a representation of the system and study it as a surrogate for the actual 
system. When using a model , there is always the question of whether it 
accurately reflects the system for the purposes of the decisions to be made; 
this question of model validity is taken up in detail in Chap. 5 . 

• Physical Model vs. Mathematical Model : To most people, the word "model" 
evokes images of clay cars in wind tunnels , cockpits disconnected from their 
airplanes to be used in pilot training, or miniature supertankers scurrying 
about in a swimming pool. These are examples of physical models (also 
called iconic models) , and are not typical of the kinds of models that are 
usually of interest in operations research and systems analysis. Occasionally, 
however, it has been found useful to build physical models to study 
engineering or management systems; examples include tabletop scale models 
of material-handling systems, and in at least one case a full-scale physical 
model of a fast-food restaurant inside a warehouse, complete with full-scale , 
real (and presumably hungry) humans [see Swart and Donno (1981)]. But 
the vast majority of models built for such purposes are mathematical, 
representing a system in terms of logical and quantitative relationships that 
are then manipulated and changed to see how the model reacts, and thus 
how the system would react-if the mathematical model is a valid one. 
Perhaps the simplest example of a mathematical model is the familiar 
relation d = rt, where r is the rate of travel , t is the time spent traveling, and 
d is the distance traveled . This might provide a valid model in one instance 
(e .g., a space probe to another planet after it has attained its flight velocity) 
but a very poor model for other purposes (e .g., rush-hour commuting on 
congested urban freeways) . 

• Analytical Solution vs. Simulation: Once we have built a mathematical 
model, it must then be examined to see how it can be used to answer the 
questions of interest about the system it is supposed to represent. If the 
model is simple enough , it may be possible to work with its relationships and 
quantities to get an exact, analytical solution. In the d = rt example, if we 
know the distance to be traveled and the velocity , then we can work with the 
model to get t = dlr as the time that will be required. This is a very simple, · 
closed-form solution obtainable with just paper and pencil, but some analyti
cal solutions can become extraordinarily complex , requiring vast computing 
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resources; inverting a large nonsparse matrix is a well-known example of a 
situation in which there is an analytical formula known in principle, but 
obtaining it numerically in a given instance is far from trivial. If an analytical 
solution to a mathematical model is available and is computationally effi
cient, it is usually desirable to study the model in this way rather than via a 
simulation . However, many systems are highly complex, so that valid 
mathematical models of them are themselves complex, precluding any 
possibility of an analytical solution . In this case, the model must be studied 
by means of simulation, i.e. , numerically exercising the model for the inputs 
in question to see how they affect the output measures of performance. 

While there may be an element of truth to pejorative old saws such as " method 
of last resort" sometimes used to describe simulation , the fact is that we are 
very quickly led to simulation in many situations, due to the sheer complexity 
of the systems of interest and of the models necessary to represent them in a 
valid way. 

Given, then, that we have a mathematical model to be studied by means 
of simulation (henceforth referred to as a simulation model), we must then 
look for particular tools to do this . It is useful for this purpose to classify 
simulation models along three different dimensions: 

• Static vs. Dynamic Simulation Models: A static simulation model is a 
representation of a system at a particular time, or one that may be used to 
represent a system in which time simply plays no role; examples of static 
simulations are Monte Carlo models , discussed in Sec. l.8 .3. On the other 
hand, a dynamic simulation model represents a system as it evolves over 
time, such as a conveyor system in a factory. 

• Deterministic vs. Stochastic Simulation Models: If a simulation model does 
not contain any probabilistic (i .e., random) components, it is called de
terministic ; a complicated (and analytically intractable) system of differential 
equations describing a chemical reaction might be such a model. In de
terministic models, the output is "determined" once the set of input quan
tities and relationships in the model have been specified, even though it 
might take a lot of computer time to evaluate what it is. Many systems, 
however, must be modeled as having at least some random input compo
nents, and these give rise to stochastic simulation models. (For an example 
of the danger of ignoring randomness in modeling a system, see Sec. 4.7 .) 
Most queueing and inventory systems are modeled stochastically. Stochastic 
simulation models produce output that is itself random, and must therefore 
be treated as only an estimate of the true characteristics of the model; this is 
one of the main disadvantages of simulation (see Sec. l.9) and is dealt with 
in Chaps. 9 through 12 of this book. 

• Continuous vs. Discrete Simulation Models: Loosely speaking, we define 
discrete and continuous simulation models analogously to the way discrete 
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and continuous systems were defined above. More precise definitions of 
discrete (event) simulation and continuous simulation are given in Secs. 1.3 
and 1.8, respectively. It should be mentioned that a discrete model is not 
always used to model a discrete system and vice versa. The decision whether 
to use a discrete or a continuous model for a particular system depends on 
the specific objectives of the study. For example, a model of traffic flow on a 
freeway would be discrete if the characteristics and movement of individual 
cars are important. Alternatively, if the cars can be treated "in the aggre
gate," the flow of traffic can be described by differential equations in a 
continuous model. More discussion on this issue can be found in Sec. 5.2, 
and in particular in Example 5.1. 

The simulation models we consider in the remainder of this book , except 
for those in Sec. 1.8, will be discrete, dynamic, and stochastic and will 
henceforth be called discrete-event simulation models . (Since deterministic 
models are a special case of stochastic models, the restriction to stochastic 
models involves no loss of generality.) 

1.3 DISCRETE-EVENT SIMULATION 

Discrete-event simulation concerns the modeling of a system as it evolves over 
time by a representation in which the state variables change instantaneously at 
separate points in time. (In more mathematical terms, we might say that the 
system can change at only a countable number of points in time.) These points 
in time are the ones at which an event occurs, where an event is defined as an 
instantaneous occurrence that may change the state of the system. Although 
discrete-event simulation could conceptually be done by hand calculations , the 
amount of data that must be stored and manipulated for most real-world 
systems dictates that discrete-event simulations be done on a digital computer. 
(In Sec. 1.4.2 we carry out a small hand simulation, merely to illustrate the 
logic involved .) 

Example 1.1. Consider a service facility with a single server---e.g. , a one·operator 
barbershop or an information desk at an airport-for which we would like to 
estimate the (expected) average delay in queue (line) of arriving customers, 
where the delay in queue of a customer is the length of the time interval from the 
instant of his arrival at the facility to the instant he begins being served. For the 
objective of estimating the average delay of a customer, the state variables for a 
discrete·event simulation model of the facility would be the status of the server , 
i.e., either idle or busy, the number of customers waiting in queue to be served (if 
any), and the time of arrival of each person waiting in queue. The status of the 
server is needed to determine, upon a customer's arrival , whether the customer 
can be served immediately or must join the end of the queue. When the server 
completes serving a customer, the number of customers in the queue is used to 
determine whether the server will become idle or begin serving the first customer 
in the queue. The time of arrival of a customer is needed to compute his delay in 
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queue, which is the time he begins being served (which will be known) minus his 
time of arrival. There are two types of events for this system: the arrival of a 
customer and the completion of service for a customer, which results in the 
customer's departure. An arrival is an event since it causes the (state variable) 
server status to change from idle to busy or the (state variable) number of 
customers in the queue to increase by 1. Correspondingly, a departure is an event 
because it causes the server status to change from busy to idle or the number of 
customers in the queue to decrease by 1. We show in detail how to build a 
discrete-event simulation model of this single-server queueing system in Sec. 1.4. 

In the above example both types of events actually changed the state of 
the system, but in some discrete-event simulation models events are used for 
purposes that do not actually effect such a change. For example, an event 
might be used to schedule the end of a simulation run at a particular time (see 
Sec. 1.4.8) or to schedule a decision about a system's operation at a particular 
time (see Sec. 1.5) and might not actually result in a change in the state of the 
system. This is why we originally said that an event may change the state of a 
system. 

1.3.1 Time-Advance Mechanisms 

Because of the dynamic nature of discrete-event simulation models , we must 
keep track of the current value of simulated time as the simulation proceeds , 
and we also need a mechanism to advance simulated time from one value to 
another. We call the variable in a simulation model that gives the current value 
of simulated time the simulation clock. The unit of time for the simulatioc 
clock is never stated explicitly when a model is written in a general-purpose 
language such as FORTRAN, Pascal, or C, and it is assumed to be in the same 
units as the input parameters . Also , there is generally no relationship between 
simulated time and the time needed to run a simulation on the computer. 

Historically, two principal approaches have been suggested for advancing 
the simulation clock: next-event time advance and fixed-increment time advance. 
Since the first approach is used by all major simulation languages and by most 
people coding their model in a general-purpose language , and since the second · 
is a special case of the first , we shall use the next-event time-advance approach 
for all discrete-event simulation models discussed in this book. A brief 
discussion of fixed-increment time advance is given in App. lA (at the end of 
this chapter). 

With the next-event time-advance approach, the simulation clock is 
initialized to zero and the times of occurrence of future events are determined. 
The simulation clock is then advanced to the time of occurrence of the most 
imminent (first) of these future events, at which point the state of the system is 
updated to account for the fact that an event has occurred, and our knowledge 
of the times of occurrence of future events is also updated. Then the simulation 
clock is advanced to the time of the (new) most imminent event, tbe state of 
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the system is updated, and future event times are determined, etc. This process 
of advancing the simulation clock from one event time to another is continued 
until eventually some prespecified stopping condition is satisfied. Since all state 
changes occur only at event times for a discrete-event simulation model, 
periods of inactivity are skipped over by jumping the clock from event time to 
event time. (Fixed-increment time advance does not skip over these inactive 
periods, which can eat up a lot of computer iime; see App. lA.) It should be 
noted that the successive jumps of the simulation clock are generally" variable 
(or unequal) in size. 

Example 1.2 We now illustrate in det'ail the next-event time-advance approach for 
the single-server queueing system of Example 1.1. We need the following 
notation: 

t, = time of arrival of the ith customer (to = 0) 
Ai = Ii - f'_l = interarrival time between (i -l)st and ith arrivals of cus

tomers 
Si = time that server actually spends serving ith customer (exclusive of 

customer's delay in queue) 
D; = delay in queue of ith customer 

Ci = fi + Di + Si = time that ith customer completes service and departs 
ei = time of occurrence of ith event of any type (ith value the simulation 

clock takes on, excluding the value eo = 0) 

Each of these, defined quantities will generally be a random variable. Assume that 
the probability distributions of the interarrival times Ap A 2 , ••• and the service 
times Sp 52' ... are known and have cumulative distribution functions (see Sec. 
4.2) denoted by FA and Fs' respectively. (In. general, FA and Fs would be 
determined by collecting data from the system of interest and then fitting 
distributions to these data using the techniques of Chap. 6.) At time eo = 0 the 
status of the server is idle, and the time II of the first arrival is determined by 
generating A I from FA (techniques for generating random observations from a 
specified distribution are discussed in Chap. 8) and adding it to O. The simulation 
clock is then advanced from eo to the time of the next (first) event, el = II" (See 
Fig. 1.2, where the curved arrows represent advancing the simulation clock.) 
Since the customer arriving at time f) finds the server idle, she immediately enters 
serv~ce and has a delay in queue of DI = 0 and the status of the server is changed 
from idle to busy. The time, CI , when the arriving customer will complete service 
is computed by generating 51 froni Fs and adding it to fl' Finally, the time of the 
second arrival, f 2 • is computed as f2 = II + A 2 , where A2 is generated from FA' If 
f2 < CI' as depicted in Fig. 1.2, the simulation- clock i~ advanced from e l to the 
time of the next event, e2 = f 2 • (If c i were less than f2 • the clock would be 
advanced -from e I to C 1') Since the customer arriving at time f2 finds the server 
already busy, the immber of customers in the queue is increased from 0 to 1 and 
the time of arrival of this customer is recorded; however, his service time S2 is not 
generated at this time. Also, the time of the third arrival, f3' is computed as 
f3 = f2 + A 3 • If c i < 13 , as depicted in the figure, the simulation clock is advanced 
from e2 to the time of the next event, e3 = c .. where the customer completing 
service departs, the customer in the queue (Le., the one who arrived at time (2 ) 
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FIGURE I.2 
The next-event time-advance approach illustrated for the single-server queueing system. 

begins service and his delay in queue and service-completion time are computed 
as D2 = c1 - t2 and C2 = c] + 52 (52 is now generated from Fs), and the number of 
customers in the queue is decreased from 1 to O. If t3 < c2 , the simulation clock is 
advanced from e3 to the time of the next event, e4 = t 3 , etc. The simulation might 
eventually be tenninated when, say, the number of customers whose delays have 
been observed reaches some specified value. 

1.3.2 Components and Organization of a 
Discrete-Event Simulation Model 

Although simulation has been applied to a great diversity of real-world 
s.ystems, discrete-event simulation models all share a number of common 
components and there is a logical organization for these components that 
promotes the coding, debugging, and future changing of a simulation model's 
computer program. In particular, the following components will be found in 
most discrete-event simulation models using the next-event time-advance ap
proach: 

System state: The collection of state variables necessary to describe the system 
at a particular time. 

Simulation clock: A variable giving the current value of simulated time. 
Event list: A list containing the next time when each type of event will occur. 
Statistical counters: Variables used for storing statistical information about 

system performance. 
Initialization routine: A subprogram to initialize the simulation model at time 

zero. 
Timing routine: A subprogram that determines the next event from the event 

list and then advances the simulation clock to the time when that event is 
to occur. 

Event routine: A subprogram that updates the system state when a particular 
type of event occurs (there is one event routine for each event type). 

Library routines: A set of subprograms used to generate random observations 
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from probability distributions that were determined as part of the simula
tion model. 

Report generator: A subprogram that computes estimates (from the statistical 
counters) of the desired measures of performance and produces a report 
when the simulation ends. 

Main program: A subprogram that invokes the timing routine to determine 
the next event and then transfers control to the corresponding event 
routine to update the system state appropriately. The main program may 
also check for termination and invoke the report generator when the 
simulation is over. .J 

fThe logical relationships (flow of control) among these components is shown in 
Fig. 1.~The simulation begins at time 0 with the main program invoking the 
initialization routine, where the simulation clock is set to zero, the system state 
and the statistical counters are initialized, and the event list is initialized. After 
control has been returned to the main program, it invokes the timing routine to 
determine which type of event is most imminent. If an event of type i is the 
next to occur, the simulation clock is advanced to the time that event type i will 
occur and control is returned to the main program.men the main program 
invokes event routine i, where typically three types of activities occur: (1) the 
system state is updated to account for the fact that an event of type i haS 
occurred; (2) information about system performance is gathered by updating 
the statistical counters; and (3) the times of occurrence of future events are 
generated and this information is added to the event lis!.:! Often it is necessary 
to generate random observations from probability distributions in order to 
determine these future event times; we will refer to such a generated observa
tion as a random variate. After all processing has been completed, either in 
event routine i or in the main program, a check is typically made to determine 
(relative to some stopping condition) if the simulation should now be termi
nated. If it is time to terminate the simulation, the report generator is invoked 
from the main program to compute estimates (from the statistical counters) of 
the desired measures of performance and to produce a report. If it is not time 
for termination, control is passed back to the main program and the main 
program-timing routine-main program-event routine-termination check cycle 
is repeated until the stopping condition is eventually satisfied. 

Before concluding this section, a few additional words about the system 
state may be in order. As mentioned in Sec. 1.2, a system is a well-defined 
collection of entities. Entities are characterized by data values called attributes, 
and these attributes are part of the system state for a discrete-event simulation 
model. Furthermore, entities with some common property are often grouped 
together in lists (or files or sets). For each entity there is a record in the list 
consisting of the entity's attributes, and the order in which the records are 
placed in the list depends on some specified rule. (See Chap. 2 for a discussion 
of efficient approaches for storing lists of records.) For the single-server 
queueing facility of Examples 1.1 and 1.2, the entities are the server and the 
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customers in the facility. The server has the attribute "server status" (busy or . 
idle), and the custo·mers waiting in queue have the attribute "time of arrival." 

. (The number of customers in the queue might also be considered an attribute 
of the server.) Furthermore, as we shall see in Sec. 1.4, these customers in 
queue will be grouped together in a list. 

The organization and action of a discrete-event simulation program using 
the next-event time-advance mechanism as depicted above .is fairly typical 
when coding such simulations· in a general-purpose programming language such 
as FORTRAN, Pascal,. or C; it is called the event-scheduling approach to 
simulation modeling, since the times of future events are explicitly coded into 
the model and are scheduled to occur in the simulated future: It should be 
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mentioned here that there is an alternative approach to simulation modeling, 
called the process approach, that instead views the simulation in terms of the 
individual entities involved, and the code written describes the "experience" of 
a "typical" entity as it "flows" through the system; coding simulations modeled 
from the process point of view usually requires the use of special-purpose 
simulation software, as discussed in Chap. 3. Even when taking the process 
approac'l, however, the simulation is actually executed behind the scenes in the 
event-scheduling logic as described above. 

1.4 SIMULATION OF A SINGLE-SERVER 
QUEUEING SYSTEM 

This section shows in detail how to simulate a single-server queueing system 
such as a one-operator barbershop. Although this system seems very simple 
compared with those usually of real interest, how it is simulated is actually 
quite representative of the operation of simulations of great complexity. 

In Sec. 1.4.1 we describe the system of interest and state our objectives 
more precisely. We explain intuitively how to simulate this system in Sec. 1.4.2 
by showing a "snapshot" of the simulated system just after each event occurs. 
Section 1.4.3 describes the language-independent organization and logic of the 
FORTRAN, Pascal, and C codes given in Sees. 1.4.4, 1.4.5, and 1:4.6. The 
simulation's results are discussed in Sec. 1.4.7, and Sec. 1.4.8 alters the 
stopping rule.to another common way to end simulations. Finally, Sec. 1.4.9 
briefly describes a technique for identifying and simplifying the event and 
variable structure of a simulation. 

0.4.1 Problem Statement 

Consider a single-server queueing system (see Fig. 1.4) for which the interarri
val times A" A 2 , •• • are independent, identically distributed (lID) random 
variables. ("Identically distributed" means that the interarrival times have the 
same probability distribution.) A customer who arrives and finds the server idle 
enters service immediately, and the service times S" S2, ... of the successive 
customers are lID random variables that are independent of the interarrival 
times. A customer who arrives and finds the server busy joins the end of a 
single queue. Upon completing service for a customer, the server chooses a 
customer from the queue (if any) in a first-in,. first-out (FlFO) manner. (For a 
discussion of other queue. disciplines and queueing systems in general, see 
App. lB.) 

. The simulation will begin in the "empty-and-idle" state; i.e., no custom
ers are present and the server is idle. At time 0, we will begin waiting for the 
arrival of the first customer, which will occur after the first interarrival time, 
A " rather than at time 0 (which would be ~ possibly valid, but different, 
modeling assumption). We wish to simulate this system until a fixed number 

. . ~ 
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t 
o A departing customer 

o Customer in service 

o 
o Customers in queue 

o 

o An arriving customer 

t FIGURE 1.4 
A single-server queueing system. 

J 

r (n) of customers have completed their delays in queu"-i,li.e., the simulation will 
stop when the nth customer enters service. Note that the time the simulation 
ends is thus a random variable, depending on the observed values for the 
interarrival and service-time random variables. 

ITo measure the performance of this system, we will look at estimates of 
three quantities. First, we will estimate the expected average delay in queue of 
die n customers completing their delays during the simul_ation; we denote this 
quantity by d(nJ. The word "expected" in the definition of d(n) means this: On 
a given run of the simulation (or, for that matter, on a given run of the actual 
system the simulation model represents), the actual average delay observed of 
the n customers depends on the interarrival and service-time random variable 
observations that happen to have been obtained. On another run of the 
simulation (or on a different day for the real system) there would probably be 
arrivals at different times, and the service times required would also be 
different; this would give rise to a different value for the average of the n 
delays. Thus, the average delay on a given run of the simulation is properly 
regarded as a random variable itself. What we want to estimate, d(n), is the 
expected value of this random variable. One interpretation of this is that d(n) is 
the average of a large (actually, infinite) number of n-customer average delays. 
From a single run of the simulation resulting in customer delays 
D" D2 , ••• ,Dn , an obvious estimator of d(n) is 

n 

2: D, 
d(n) = '~~ ...J 
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which. is just the average of the n D,'s_that were observed in the simulation [so 
that den) could also be denoted by D(n)]. (Throughout this book, a hat C) 
above a symbol denotes an estimator.) It is important to note that by "delay" 
we do not exclude the possibility that a customer could have a delay of zero in 
the case of an arrival finding the system empty and idle (with this model, we 
know for sure that DI = 0); delays with a value of zero are counted in the 
average, since if many delays were zero this would represent a system 
providing very good service, and our output measure should reflect this. One 
reason for taking the average of the D,'s , as opposed to just looking at them 
individually, is that they will not have the same distribution (e.g., DI = 0, but 
D, could be positive), and the average gives us a single composite measure of 
all the customers' delays; in this sense, this is not the usual "average" taken in 
basic statistics, as the individual terms are not random observations from the 
same distribution. Note also that by itself, den) is an estimator based on a 
"sample" (here, a set of complele simulation runs) of size 1, since we are 
making only a single simulation run. From elementary statistics, we know that 
a sample of size 1 is not worth much; we return to this issue in Chaps. 9 
through 12. 

While an estimate of den) gives information about system performance 
from the customers' point of view, the management of such a system may want 
different information; indeed, since most real simulations are quite complex 
and may be costly to run, we usually collect many output measures of 
performance, describing different aspects of system behavior.\'One such mea
sure for our simple model here is the expected average number of customers in 
the gueue, (but not being served), denoted by q(n), where the n is necessary in 
the notation to indicate that this average is taken over the time period needed 
to observe the n delays defining our stopping rule. This is a different kind of 
"average" than the average delay in queue, because it is taken over (continu
ous) time, rather than over customers (being discrete). Thus, we need to define 
what is meant by this time-average number of customers in queue. To do this, 
let Q(I) denote the number of customers in queue at time I, for any real 
number I'" 0-, and let T(n) be the time required to observe our n delays in 
queue. Then for any time I between 0 and T(n), Q(I) is a nonnegative integer. 
Further, if we let Pi be the expected proporlion (which will be between 0 and 1) 
of the time that Q(I) is equal to i, then a reasonable definition of q(n) would be 

q(n) = 2: iPi 
i - O 

Thus, q(n) is a weighted average of the possible values i for the queue length 
Q(I), with the weights being the expected proportion of time the queue spends 
at each of its possible lengths. To estimate q(n) from a simulation, we simply 
replace the p,'s with estimates of them, and get 

~ 

q(n) = 2: iPi 
j - O 
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r where p, is the observed (rather than expected) proportion of the time during 
the simulation that there were i customers in the queue. Computationally, 
however, it is easier to rewrite ij(n) using some geometric considerations. If we 
let T, be the total time during the simulation that the queue is of length i, then 
T(n) = To + TI + Ti + ... and p, = T,IT(n), so that we can rewrite Eq. (1.1) 
above as 

00 

2: iT, 

ij(n) ='7l(n) (1.2) 

IFigure 1.5 illustrates a possible time path, or realization, of Q(t) for this system 
in the case of n = 6; ignore the shading for now. Arrivals occur at times 004, 
1.6, 2.1, 3.8, 4.0, 5.6, '5.8, and 7.2. Departures (serVice completions) occur at 
times '2.4, 3.1, 3.3, 4.9, and 8.6, and the simulation ends at'time T(6) = ~ 
Remember in looking at Fig. 1.5 that Q(t) does not count the customer in 
service (if any), so between times 004 and 1.6 there is one customer in the 
system being served, even though the queue is empty [Q(t) = 0]; the same is 
true between times 3.1 and 3.3, between times 3.8 and 4.0, and between times 
4.9 and 5.6. Between times 3.3 and 3.8, however, the system is 'empty of 
customers and the server is idle, as is obviously the case between times 0 and 
O.4.rro compute ij(n), we must first compute the T,'s, which can be read off 
Fig. 1.5 as the (sometimes separated) intervals over which Q(t) is equal to 0, 1, 

r ~. 

o 

Arrivals { e, ~ 0.4 

eli = 5.8 
elO = 5.6 e12 = 7.2 

Departures { 
~ T(6) 

FIGURE 1.5 
Q(t), arrival times, and departure times for a realization of a single-server queueing system. 
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r 2, and so on: 

To = (1.6 -0.0) + (4.0 - 3.1) + (5.6- 4.9) = 3.2 

T, = (2.1- 1.6)+ (3.1- 2.4) + (4.9 - 4.0) + (5.8 - 5.6) = 2.3 

T2 = (2.4-2.1) +(7.2-5.8) = 1.7 . 

T, = (8.6 -7.2) = 1.4 .J 
(T, = 0 for i;;,; 4, since the qneue never grew to those lengths in this 
realization.) The numerator in Eq. (1.2) is thus 

00 

r 2: iT, = (0 x 3.2) + (1 x 2.3) + (2 x 1.7) + (3 x 1.4) = 9.9 
j=O 

(1.3) .J 

and so our estimate of the time-average number in queue from this particular 
simulation run is q(6) = 9.9/8.6 = 1.15. Now, note that each of the nonzero 
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1.3) corresponds to·one of the' shaded, 
areas in Fig, 1.5: 1 x 2.3 is the diagonally shaded area (in four pieces), 2 x 1.7 
is the cross-hatched area (in two pieces), and 3 x 1.4 is the screened area (in a 
single piece). In other words,rthe summation in the numerator of Eq. (1.2) is 
just the area under the Q(t) curve between the beginning and the end of the 
simulation: Remembering that "area under a curve" is an integral, we can thus 
writeJ 

r 00 {T(n) 

2: iT, = J.Q(t) dt 
i=O' ,0, 

and the estimator of q(n) can then be expressed as 

r(n) 

, Jo Q(t) dt 
q(n) = T(n) 

r 
(1.4) ,.J 

While Eqs. (1.4) and (1.2) are equivalent expressions for q(n), Eq. (1.4) is 
preferable since the integral in this equation can be accumulated as simple 
areas 6f rectangles . as the simulation progresses through time. It is less 
convenient to carry out the computations to get the summation in.Eq. (1.2) 
explicitly. Moreover, the appearance of Eq. (1.4), suggests a continuous 
average of Q(t), since in a rough sense, an integral can be regarded as a 
continuous summation. . 

JThe third and final output measure of performance for this system is a 
measure of how busy the server ~ The expected utilization of the server is the 
expected proportion of time during the simulation [from time 0 to time T(n)] 
that the server is busy (i.e., not idle), and is thus a number between 0 and 1; 
denote it by u(n). From a single simulation, then, our estimate of u(n) is 
u(n) = the observed proportion of time during the simulation that the server is 
busy. Now u(n) could be computed directly from the simulation by noting the 
times at which the server changes status (idle to busy or vice versa) and then 
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doing the appropriate subtractions and division. However, it is easier to look at 
this quantity as a continuous-time average, similar to the average queue length, 
by defining the "busy function" 

r B( ) = { 1 if the server is busy at time t 
t 0 if the server is idle at time t .-1 

r and so u(n) could be expressed as the proportion of time that B(t) is equal to 
1. Figure 1.6 plots B(t) for the same simulation realization as used in Fig. 1.5 
for Q(t). In this case, we get 

-( ) = (3.3 - 0.4) + (8 .6 - 3.8) = 7.7 = 090 
un 8.6 8.6' (1.5) 

r indicating that the server was busy about 90 percent of the time during this 
simulation. Again, however, the numerator in Eq. (1.5) can be viewed as the 
area under the B(t) function over the course of the simulation, since the height 
of B(t) is always either 0 or 1. Thus, 

I
T(n l 

_ 0 B(t) dt 

u(n) = T(n) ..J (1.6) 

r and we see again that u(n) is the continuous average of the B(t) functi~ 
corresponding to our notion of utilization. As was the case for q(n), the reason 
for writing u(n) in the integral form of Eq. (1.6) is that computationally, as the 
simulation progresses ,rthe integral of B(t) can easily be accumulated by adding 
up areas of rectangles. For many simulations involving "servers" of some sort, 
utilization statistics are quite informative in identifying bottlenecks (utilizations 

o 

Arrivals { 
e I = 0.4 ez = 1.6 

Departures { 

FIGURE 1.6 

e6 = 3.3 
e4 =2.4 e, =3.1 

eto = 5.6 e l2 = 7.2 

....J 

e" . = 1'(6) 

B(t), arrival times, and departure times for a realization of a single-server queueing system (same 
realization as in Fig. 1.5). 
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r;;,ar 100 percent, coupled with heavy congestion measures for the queue 
leading in) or excess capacity (low utilizations); this is particularly true if the 
"servers" are expensive items such as robots in a manufacturing system or 
large mainframe computers in a data-processing operation. J 

I To recap, the three measures of performance are: the average delay in 
queue den), the ti~mber of customers in queue <l(n) , and the 
proportion of time the server is busy urn). The average clelay in queue is an 
example of a discrete-time statistic, since it is defined relative to the collection 
of random variables {D,} that have a discrete "time" index, i = 1, 2, . . .. The 
time-average number in queue and the proportion of time the server is busy 
are examples of continuous-time statistics J since they are defined on the 
collection of random variables (Q(t)} and (B(t)}, respectively, each of which 
is indexed on the continuous time parameter t E [0, (0). (The symbol E means 
"contained in. " Thus , in this case , t can be any nonnegative real number.) 
Both discrete-time and continuous-time statistics are common in simulation, 
and they furthermore can be other than averages. For example, we might be 
interested in the maximum of all the delays in queue observed (a discrete-time 
statistic) , or the proportion of time during the simulation that the queue 
contained at least five customers (a continuous-time statistic). 

The events for this system are the arrival of a customer and the departure 
of a customer (after a service completion); the state variables necessary to 
estimate den), ·q(n) , and urn) are the status of the server (0 for idle and 1 for 
busy), the number of customers in the queue, the time of arrival of each 
customer currently in the queue (represented as a list) , and the time of the last 
(i.e., most recent) event. The time of the last event, defined to be e'_1 if 
e'_ 1 ,,; t < e, (where t is the current time in the simulation), is needed to 
compute the width of the rectangles for the area accumulations in the estimates 
of q(n) and urn). 

-I 1.4.2 Intuitive Explanation 

We begin our explanation of how to simulate a single-server queueing system 
by showing how its simulation model would be represented inside the computer 
at time eo = 0 and the times e l' e2 , . . . , e 13 at which the 13 successive events 
occur that are needed to observe the desired number, n = 6, of delays in 
queue. For expository convenience , we assume that the inferarrivaf and service 
times of customers 'are 

A l = 0.4, A z = 1.2, A) =0.5, A4 = 1.7, As = 0.2, A(> = 1.6, A7 = 0.2, As = 1.4, A9 = 1.9,. 

SI =2.0, S2=0.7, S) = 0.2, S.=1.1, Ss =3.7, S(>=0.6, .. 

Thus, between time 0 and the time of the first arrival there is 0.4 time unit, 
between the arrivals of the first and second customers there are 1.2 time units, 
etc., and the service time required for the first customer is 2.0 time units, etc. 
Note that it is not necessary to declare what the time units are (minutes, hours , 
etc.), but only to be sure that all time quantities are expressed in the same .J 
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units. In an actual simulation (see Secs . 1.4.4 through 1.4.6), the Ais and the 
Sis would be generated from their corresponding probability distributions, as 
needed, during the course of the simulation. The numerical values for the Ais 
and the Sis given above have been artificially chosen so as to generate the 
same simulation realization as depicted in Figs. 1.5 and 1.6 illustrating the Q(t) 
and B(t) processes. 
,- Figure 1. 7 gives a snapshot of the system itself and of a computer 

representation of the system at each of the times eo = 0, e, = 0.4, ... ,en = 
8.6. In the "system" pictures, the square represents the server, and circles 
represent customers ; the numbers inside the customer circles are the times of 
their arrivals. In the "computer representation" pictures , the values of the 
variables shown are .after all processing has been completed at that event. Our 
discussion will focus on how the computer representation changes at the event 
time~ 

t= 0: 

Initialization 
time - O 

D 

Systcm 

Arrival 
timc - O.4 

D 
e 

System 

FIGURE 1.7 

Initialization. The simulation begins with the main program invok
ing the initialization routine. Our modeling assumption was that 

r-----------,------------, I Systcm state I I 

I ~ I c:::J ~Bj I I r-::I r-::I r-::I ~ Oock Event list ~ 

I L,;J ~ ~ I iol f:l'"ro~ ~ I 
I status in Times of last I U U u LJ I 

queue of event Number Total Area Area 

I arrival I delayed delay under Q(f) under B(I) I 
L- ________ ---'- ________ .........J 

Computer representation 

('l 

r-----------,- - ----------, 
I ,,.,,m "", I r::-:l A (1:6] I 

I ~ I LJ 00 I I ~ r0 r::-:l ~ Clock Event liSI ~ 
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queue of event 
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Computer representation 

(bl 

Snapshots of the system and of its computer representation at time 0 and at each of the thirteen 
succeeding event times. 
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initially the system is empty of customers and the server is idle , as 
depicted in the " system" picture of Fig. 1.7a. The model state 
variables are initialized to represent this: server status is zero [we 
use 0 to represent an idle server and 1 to represent a busy server, 
similar to the definition of the B(t) function], and the number of 
customers in the queue is zero . There is a one-dimensional array to 
store the times of arrival of customers currently in the queue; this 
array is initially empty, and as the simulation progresses its length 
will grow and shrink. The time of the last (most recent) event is 
initialized to zero, so that at the time of the first event (when it is 
used), it will have its correct value. The simulation clock is set to 
zero, and the event list, giving the times of the next occurrence of 
each of the event types, is initialized as follows. The time of the first 
arrival is 0 + A, = 0.4, and is denoted by "A" next to the event list. 
Since there is no customer in service , it does not even make sense to 
talk about the time of the next departure ("0" by the event list), 
and we know that the first event will be the initial customer arrival at 
time 0.4. However, the simulation progresses in general by looking 
at the event list and picking the smallest value from it to determine 
what the next event will be, so by scheduling the next departure to 
occur at time 00 (or a very large number in a computer program) , we 
effectively eliminate the departure event from consideration and 
force the next event to be an arrival. (This is sometimes called 
poisoning the departure event.) Finally , the four statistical counters 
are initialized to zero. When all initialization is done, control is 
returned to the main program, which then calls the timing routine to 
determine the next event. Since 0.4 < 00 , the next event will be an 
arrival at time 0.4 , and the timing routine advances the clock to this 
time , then passes control back to the main program with the 
information that the next event is to be an arrival. 

t = 0.4: Arrival of customer 1. At time 0.4, the main program passes control 
to the arrival routine to process the arrival of the first customer. 
Figure 1.7 b shows the system and its computer representation after 
all changes have been made to process this arrival. Since this 
customer arrived to find the server idle (status equal to 0) , he begins 
service immediately and has a delay in queue of D, = 0 (which does 
count as a delay). The server status is set to 1 to represent that the 
server is now busy, but the queue itself is still empty. The clock has 
been advanced to the current time , 0.4, and the event list is updated 
to refie,t this customer's arrival: The next arrival will be A , = 1.2 
time units from now, at time 0.4 + 1.2 = 1.6, and the next departure 
(the service completion of the customer now arriving) will be 
5, = 2.0 time units from now, at time 0.4 + 2.0 = 2.4. The number 
delayed is incremented to 1 (when this reaches n = 6, the simulation 
will end) , and D, = 0 is added into the total delay (still at zero). The 
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area under Q(t) is updated by adding in the product of the previous 
value (i.e ., the level it had between the last event and now) of Q(t) 
(0 in this case) times the width of the interval of time from the last 
event to now, t - (time of last event) = 0.4 - 0 in this case. Note that 
the time of the last event used here is its old value (0), before it is 
updated to its new value (0.4) in this event routine . Similarly, the 
area under B(t) is updated by adding in the product of its previous 
value (0) times the width of the interval of time since the last event. 
[Look back at Figs . 1.5 and 1.6 to trace the accumulation of the 
areas under Q(t) and B(t).] Finally , the time of the last event is 
brought up to the current time, 0.4, and control is passed back to the 
main program. It invokes the timing routine, which scans the event 
list for the smallest value , and determines that the next event will be 
another arrival at time 1.6; it updates the clock to this value and 
passes control back to the main program with the information that 
the next event is an arrival. 

t = 1.6: Arrival of customer 2. At this time we again enter the arrival 
routine, and Fig. 1.7c shows the system and its computer representa
tion after all changes have been made to process this event. Since 
this customer arrives to find the server busy (status equal to 1 upon 
her arrival), she must queue up in the first location in the queue, her 
time of arrival is stored in the first location in the array , and the 
number-in-queue variable rises to 1. The time of the next arrival in 
the event list is updated to A , = 0.5 time units from now, 1.6 + 
0.5 = 2.1; the time of the next departure is not changed , since its 
value of 2.4 is the departure time of customer 1, who is still in 
service at this time . Since we are not observing the end of anyone's 
delay in queue, the number-delayed and total-delay variables are 
unchanged. The area under Q(t) is increased by 0 [the previous 
value of Q(t)] times the time since the last event , 1.6 - 0.4 = 1.2. 
The area under B(t) is increased by 1 [the previous value of B(t)] 
times this same interval of time, 1.2. After updating the time of the 
last event to now, control is passed back to the main program and . 
then to the timing routine , which determines that the next event will . 
be an arrival at time 2.1. 

t=2.1: Arrival of customer 3. Once again the arrival routine is invoked, as 
depicted in Fig. 1.7d. The server stays busy , and the queue grows by 
one customer, whose time of arrival is stored in the queue array's 
second location. The next arrival is updated to t + A, = 2.1 + 1.7 = 

3.8, and the next departure is still the sa e, as we are still waiting 
for the service completion of customer . The delay counters are 
unchanged , since this is not the end a nyone's delay in queue, and 
the two area accumulators are upda d by adding in 1 [the previous 
values of both Q(t) and B(t)~ti s the time since the last event, 
2.1 - 1.6 = 0.5. After bringing t e time of the last event up to the 
present , we go back to the in program and invoke the timing 

'2.4-
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routine, which looks at the event list to determine that the next 
event will be a departure at time 2.4, and updates the clock to that 
time . 

. t = 2.4: Departure of customer 1. Now the main program invokes the de
parture routine , and Fig. 1.7e shows the system and its representa
tion after this occurs. The server will maintain its busy status, since 
customer 2 moves out of the first place in queue and into service. 
The queue shrinks by one, and the time-of-arrival array is moved up 
one place , to represent that customer 3 is now first in line. Customer 
2, now entering service, will require S, = 0.7 times units , so the time 
of the next departure (that of customer 2) in the event list is updated 
to S, time units from now, or at time 2.4 + 0.7 = 3.1; the time of the 
next arrival (that of customer 4) is unchanged , since this was 
scheduled earlier at the time of customer 3's arrival, and we are still 
waiting at this time for customer 4 to arrive. The delay statistics are 
updated, since at this time customer 2 is entering service and is 
completing her delay in queue . Here we make use of the time-of
arrival array, and compute the second delay as the current time 
minus the second customer's time of arrival, or D, = 2.4 - 1.6 = 0.8. 
(Note that the value of 1.6 was stored in the first location in the 
time-of-arrival array before it was changed, so this delay computa
tion would have to be done before advancing the times of arrival in 
the array.) The area statistics are updated by adding in 2 x (2.4-
2.1) for Q(t) [note that the previous value of Q(t) was used], and 
1 x (2.4 - 2.1) for B(t). The time of the last event is updated, we 
return to the main program, and the timing routine determines that 
the next event is a departure at time 3.1. 

t = 3.1: Depar/ure of customer 2. The changes at this departure are similar 
to those at the departure of customer 1 at time 2.4 just discussed. 
Note that we observe another delay in queue , and that after this 
event is processed the queue is again empty, but the server is still 
busy. 

/ = 3.3: Depar/ure of customer 3. Again, the changes are similar to those in 
the above two departure events, with one important exception: 
Since the queue is now empty, the server becomes idle and we must 
set the next departure time in the event list to 00 , since the system 
now looks the same as it did at time 0 and we want to force the next 
event to be the arrival of customer 4. 

/ = 3.8: Arrival of customer 4. Since this customer arrives to find the server 
idle , he has a delay of zero (i.e., D, = 0) and goes right into service. 
Thus, the changes here are very similar to those at the arrival of the 
first customer at time / = 0.4. 

The remaining six event times are depicted in Figs. 1.7i through 1.7n, and 
readers should work through these to be sure they understand why the 
variables and arrays are as they appear; it may be helpful to follow along in the 
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plots of Q(t) and B(t) in Figs. 1.5 and 1.6. With the departure of customer 5 at 
time t = 8.6, customer 6 leaves the queue and enters service, at which time the 
number delayed reaches 6 (the specified value of n) and the simulation ends. 
At this point, the main program would invoke the report generator to compute 
the final output measures [3(6)=5 .7 /6=0 .95, q(6)=9.9 / 8.6=1.15, and 
u(6) = 7.7 / 8.6 = 0.90] and write them out. 

A few specific comments about the above example illustrating the logic of 
a simulation should be made: 

• Perhaps the key element in the dynamics of a simulation is the interaction 
between the simulation clock and the event list. The event list is maintained, 
and the clock jumps to the next event, as determined by scanning the event 
list at the end of each event's processing for the smallest (i .e ., next) event 
time. This is how the simulation progresses through time. 

• While processing an event, no "simulated" time passes. However, even 
though time is standing still for the model, care must be taken to process 
updates of the state variables and statistical counters in the appropriate 
order. For example, it would be incorrect to update the number in queue 
before updating the area-under-Q(t) counter, since the height of the rec
tangle to be used is the previous value of Q(t) [before the effect of the 
current event on Q(t) has been implemented]. Similarly , it would be 
incorrect to update the time of the last event before updating the area 
accumulators. Yet another type of error would result if the queue list were 
changed at a departure before the delay of the first customer in queue were 
computed, since his time of arrival to the system would be lost. 

• It is sometimes easy to overlook contingencies that seem out of the ordinary 
but that nevertheless must be accommodated. For example, it would be easy 
to forget that a departing customer could leave behind an empty queue, 
necessitating that the server be idled and the departure event again be 
eliminated from consideration. Also, termination conditions are often more 
involved than they might seem at first sight; in the above example, the 
simulation stopped in what seems to be the "usual" way, after a departure of 
one customer, allowing another to enter service and contribute the last delay 
needed, but the simulation could actually have ended instead with an arrival 
event-how? 

• In some simulations it can happen that two (or more) entries in the event list 
are tied for smallest , and a decision rule must be incorporated to break such 
time ties (this happens with the inventory simulation considered later in Sec. 
1.5) . The tie-breaking rule can affect the results of the simulation, so must 
be chosen in accordance with how the system is to be modeled. In many 
simulations, however, we can ignore the possibility of ties, since the use of 
continuous random variables may make their occurrence an event with 
probability zero. In the above model, for example, if the interarrival-time or 
service-time distribution is continuous, then a time tie in the event list is a 
probability-zero event. 
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The above exercise is intended to illustrate the changes and data struc
tures involved in carrying out a discrete-event simulation from the event
scheduling point of view, and contains most of the important ideas needed for 
more complex simulations of this type. The interarrival and service times used 
could have been drawn from a random-number table of some sort, constructed 
to reflect the desired probability distributions; this would result in what might 
be called a hand simulation, which in principle could be catried out to any 
length. The tedium of doing this should now be clear, so we will next tum to 
the use of computers (which are not easily bored) to carry out the arithmetic 
and bookkeeping involved in longer or more complex simulations. 

1.4.3 Program Organization and Logic 

In this section we set up the necessary ingredients for the programs to simulate 
the single-server queueing system in FORTRAN (Sec. 1.4.4), Pascal (Sec. 
1.4.5), and C (Sec. 1.4.6). The organization and logic described in this section 
apply for all three languages, so the reader need only go through one of Sees. 
1.4.4, 1.4.5, or 1.4.6, according to language preference. 

There are several reasons for choosing a general-purpose language such 
as FORTRAN, Pascal, or C, rather than a more powerful high-level simulation 
language, for introducing computer simulation at this point: 

• By learning to simulate in a general-purpose language , in which one must 
pay attention to every detail , there will be a greater understanding of how 
simulations actually operate, and thus less chance of conceptual errors if a 
switch is later made to a high-level simulation language. 

• Despite the fact that there are now several very good and powerful simula
tion languages available (see Chap. 3), it is often necessary to write at least 
parts of complex simulations in a general-purpose language if the specific, 
detailed logic of complex systems is to be represented faithfully . 

• General-purpose languages are widely available, and entire simulations are 
sometimes still written in this way. 

It is not our purpose in this book to teach any particular simulation language in 
detail, although we survey several in Chap. 3. With the understanding promot
ed by our more general approach and by going through our simulations in this 
and the next chapter, the reader should find it easier to learn a specialized 
simulation language. Appendix 1C contains details on the particular computers 
and compilers used for the examples in this and the next chapter. 

The single-server queueing model that we will simulate in the following 
three sections differs in two respects from the model used in the previous 
section: 

• The simulation will end when n = 1000 delays in queue have been com
pleted , rather than n = 6, in order to collect more data (and maybe to 
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impress the reader with the patience of computers, since we have just 
slugged it out by hand in the n = 6 case in the preceding section). It is 
important to note that this change in the stopping rule changes the model 
itself, in that the output measures are defined relative to the stopping rule; 
hence the " n" in the notation for the quantities den), q(n), and u(n) being 
estimated. r. The interarrival and service times will now be modeled as independent 
random variables from exponential distributions with mean 1 minute for the 
interarrival times and mean 0.5 minute for the service times. The exponen
tial distribution with mean {3 (any positive real number) is continuous, with 
probability density function 

I() 
1 - x l~ 

X = 73 e for x;;,: 0 

(See Chaps. 4 and 6 for more information on density functions in general, 
and on the exponential distribution in particular.) We make this change here 
since it is much more common to generate input quantities (which drive the 
simulation) such as interarrival and service times from specified distributions 
than to assume that they are "known" as we did in the preceding section. 
The choice of the exponential distribution with the above particular values of 
{3 is essentially arbitrary, and is made primarily because it is easy to generate 
exponential random variates on a computer. (Actually, the assumption of 
exponential interarrival times is often quite realistic; assuming exponential 
service times, however, is seldom plausible.) Chapter 6 addresses in detail 
the important issue of how one chooses distribution forms and parameters 
for modeling simulation input random variables. 

r The single-server queue with exponential interarrival and service times is 
commonly called the M 1M 11 queue, as discussed in App . lB . .J 

r To simulate this model we need a way to generate random variates from 
an exponential distribution. The subprograms used by the FORTRAN, Pascal, 
and C codes all operate in the same way, which we will now develop. First, a 
random-number generator (discussed in detail in Chap. 7) is invoked to 
generate a variate U that is distributed (continuously) uniformly between 0 and 
1; this distribution will henceforth be referred to as U(O, 1) and has probability 
density function 

f(x) = {~ ifO :sx:s l 
otherwise 

It is easy to show that the probability that a U(O, 1) random variable falls in 
any subinterval [x , x + ~x] contained in the interval [0, 1] is (uniformly) ~x 
(see Sec. 6.2.2). The U(O, 1) distribution is fundamental to simulation model
ing because , as we shall see in Chap. 8, a random variate from any distribution 
can be generated by first generating one or more U(O, 1) random variates and 
then performing some kind of transformation. After obtaining U, we shall take 

...J 
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r the natural logarithm of it, mUltiply the result by (3, and finally change the sign 
to return what we will show to be an exponential random variate with mean (3, 
that is, - (3 In U. 

To see why this algorithm works, recall that the (cumulative) distribution 
function of a random variable X is defined, for any real x, to be F(x) = P(X:5 
x) (Chap. 4 contains a review of basic probability theory). If X is exponential 
with mean (3, then 

F(x) = I ~ e- I IP dl 

= 1 - e-x l (J 

for any real x;,: 0, since the probability density function of the exponential 
distribution at the argument 1;,:0 is (l/(3)e- IIP. To show that our method is 
correct, we can try to verify that the value it returns will be less than or equal 
to x (any nonnegative real number), with probability F(x) given above: 

P(- (3ln U :5 x) = p(ln U;,: -~) 
= P(U ;,: e- x

/
p ) 

= P(e - x
/P :5 U :51) 

=l_e - xl(J 

The first line in the above is obtained by dividing through by - (3 (recall that 
(3 > 0, so - (3 < 0 and the inequality reverses) , the second line is obtained by 
exponentiating both sides (the exponential function is monotone increasing, so 
the inequality is preserved), the third line is just rewriting, together with 
knowing that U is in [0,1] anyway, and the last line follows since U is U(O, l) , 
and the interval [e - x

/P, 1] is contained within the interval [0,1] . Since the last 
line is F(x) for the exponential distribution, we haveyerified that our algorithm 
is correct . Chapter 8 discusses how to generate random variates and processes 
in general;.-l 

In our programs, we prefer to use a particular method for random
number generation to obtain the variate U described above, as expressed in the 
FORTRAN, Pascal, and C codes of Figs. 7.5 through 7.8 in App. 7A of Chap. 
7. While most compilers do have some kind of built-in random-number 
generator, many of these are of extremely poor quality and should not be used; 
this issue is discussed fully in Chap. 7. 

It is convenient (if not the most computationally efficient) to modularize 
the programs into several subprograms to clarify the logic and interactions, as 
discussed in general in Sec. 1.3.2. In addition to a main program, the 
simulation program includes routines for initialization, timing, report genera
tion, and generating exponential random variates, as in Fig. 1.3. It also 
simplifies matters if we write a separate routine to update the continuous-time 
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statistic, being the accumulated areas under the Q(t) and B(t) curves. The 
most important action, however, takes place in the routines for the events, 
which we number as follows: 

Event description 

Arrival of a customer to the system 
Departure of a customer from the system after completing service 

Event type 

1 
2 

As the logic of these event routines is independent of the particular 
language to be used, we shall discuss it here. Figure 1.8 contains a flowchart for 
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~ 

I the arrival event. First, the time of the next arrival in the future is generated 
and placed in the event list. Then a check is made to determine whether the 
server is busy. If so, the number of customers in the queue is incremented by 
one, and we ask whether the storage space allocated to hold the queue is 
already full (see the code in Sec. 1.4.4, 1.4.5, or 1.4.6 for details) . If the queue 
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is already full, an error message is produced and the simulation is stopped; if 
there is still room in the queue, the arriving customer's time of arrival is put at 
the (new) end of the queue. On the other hand, if the arriving customer finds 
the server idle, then this customer has a delay of zero, which is counted as a 
delay , and the number of customer delays completed is incremented by one. 
The server must be made busy, and the time of departure from service of the 
arriving customer is scheduled into the event list. 

The departure event's logic is depicted in the flowchart of Fig. 1.9. Recall 
that this routine is invoked when a service completion (and subsequent 
departure) occurs. If the departing customer leaves no other customers behind 
in queue, the server is idled and the departure event is eliminated from 
consideration, since the next event must be an arrival. On the other hand, if 
one or more customers are left behind by the departing customer, the first 
customer in queue will leave the queue and enter service, so the queue length 
is reduced by one, and the delay in queue of this customer is computed and 
registered in the appropriate statistical counter. The number delayed is in
creased by one, and a departure event for the customer now entering service is 
scheduled. Finally, the rest of the queue (if any) is advanced one place. Our 
implementation of the list for the queue will be very simple in this chapter, and 
is certainly not the most efficient ; Chap. 2 discusses better ways of handling 
lists to model such things as queues . 

In the next three sections we give examples of how the above setup can 
be used to write simulation programs in FORTRAN, Pascal, and C. Again, 
only one of these sections need be studied, depending on language familiarity 
or preference; the logic and organization is essentially identical, except for 
changes dictated by a particular language's features or shortcomings. The 
results (which were identical across all three languages) are discussed in Sec. 
1.4.7. These programs are neither the simplest nor most efficient possible, but 
were instead designed to illustrate how one might organize programs for more 
complex simulations. 

1.4.4 FORTRAN Program 

This section presents and describes a FORTRAN program for the MIM/1 
queue simulation. General references on the FORTRAN language are Davis 
and Hoffmann (1988) and Koffman and Friedman (1987), for example. 

The subroutines and functions shown in Table 1.1 make up the FOR
TRAN program for this model. The table also shows the FORTRAN variables 
used (modeling variables include state variables, statistical counters, and 
variables used to facilitate coding). 

The code for the main program is shown in Fig. 1.10, and begins with the 
INCLUDE statement to bring in the lines in the file mm1.dcl, which is shown 
in Fig. 1.11. The action the INCLUDE statement takes is to copy the file 
named between the quotes (in this case, mm1.dcl) into the main program in 
place of the INCLUDE statement. The file mm1.dcl contains "declarations" of 
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TABLE 1.1 
Subroutiues, functions, and FORTRAN variables for the queueing model 

Subprogram 

INIT 
TIMING 
ARRIVE 
DEPART 
REPORT 
UPTAVG 

EXPON(RMEAN) 
RAND(I) 

Variable 

Input parameters: 
MARRVT 
MSERVT 
TOTCUS 

Modeling variables: 
ANIQ 
AUTIL 
BUSY 
DELAY 
IDLE 
MINTNE 
NEVNTS 
NEXT 

NIQ 
NUMCUS 
QLIMIT 
RMEAN 
SERVER 
TARRVL(I) 

TIME 
TLEVNT 
TNE(I) 
TOTDEL 
TSLE 
U 

Output variables: 
AVGDEL 
AVGNIQ 
UTIL 

Purpose 

Initialization routine 
Timing routine 
Event routine to process type 1 events 
Event routine to process type 2 events 
Generates report when simulation ends 
Updates continuous·time area·accumulator statistics just before each event 

occurrence 
Function to generate an exponential random variate with mean RMEAN 
Function to generate a uniform random variate between 0 and 1 (shown in 

Fig. 7.5) 

Definition 

Mean interarrival time (=1.0 here) 
Mean service time (=0.5) , 
Total number, n, of customer delays' to be 'observed (=1000) 

Area under the number·in-queue function [Q(t)] so far 
Area under the server-status function [B(t)] so far 
Mnemonic for server busy (= 1) 
Delay in queue of a customer 
Mnemonic for server idle (=0) 
Used by TIMING to determine which event is next 
Number of event types for this model, used by TIMING routine (=2 here) 
Event type (1 or 2 here) of the next event to occur (determined by TIMING 

routine) 
Number of cqstomers currently in queue 
Number of customers who have completed their delays so far 
Number of storage locations for the queue TARRVL (;=100) 
Mean of the exponential random variate to be generated (used by EXPON) 
Server status (0 for idle, 1 for busy) 
Time of arrival of the customer now Ith in que.ue (dimensioned to have 100 

places) 
Simulation clock 
Time of the last (most recent) event 
Time of the next event of type I (I = 1, 2), part of event list 
Total of the delays completed so far 
Time since the last event (used by UPTAVG) 
Random variate distributed uniformly between 0 and 1 

Average delay in queue [J(n)] 
Time·average number in queue [4(n)] 
Server utilization [u(n)] 
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* Main program for single-server queueing system. 

* Bring in declarations file. 

INCLUDE 'mm1.dcl' 

* open input and output files. 

OPEN (5, FILE = "mrnl.in') 
OPEN (6, FILE = 'mml.out ' ) 

* specify the-number of event types for the timing routine. 

NEVNTS = 2 

* Set mnemonics for server's being busy' and idle. 

BUSY 1 
IDLE 0, 

* Read,input par~me~ers. 

READ (5, *) MARRVT, MSERVT, TOTCUS 

* write report heading and input parameters. 

WRITE (6,2010) MARRVT, MSERVT, TOTCUS 
2010 FORMAT (I Single-server queueing system'll 

& 1 Mean interarrival time'/Fll.3,' minutes III 
& Mean service time 1 , F16,o 3,' minutes 1 II 
& Number of customers',I1411) 

* Initialize the simulation. 

CALL INIT 

* Determine the next event. 

* 

10 CALL TIMING 

Update time-av~rage statistical accumulators. 

CALL UPTAVG 

* call the appropriate event routine. 

GO TO (20, 30), NEXT 
20 CALL ARRIVE 

GO TO 40 
30 CALL DEPART 

* If the- simulation is'over, call the report generator and end the 
* simUlation. If not, continue the simUlation. 

40 IF (NUMCUS .LT. TOTCUS) GO TO 10 
CALL REPORT 

CLOSE (5) 
CLOSE (6) 

STOP 
END 

FIGURE 1.10 
FORTRAN code for t~e main program, que~eing model. 
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INTEGER BUSY,IDLE,NEVNTS,NEXT,NIQ,NUMCUS,SERVER,TOTCUS 
REAL ANIQ,AUTIL,MARRVT,MSERVT,TARRVL(QLIMIT),TIME,TLEVNT,TNE(2), 

& TOTDEL 
REAL EXPON 
COMMON /MODEL/ ANIQ,AUTIL,BUSY,IDLE,MARRVT,MSERVT,NEVNTS,NEXT,NIQ, 

& NUMCUS, SERVER,TARRVL,TIME,TLEVNT,TNE, TOTCUS, TOTDEL 

FIGURE 1.11 
FORTRAN code for the declarations file (mml.dcl) , queueing model. 

the variables and arrays to be INTEGER or REAL, the COMMON block 
MODEL, and the PARAMETER value QLIMIT = 100, our guess (which may 
have to be adjusted by trial and error) as to the longest the queue will ever get. 
All of the statements in the file mm1.dcl must appear at the beginning of 
almost all subprograms in the simulation, and using the INCLUDE statement 
simply makes it easier to do this, and to make any necessary changes. The 
variables in the COMMON block MODEL are those we want to be global; 
i.e., variables in the block will be known and accessible to all subprograms that 
contain this COMMON statement. Variables not in COMMON will be local to 
the subprogram in which they appear. Also , we have adopted the convention 
of explicitly declaring the type (REAL or INTEGER) of all variables, arrays, 
and functions regardless of whether the first letter of the variable would default 
to its desired type according to the FORTRAN convention. Next , the input 
data file (called mm1.in) is opened and assigned to unit 5, and the file to 
contain the output (called mm1.out) is opened and assigned to unit 6. (We do 
not'show the contents of the file mm1.in , since it is only a single line consisting 
of !,he numbers 1.0, 0.5, and 1000, separated by any number of blanks.) The 
number of event types for the simulation, NEVNTS, is initialized to 2 for this 
model , and the mnemonic constants BUSY and IDLE are set to use with the 
SERVER status variable, for code readability. The input parameters are then 
read in free format. After writing a report heading and echoing the input 
parameters (as a check that they were read correctly), the initialization routine 
INIT is called. The timing routine , TIMING, is then called to determine the 
event type, NEXT, of the next event to occur and to advance the simulation 
clock , TIME, to its time. Before processing this event , subroutine UPTAVG is 
called to update the areas under the Q(I) and 8(1) curves, for the continuous
time statistics; UPTAVG also brings the time of the last event, TLEVNT, up to 
the present. By doing this at this time we automatically update these areas 
before processing each event. Then a "computed GO TO statement," based on 
NEXT, is used to pass control to the appropriate event routine . If NEXT = 1, 
event routine ARRIVE is called (at statement label 20) to process the arrival 
of a customer. If NEXT = 2, event routine DEPART (at statement label 30) is 
called to process the departure of a customer after completing service . After 
control is returned to the main program from ARRIVE or DEPART, a check 
is made (at statement label 40) to see whether the number of customers who 
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have completed their delays, NUMCUS (which is incremented by 1 after each 
customer completes his or her delay), is still (strictly) less than the number of 
customers whose delays we want to observe, TOTCUS. If so, TIMING is 
called to continue the simulation. If the specified number of delays has been 
observed, the report generator, REPORT, is called to compute and write 
estimates of the desired measures of performance. Finally, the input and 
output files are closed (a precautionary measure that is not required on many 
systems), and the simulation run is terminated. 

Code for subroutine INIT is given in Fig. l.12. Note that the same 
declarations file , mml.dcl , is brought in here by the INCLUDE statement. 
Each statement in INIT corresponds to an element of the computer representa
tion in Fig. l.7a. Note that the time of the first arrival, TNE(I), is determined 
by adding an exponential random variate with mean MARRVT, namely, 
EXPON(MARRVT), to the simulation clock, TIME = 0. (We explicitly used 
TIME in this statement, although it has a value of 0, to show the general form 
of a statement to determine the time of a future event.) Since no customers are 
present at TIME = 0, the time of the next departure, TNE(2), is set to 
l.OE + 30 (FORTRAN notation for 10'°), guaranteeing that the first event will 
be an arrival. 

Subroutine TIMING is given in Fig. l.13. The program compares TNE(l), 
TNE(2) , ... , TNE(NEVNTS) and sets NEXT equal to the event type whose 
time of occurrence is the smallest. (Note that NEVNTS is set in the main 

SUBROUTINE INIT 
INCLUDE 'mml.dcl' 

* Initialize the simulation clock. 

TIME :::: 0.0 

* Initialize the state variables. 

SERVER IDLE 
NIQ :::: 0 
TLEVNT >= o. 0 

* Initialize the statistical counters. 

NUMCUS ""' 0 
TOTDEL = 0.0 
ANIQ 0.0 
AUTIL :::: 0.0 

* Initialize event list. since no customers are present, the 
* departure (service completion) event is eliminated from 
* consideration . 

TNE(l) TIME + EXPON(MARRVT) 
TNE(2) :::: 1.OE+30 

RETURN 
END 

FIGURE 1.12 
FORTRAN code for subroutine INIT, queueing model. 
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INCLUDE 'mm1.dcl' 
INTEGER I 
REAL MINTNE 

MINTNE = 1.0E+29 
NEXT = 0 
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* Determine the event type of the next event to occur. 

DO 10 I = 1, NEVNTS . 
IF (TNE(I) .LT. MINTNE),'THEN 

MINTNE = TNE(I) 
NEXT = I 

END IF 
10 CONTINUE 

* Check to see whether the event list is empty. 

* 

2010 

IF (NEXT .EQ. 0) THEN 

The event list is empty, so stop the simulation. 

WRITE (6,2010) TIME 
FORMAT (' Event list empty at 'time '", FlO. 3) 
STOP 

END IF 

* The event list is not empty, so advance the simulation clock. 

TIME = MINTNE 

RETURN 
END 

FIGURE 1.13 
FORTRAN code for subroutine TIMING, queueing model. 

program.) In case of ties, the lowest-numbered event type is chosen. Then the 
simulation clock is advanced to the time of occurrence of the chosen event 
type, MINTNE. The program is complicated slightly by an error check for the 
event list's being empt~, which we define to mean that all events are scheduled 
to occur at TIME = 10 0. If this is ever the case (as indicated by NEXT = 0), an 
error message is produced along with the current clock time (as a possible 
debugging aid), and the simulation is terminated. 

The code for event routine ARRIVE is in Fig. 1.14, and follows the 
language-independent discussion as given in Sec. 1.4.3 and in the flowchart of 
Fig. 1.8. Note that TIME is the time of arrival qf the customer who is just now 
arriving, and that the queue-overflow check is made by asking whether NIQ is 
now greater than QLIMIT, the length for which TARRVL was dimensioned. 

Event routine DEPART, whose code is shown in Fig. 1.15, is called from 
the main program when a service completion (and subsequent departure) 
occurs; the logic for it was discussed in Sec. 1.4.3, with a flowchart in Fig. 1.9. 
Note that if the statement TNE(2) = 1.0E + 30 just before the ELSE were 
omitted, the program would get into an infinite loop. (Why?) Advancing the 
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SUBROUTINE ARRIVE 
INCLUDE 'mm1.dcl' 
REAL DELAY 

* schedule next arrival. 

TNE(l) = TIME + EXPON(MARRVT) 

* Check to see whether server is busy. 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

2010 

IF (SERVER .EQ. BUSY) THEN 

Server:is busy, so increment number of customers in queue. 

NIQ = NIQ + 1 

Check to see whether an overflow condition exists. 

IF (NIQ .GT. QLIMIT) THEN 

The queue has overflowed, so stop the simulation. 

WRITE (6,2010) TIME 
FORMAT (' Overflow of the array TARRVL at time', FlO. 3-) 
STOP 

END IF 

There is still room in the queue, so store the time of arrival 
of the arriving customer at the (new) end of TARRVL. 

TARRVL(NIQ) = TIME 

ELSE 

Server is idle, so arriving customer has a delay of zero. (The 
following two statments are for program clarity and do not 
a~fect the results of the simUlation.) 

DELAY 
TOTDEL 

0.0 
TOTDEL + DELAY 

Increment the number of customers delayed, and make server 
busy. 

NUMCUS 
SERVER 

NUMCUS + 1 
BUSY 

Schedule a departure (service completion). 

TNE(2) 

END. IF 

RETURN 
END 

TIME + EXPON(MSERVT) 

FIGURE 1.14 
FORTRAN code for subroutine ARRIVE, queueing model. 



SUBROUTINE DEPART" 
INCLUDE 'mml.dcl' 
INTEGER I 
REAL DELAY 

* Check to see whether the queue is empty. 

IF (NIQ .EQ. 0) THEN 
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* The' queue is empty so make the server idle and eliminate the . 
* departure (service completion) event from consideration. 

SERVER = IDLE 
TNE(2) = l.OE+30 

ELSE 

* The queue is nonempty, so decrement the numb~r of customers in 
* queue. ,'.-

NIQ = NIQ - 1 

* Compute the delay of the customer who is beginning service and 
* update the total delay accumulator. 

DELAY' = TIME - TARRVL(l) 
TOTDEL = TOTDEL + DELAY 

* Increment the number of customers delayed, and schedule 
* departu're. 

* 

10 

NUMCUS = NUMCUS + 1 
TNE(2) = TIME + EXPON(MSERVT) 

Move each customer in queue (if any) up one place. 

DO -10 I = 1, NIQ 
TARRVL(I) = TARRVL{I + 1) 

END· IF 

RETURN 
END 

FIGURE I.IS 
FORTRAN code for subroutine DEPART, queueing model. 

rest of the queue (if any) one place by DO loop 10 ensures that the arrival time 
of the next customer entering service (after being delayed in queue) will always 
be stored in TARRVL(l). Note that if the queue were now empty (i.e., the 
customer who just left the queue and entered service had been the only one in 
queue), then NIQ would be equal to 0, and this DO loop would not be 
executed at all since the beginning value of the DO loop index, I, starts out at 
a value (1) that would already exceed its final value (NIQ = 0); this is a feature 
of FORTRAN 77 (which we use here, as detailed in App. lC) that may not be 
shared by older versions of FORTRAN. (Managing the queue in this simple 
way, by moving the arrival times up physically, is certainly inefficient; we 
return to this issue in Chap. 2.) A final comment about DEPART concerns the 
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subtraction of TARRVL(l) from the clock value, TIME, to obtain the delay in 
queue. If the simulation is to run for a long period of (simulated) time, both 
TIME and TARRVL(l) would become very large numbers in comparison with 
the difference between them; thus, since they are both stored as floating-point 
(REAL) numbers with finite accuracy, there is potentially a serious loss of 
precision when doing this subtraction. For this reason, it may be necessary to 
make both TIME and the TARRVL array DOUBLE PRECISION if we want 
to run this simulation out for along period of time. 

The code for subroutine REPORT, called when the terniination check in 
the main program determines that the simulation is over, is given in Fig. 1.16. 
The average delay, AVGDEL, is computed by dividing the total of the delays 
by the number of customers whose delays were observed, and the time-average 
number in' queue, AVGNIQ, is obtained by dividing the area under Q(t), now 
updated to the end of the simulation (since UPTAVG is called from the main 
program before processing either an arrival or departure, one of which will end 
the simulation), by the clock value at termination. The server utilization, 
UTIL, is computed by dividing the area under B(t) by the final clock time, and 
all three measures are written out. We also write out the final clock value itself, 
to see how long it took to observe the 1000 delays. 

Subroutine UPTAVG is shown in Fig. 1.17. This subroutine is called just 
before processing each event (of any type) and updates the areas under the two 
functions needed for the continuous-time statistics; this routine is separate for 
coding convenience only, and is not an event routine. The time since the last 
event, TSLE, is first computed, and the time of the last event, TLEVNT, is 
brought up to the current time in order to be ready for the next entry into 
UPTAVG. Then the area under the number-in-queuefunction is augmented by 
the area of the rectangle under Q(t) during the interval since the previous 
event, which is of width TSLE and height NIQ; remember, UPTAVG is called 
before processing an event, and state variables such as NIQ still have their 
previous values. The area under B(t) is then augmented by the area of a 

SUBROUTINE REPORT 
INCLUDE 'mm1.dc1' 
REAL AVGDEL,AVGNIQ,UTIL 

* Compute and write estimates of desired measures of performance., 

AVGDEL = TOTDEL / NUMCUS 
, .. AVGNIQ = ANIQ / TIME 

UTIL = AUTIL / TIME 
WRITE (6,2010) AVGDEL, AVGNIQ, UTIL, TIME 

2010 FORMAT (/1 Average delay in queue l "F11.3, I minutes'// 
& I Average number in queue', FlO. 3// 
& ' Server utilization',F15.3// 
& Time simulation ended', F12. 3,' minutes') 

RETURN' 
END 

FIGURE 1.16 
FORTRAN code for subroutine REPORT, queueing model. 



SUBROUTINE UPTAVG 
INCLUDE 'mml.dcl' 
REAL TSLE 
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* compute time since last event, and update last-event-time marker. 

TSLE = TIME - TLEVNT 
TLEVNT = TIME 

* Update area under number-in-queue function. 

ANIQ = ANIQ + NIQ * TSLE 

* Update area under server-busy indicator function. 

AUTIL = AUTIL + SERVER * TSLE 

RETURN 
END 

FIGURE 1.17 
FORTRAN code for subroutine UPTAVG, queueing model.· 

rectangle of width TSLE and height SERVER; this is why it is convenient to 
define SERVER to be either 0 or 1. Note that this routine, like DEPART, 
contains a subtraction of two floating-point numbers (TIME-TLEVNT) , both 
of which could become quite large relative to their difference if we were to run 
the simulation for a long time; in this case it may be necessary to declare both 
TIME and TLEVNT to be DOUBLE PRECISION variables. 

The function EXPON, which generates an exponential random variate 
with mean f3 = RMEAN (passed into EXPON) , is shown in Fig. 1.18, and 
follows the algorithm discussed in Sec. 1.4.3. The random-number generator 
RAND, used here with an INTEGER argument of 1, is discussed fully in 
Chap. 7, and is shown specifically in Fig. 7.5. The FORTRAN built-in function 
LOG returns the natural logarithm of its argument, and agrees in type with its 
argument. 

The program described here must be combined with the random-number
generator code from Fig. 7.5. This could be done by separate compilations, 
followed by linking the object codes together in an installation-dependent way. 

REAL FUNCTION EXPON(RMEAN) 
REAL RMEAN, U 
R~L RAND 

* Generate a.U(O,l) random variate. 

U - RAND(l) 

* Return an exponential random variate with mean RMEAN. 

EXPON = -RMEAN * LOG(U) 

RETURN 
tEND 

FIGURE 1.18 
FORTRAN code for function EXPON. 
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1.4.5 Pascal Program 

In this section we discuss a Pascal program for the M / M /1 queue simulation. 
We follow the language conventions described by Jensen and Wirth (1985); 
there are also several general introductions to Pascal, such as Grogono (1984). 
We have taken advantage of Pascal's facility to give variables and procedures 
fairly long names, which should thus be self-explanatory. 

The global (ouier-shell) declarations are given in Fig. 1.19. The constant 
QLimit is· set to 100, our guess (which may have to be adjusted by trial and 
error) as to the longest the queue will ever get. The constants Busy and Idle 
are defined to be used with the ServerStatus variable, for code readability. The 
procedures and functions for the program are declared FORWARD, since 
there are occasions to invoke them from more than one place; this also allows 
them to appear sequentially in the tile, rather than in a strictly nested fashion. 
Note that the array Zrng, as well as the procedures and functions Randdf, 
Rand, Randst, and Randgt, must be declared as well in order to use the 
random-number generator given in Fig. 7.6. 

PROGRAM SingleServerQ(Input, Output); 

,{ Global declar_at~ons,- fqr single-server queueing system. } 

100; ,{ Limit on que,ue length. } 
CONST 

QLimit 
Busy 
'Idle 

1; {Mnemonics for server's being busy} 
0; {and idle. } 

VAR , 
~ .. NextEventType, NumcustsDelayed, NumDelaysRe.quired, ,NumEvents, NumInQ, 

·serverstatus : Integer; 
AreaNumlnQ, Areaserverstatus, MeariInterarrival, MeanService, Time, 

TimeLastEvent, TotalOfDelays .:. Real; . 
TimeArrival ARRAY [1. .QLimit) OF ,Real; 
TimeNextEvent : ARRAY [1 •• 2] OF Real; 

( The-following declaration is for -the, random-number generator. 
Note,t~at the name 'Zrng must not b~ used for any 'other purpose. 

zrng,_:- ARRAY [1. .100] OF Integer; 

PROCEDURE Initialize; 
PROCEDURE Timing; 
PROCEDURE Arrive; 
PROCEDURE Depart; 
PROCEDURE Report; 
PROCEDURE UpdateTimeAvgStats; 
FUNCTION Expon(Mean: Real) : Real: 

FORWARD; 
FORWARD: 
FORWARD; 
FORWARD; 
FORWARD; 
FORWARD; 
FORWARD; 

l The following four declarations are for the random-number generator. 
) 

PROCEDURE Randdf; 
FUNCTION Rand(stream 
PROCEDURE Randst(Zset 
FUNCTION Randgt(Stream 

FIGURE 1.19 

Integer) : Real; 
Integer: stream : Integer); 
: Integer) : Integer; 

Pascal code for the global declarations, queueing model. 

FORWARD 
FORWARD 
FORWARD 
FORWARD 
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Code for procedure Initialize is given in Fig. 1.20; this procedure is 
invoked before the simulation actually starts moving through time. Each 
statement here corresponds to an element of the computer representation in 
Fig. 1.7 a. Note that the time of the first arrival, TimeNextEvent[1], is 
determined by adding an exponential random variate with mean MeanInter
arrival, namely, Expon(MeanInterarrival), to the simulation clock, Time = O. 
(We explicitly used Time in this statement, although it has a value of 0, to 
show the general form of a statement to determine the time of a future event.) 
Since no customers are present at Time = 0, the time of the next departure, 
TimeNextEvent[2], is set to 1.0E t 30 (Pascal notatkm for 1030

), guaranteeing 
that the first event will be an arrival. 

Procedure Timing is given in Fig. 1.21, and is invoked whenever the 
simulation is ready to move on to whatever event should occur next. 
The program compares TimeNextEvent[1], _ TimeNextEvent[2], ... , 
TimeNextEvent[NumEvents] (NumEvents is the number of event types, being 
2 for this model, and is set in the main program) and sets NextEveniType equal 
to the event type whose time' of occurrence is the smallest. In case of ties, the 
lowest-numbered event type is chosen. Then the simulation clock is advanced 
to the time of occurrence of the chosen event type, MinTimeNextEvent. The 
program is complicated slightly by an error check for the event list's being 
empty, which we define to mean that all events are scheduled to occur at 

PROCEDURE Initialize; Initialization procedure. } 

BEGIN ( Initialize 

( Initialize the simulation clock. 

Time := 0.0; 

( Initializ:~ the state variables. 

ServerStatus := Idle; 
NumInQ : = 0;_ 
TimeLastEvent ':= 0."0; 

" . 
"{ Initialize the'statistical counters. 

NumCUstsDelayed := 0; 
'TotalOfDelays, "i =:' '0.0; 
AreaNumInQ ;=' 0.0; 
AreaServerStatus := 0.0; 

Init.ialize event list. Since no cUstomers'are preserit, the 
depa,rture (service completion) event. is eliminated froll1 
consideration. } 

TimeNextEvent[l] , :::-Time + Expon(MeanInterarrival); 
TimeNextEvent(2] := 1.OE+30 . 

END; ( Initialize ) 

FIGURE 1.20 
Pascal code for procedure Initialize, queueing model. ' 
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PROCEDURE Timing; Timing procedure. 

VAR 
I Integer;' 
,MinTim~extEvent Real ~ 

BEGIN f Timing } 

MinTimeNextEvent := 1.0E+29~ 
NextEventType := 0; 

{ Determine the event type of the next event to occur. 

FOR I := 1 TO NumEvents DO BEGIN 
IF TimeNextEvent(I] < MinTimeNextEvent THEN BEGIN 

MinTimeNextEvent := TimeNextEvent(I]; 
NextEventType : = I 

END 
END; 

{ Check to see whether the event list is empty. 

IF NextEventType = 0 THEN BEGIN 

( The" event list is empty, so stop the simulation. 

writeln('Event list empty at time'~ Time); 
Halt 

END; 

{ The event list is not empty, so advance the simulation clock. } 

Time := MinTimeNextEvent 

END; { Timing } 

FIGURE 1.21 
Pascal code for procedure Timing, queueing model. 

Time = 1030
• If this is ever the case (as indicated by NextEventType = 0), an 

error message is produced along with the current clock time (as a possible 
debugging aid), and the simulation is terminated. 

The code for event procedure Arrive is in Fig. 1.22, and follows the 
language-independent discussion as given in Sec. 1.4.3 and in the flowchart of 
Fig. 1.8. Note that Time is the time of arrival of the customer who is just now· 
arriving, and that the queue-overflow check is made by asking whether 
NumInQ is now greater than QLimit, the length for which TnneArrival was 
dimensioned. 

Event procedure Depart, whose code is shown in Fig. 1.23, is invoked 
from the main program when a'service completion (and subsequent departure) 
occurs; the logic for it was discussed in Sec. 1.4.3, with the flowchart in Fig. 
1.9. Note that if the statementTimeNextEvent [2]:= 1.0E + 30 just before the 
first END were omitted, the program would get into an infinite loop. (Why?) 
Advancing the rest of the queue (if any) one place by the FOR loop near the 
end of the procedure ensures that the arrival time of the next customer 
entering service (after being delayed in queue) will always be stored in 
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PROCEDURE Arrive: Arrival event procedure. } 

VAR 
Delay : Real; 

BEGIN { Arrive } 

( Schedule next arrival. 

TimeNextEvent(l] := Time + Expon{Me'aniriterarrival) i 
{ Check to see whether server is busy~ }. 

IF ServerStatus = BUSy THEN BEGIN 

{ Server is busy, so increment number of customers in queue. } 

NumInQ := NumInQ + 1: 

{ Check to see whether an overflow condition exists. } 

IF NumInQ > QLimit THEN BEGIN 

( The queue has overflowed, so'stop the simulation. 

writeln('Overflow of the array.TimeArrival at time', Time); 
Halt 

END; 

END 

There is still room in the queue, so store" the time of 
arrival of the ~rrivin9' customer ~t the (new) ,end of 
TimeArrival. }" 

TimeArrival[NumInQ] := Time 

ELSE BEGIN 

Server is idle, so arriving customer has a delay of 'zero. 
(The following two statements are for program clarity and do 
not affect the results of the simulation.) 

Delay := O.O~ 
TotalOfDelays := TotalOfDelays + Delay;-

{ Increment the number of customers delayed, and make server 
busy. } 

NurnCUstsDelayed :'= NumcustsDelayed + 1; 
ServerStatus := BUS~;, 

{ Schedule a depar~ure (s~rvice c~mpletion). 

TimeNextEvent(2] := Time + Expon(MeanService) 

END 

. END; { ArJ;ive 

FIGURE 1.22 
Pascal code for procedure Arrive, queueing model. 
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PROCEDURE Depart: {Departure event procedure. } 

VAR 
I : Integer; 
Delay: Real: 

BEGIN { Depart } 

{ Check to see whether the queue is empty. } 

IF NumInQ = 0 THEN BEGIN 

{ The queue is empty so make the server idle'and eliminate the 
departure (service co~pletion) event from consideration. } 

ServerStatus := Idle; 
TimeNextEvent[2] :=:1.0E+30 

~ND 
ELSE BEGIN 

The queue is nonempty, so decrement the number of c,ustomers 
in queue. } 

NumInQ := NumInQ - 1; 

{ compute the delay of the customer who is beginning service 
and update the,total delay accumulator. } 

Delay . := Time - TimeArrival[lJ ~ 
TotalOfDelays :=" TotalOfDelays + Delay: 

{ Increment the number of customers delayed, and schedule 
departure. } 

NumCustsDelayed' := NumCUstsDelayed + 1; 
TimeNextEvent(2] := Time + Expon(Meanservice); 

{ Move each customer in qu~ue (i~ any) up one place. 

FOR I := 1 TO NumlnQ DO 
TimeArrival(I] ;= TimeArrival(I + 1] 

END, 

END; { Depart.} 

FIGURE 1.23 
Pascal code for procedure Depart, queueing model. 

TimeArrival[1]. Note that if the queue were now empty (i.e., the customer 
who just left the queue and entered service had been the only one in queue), 
then NumInQ would be equal to 0, and this loop would not be executed at all 
since the beginning value of the loop index, I, starts out at a value (1) which 
would already exceed its final yalue (NumInQ 'C 0). (Managing the queue in 
this simple way is certainly inefficient; we return to this issue in Chap. 2). A 
final comment about Depart concerns the subtraction of TimeArrival[1] from 
the clock value, Time, to obtain the delay in queue. If the simulation is to run 
for a long period of (simulated) time, both Time and TimeArrival[1] would 
become very large numbers in comparison with the difference between" them; 
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thus, since they are both stored as floating-point (Real) numbers with finite 
accuracy, there 'is' potentially a' serious loss of precision when doing this 

'subtraction. For this reason, it may be necessary to make both Time and th5( 
TimeArrival array double precision (if available) if we want to run this 
simulation out for a long period of time. 

The code for procedure Report, invoked when the' termination' check in 
the main program determines that the simulation is over, is given in Fig. 1.24. 
The average delay is computed by dividing the total of the delays by the 
nmnber of customers whose delays were' observed, and the time-average' 
number in queue is obtained by'dividing the area under Q(t}, now updated to 
the end of the simulation (since the procedure to update the areas is called' 
from the main program before processing e,ither an arrival or departure, one of 
which will end the Simulation), by the clock value at termination. The server 
utilization is computed by dividing the area under B(t) by the finiilclock time, 
and all three measures are written out. We' also write out the final clock value 
itself, to see how long it took to observe the 1000 delays. 

Procedure UpdateTimeAvgStats is shown in Fig. 1.25. This procedure is 
invoked just before processing each event (of any type) and updates the areas 
under the two functions needed for the continuous-time statistics; this routine 
is separate for coding convenience only"and is not an event routine. The time 
since the last event is first computed, and the time ofthe last event is brought 
up to the current time' in order to be, :ready for the next entry, into this 
procedure. Then the area under the number-in-queue function,is augmented by 
the area of the rectangle under Q(t) during the,interval since the previous 
event, which is of width TimeSinceLastEvent and of height NumlnQ; re
member, this procedure is invoked before processing an event, and state 

PROCEDUR~ Report; {'Report generator progedure. } 

VAR 
AvgDelayInQ, AvgNumInQ, ServerUtilization : Real: 

BEGIN { Report } 

{ Compute and write estimates-of desired, measures of performance. 
} 

AvgDelayInQ := TotalofDelays / NumCustsDelayed; 
AvgNumInQ := AreaNurnInQ / Time; 
serverUtilization := AreaServerStatus / Time; 
writeln; 
writeln( 'Average delay in queue', AvgDelayInQ: 11: 3, '" minutes'); 
Writeln; 
Writeln('Average number in queue', AvgNumInQ:10:3); 
Writeln; 
Writeln('Server utilization'~ serverUtilization:15:3); 
Writeln; 
Writeln('Time simulation ended ' , Time:12:3) 

END; { Report } 

FIGURE 1.24 
Pascal code for procedure Report, queueing model. 
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PROCEDURE UpdateTimeAvgStats; ,( Update area accumulators for 
time-average statistics. ) 

VAR 
TimeSinceLastEvent : Real: 

BEGIN ( UpdateTimeAvgStats -) 

( . Compute .t.ime since. last event, and up~ate· last-event-time 
marker . .- ) 

TimeSinceLastEvent := Time - TimeLastEvent; 
TimeLastBvent . := Time; 

( Update area under number-in-queue function. 

AreaNumInQ := AreaNUmInQ + NumlnQ', * TimeSinceLastEvent; 

( Update area un'der server-busy indicator function. ) 

AreaServerstatus := AreaserverStatus + 
Serverstatus * TimeSinceLastEvent 

END; { UpdateTimeAvgStats } 

FIGURE 1.25 
Pascal code for procedure UpdateTimeAvgStats, queueuing model. 

variables such 'as NumInQ still have their previous values. The area tinder BJt) 
is then augmented by the area of a rectangle of width TimeSinceLastEvent and 
height ,ServerStatus; this is why it is convenient to define ServerStatus to be 
either 0 or 1. Note that this procedure, like Depart, contains a subtraction of 
two floating-point numbers (Time - TimeLastEvent), both of which could 
become quite large relative to their difference if we were to run the simulation 
for a long, time; in this case it may be necessary to declare both Time and 
TimeLastEvent to be double-precision variables, if available. 

The function Expon, which .generates an exponential random'variate with 
mean f3 = Mean (passed into Expon), is shown in Fig. 1.26, and follows the 

Jalgorithm discussed in Sec. 1.4.3. The random-number generator Rand, used 

1 
FUNCTION Expon; Exponential variate generation function. } 

Pass in Real parameter Mean giving mean, as 
declared in FORWARD declarations earlier. } 

VAR 
U : Real;, 

BEGi~ { Expon 

{ Generate a U(O,l} random variate. ) 

U := Rand(l) ; 

{ Return an exponential random variate'with mean Mean.'} 

Expon := -Mean * Ln(U} 

END; { Expon } 

FIGURE 1.26 
Pascal code ~or function Expon. 
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BEGIN { SingleServerQ main program. } 

{ Initialize the random-number generator. 

Randdfi 

( Specify the number of events for the timing procedure. ) 

NUmEvents := 2: 

( Read input parameters. 

Readln(MeanInterarrival, Meanservice, NumDelaysRequired): 

( write report heading and input parameters-. 

Writeln('Single-server queueing system'): 
Writeln: 
writeln('Mean interarrival time', MeanInterarrival:11:3, I minutes'): 
writeln: 
Writel-n( 'Mean' service time', MeanSeriice: 16:'3, , minutes'); 
Writeln: 
Writeln('Number of customers', NumDelaysRequired:14)i 
writeln: 
Writeln; 

( Initialize the-simulation". ) 

Initialize: 

{ Run the simulation while more delays are still needed. 

WHILE NumCustsDelayed < NumDelaysRequired DO BEGIN 

( Determine the next event. ) 

Timing: 

{ Update time-average statistical accumulators. } 

UpdateTimeAvgstats; 

{ Invoke "the appropriate event procedure. } 

" CASE 
1 
2 

END 

END; 

NextEventType 
Arrive: 

: Depart 

OF 

{ Invoke the report generator and end the simulation. } 

Report 

END. { SingleServerQ 

FIGURE 1.27 
Pascal code for the main program, queueing model. 
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here with an Integer argument of 1, is discussed fully in Chap. 7, and is shown 
specifically in Fig. 7.6. The Pascal built-in function Ln returns the natural 
logarithm of its argument. 

The code for the main program is shown in Fig. 1.27, and ties the 
foregoing pieces together. The random-number generator in Fig. 7.6 must be 
initialized by invoking Randdf. The number of event types for the simulation is 
initialized to 2 for this model. The input parameters are then read in. (In order 
to keep the code as general as possible, we assume that if input is to be from a 
file, it will be assigned at the operating-system level, perhaps with some kind of 
redirection of "standard" input; the same is true for the output.) After writing 
a report heading and echoing the input parameters (as a check that they were 
read correctly), the initialization procedure is invoked. The WHILE loop then 
executes the simulation as long as more customer delays are still needed to 
fulfill the lOOO-delay stopping rule. Inside the WHILE loop, the Timing 
procedure is first invoked to determine the. type of the next event to occur and 
to advance the simulation clock to its time. Before processing this event, the 
procedure to update the areas under the Q(t)and B(t) curves is invoked; by 
doing this at this time we automatically update ·these areas before processing 
each event. Then a CASE statement, based on NextEventType (=1 for an 
arrival and 2 for a departure), passes control to the appropriate event 
procedure. After the WHILE loop is done, the Report procedure is invoked, 
and the simulation ends. 

As a final note, the random-number-generator procedures and functions 
(Randdf, Rand, Randst, and Randgt, as listed in Fig. 7.6) must be placed 
inside the above program between the Expon procedure and the main pro
gram. This can be done either physically with an. editor, or by. inserting a 
compiler-dependent include directive at this point to bring in the file containing 
the code from Fig. 7.6. 

1.4.6 C Program 

This section presents a C program for the MIM/1 queue simulation. We have 
chosen to write in the ANSI-standard version of the language; as described l?y 
Kernighan and Ritchie (1988); and in particular use function prototyping. We 
have also taken advantage of C's facility to give variables and functi()ns fairly 
long names, which should thus be self-explanatory. . 

The external definitions are given in Fig. 1.28. The header file rand.h 
(listed in Fig. 7.8) is included to declare the functions for the random-number 
generator. The symbolic constant Q_LIMIT is set to 100, our guess (which may 
have to be adjusted by trial and error) as to the longest the queue will ever get. 
The symbolic constants BUSY and IDLE are defined to be used with the 
servecstatus variable, for code readability. File pointers *infile and 'outfile 
are defined to allow us to open the input and output files from within· the code, 
rather than at the operating-system level. Note also that the event list, as we 
have discussed it so far, will be implemented in an ru:ray called time_nexL 
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1* External definitions for single-server queueing system. *1 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "rand.hl! 1* Header file for random-number-generator. *1 

#define Q LIMIT 
#define BUSY 
:/Idefine IDLE 

100 1* Limit on queue length. *1 
.. 1 1_* Mnemonics for server's being busy -1:1 
a 1* and idle. *1 

int next_event_type, num_custs_delayed, num_delays_required, 
num_events, nurn_in_q, server_status; 

float area_nurn_in_q, area_server_status, mean_interarrival, 
mean_service, time, time_arrival[Q_LIMIT + 1], 
time_last~event, time_next_event[3], total_of_delays; 

FILE *infile, *outfile; 

void initialize(void);~ 
void timing (void) ; 
void arrive (void)-j 
void depart(void); 
void report(void); 
void update_time_av9_stats{void); 
float expon (float mean).; 

FIGURE 1.28 
C code for the external definitions, queueing model. 

event, whose Oth entry will be ignored in order to make the index agree with 
the event type. 

The code for the main function is shown in Fig. 1.29. The input and 
output files are opened, and the number of event types for the simulation is 
initialized to 2 for this model. The input parameters then are read in from the 
file mml.in, which contains a single line with the numbers 1.0, 0.5, and 1000, 
separated by blanks. After' writing a report heading and echoing the input 
parameters (as a check that they were read correctly), the initialization 
function is invoked. The "while" loop then executes the simul"tion~s long as 
more customer delays are needed to fulfill the WOO-delay stopping rule. Inside 
the "while" loop, the timing function is first invoked to determine the type of 
the next event to occur and to advance the simulation clock to its time. Before 
processing this event, the function to update the areas under.the Q(t) and B(t) 
curves is invoked; by doing this at this time we automatically update these 
areas before processing each event. Then a switch statement, based on 
nexLevenLtype (=1 for an arrival and 2 for a departure), passes control to 
the appropriate event,function. After the "while" loop is done, the report 
function is invoked, the input and output files are closed, and the simulation 
ends. 

Code for the initialization function is given in Fig. 1.30. Each statement 
. here corresponds to an element of the computer representation in Fig. 1.7 a. 
Note that the time of the first arrival, time_nexLevent[IJ, is determined by 
adding an exponential random variate with mean mean_interarrivaI, namely, 
expon(mean_interarrival), to the simulation clock, time = O. (We explicitly 
used "time" in this statement, although it has a value of 0, to show the general 
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maine) 1* Main function. *1 
( 

1* open input and output files. *1 

infile ,.. fopen("mml.in", "r"); 
outfile = fopen("mm1.out", "w"); 

1* specify the number of events for the timing function. *1 

1* Read input parameters. *1 

fscanf(infile,' "%f %f %d", &mean_interarrival, &mean_service, 
&num_delays_required); 

1* write report heading and input parameters. *1 

fprintf(outfile, "Single-server queueing system\n\n") ; 
fprintf(outfile, "Mean interarrival time%1l.3f minutes\n\n", 

mean_interarrival); 
fprintf(outfile, "Mean service time%16.3f minutes\n\n", 

mean_service) ; . . . 
fprintf(outfile, "Number of customers%14d\n\nll , 

num_delays_required)i 

1* Initialize the simulation. *1 

initialize () ; 

1* Run the simulation while more delays are 'still needed. *1 

while (num~custs_delayed < num_delays_required) 

1* Determine the next event. *1 

timing() ; 

1* Update time-average statistical accumulators. *1 

update_time_av9_stats(); 

1* Invoke the' appropriate event function. *1 

switch (next_event_type) 
, case 1: 

arrive () ; 
break; 

case 2: 
depart(); 
break; 

1* Invoke the report generator and end the s~mulation. *1 

report(); 

fclose(infile); 
fclose(outfile) ; 

return 0; 

FIGURE 1.29 
C code for the main function, queueing model. 
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void initialize(void) 1* Initialization function. *1 
( 

1* Initialize the simulation clock. *1 

time = 0.0; 

1* Initialize the state variables. *1 

server status IDLE; 
num in-q 0; 
time_Iast_event = 0.0; 

1* Initialize the statistical counters. *1 

num_custs_delayed 0; 
total_of_delays 0.0; 
area_num_in_q 0.0: 
area_server_status = 0.0; 

1* Initialize event list. since no customers are present, the 
departure (service completion) event is eliminated from 
consideration. *1 

time next event[l] = time + expon(mean_interarrival); 
time:next:event(2] = 1.0e+30; 

FIGURE 1.30 
C code for function initialize, queueing model. 

form of a statement to oetermine the time of a future event.) Since no 
customers are present at time = 0, the time of the next departure, time_nexL 
event[2], is set to 1.0e + 30 (C notation for 1030), guaranteeing that the first 
event will be an arrival. 

The timing function is given in Fig. 1.31 to compare time_nexLevent[1], 
time_nexLevent[2], ... ,time_nexLevent[num_events] (recall that num_ 
events was set in the main function) and set nexLevenLtype equal to the 
event type whose time of occurrence is the smallest. In case of ties, the 
lowest-numbered event type is chosen. Then the simulation clock is advanced 
to the time of occurrence of the chosen event type, min_time_nexLevent. The 
program is complicated slightly by an error check for the event list's being 
empty, which we define to mean that .all events are scheduled to occur at . 
time = 1030. If this is ever the case (as indicated by nexLevenLtype = 0), an 
error message is produced along with the current clock time (as a possible 
debugging aid), and the simulation is terminaled. 
. The code for event function arrive is in Fig. 1.32, and follows the 
language-independent discussion as given inSec. 1.4.3 and in the flowchart of 
Fig. 1.8. Note that "time" is the time of arrival of the customer who is just now 
arriving, and that the queue-overflow check is made by asking whether 
num_in_q is now greater than Q_LIMIT, the length for· which the array 
time_arrival was. dimensioned. 

Event function depart, whose code is shown in Fig. 1.33, is invoked from 
the main program when a service completion (and subsequent departure) 
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void timing(void) /* Timing function. */ 
{ 

int i; 
float rnin_time_next_event = 1.0e+29; 

/* Determine the event type of the next event to occur. */ 

for (i = 1; i <= nurn events; ++i) ( 
if (time_next_event[i] < min_time_next_event) 

rnin_time_next_event = time_next_event[i]; 
next_event_type z i; 

/* Check to see whether the event list is empty. */ 

/* The event list is empty, so stop the simulation. */ 

fprintf(outfile, "\nEvent list empty at time %flt, time); 
exit(I); 

/* The event list is not empty, so advance the simulation clock. */ 

FIGURE 1.31 
C code for function timing, queueing model. 

occurs; the logic for it was discussed in Sec. 1.4.3, with the flowchart in Fig. 
1.9. Note that if the statement "time_nexcevent[2] = 1.Oe + 30;" just before 
the "else" were omitted, the program would get into an infinite loop. (Why?) 
Advancing the rest of the queue (if any) one place by the "for" loop near the 
end of the function ensures that the arrival time of the next customer entering 
service (after being delayed in queue) will always be stored in time_arrival[1]. 
Note that if the queue were now empty (i.e., the customer who just left the 
queue and entered service had been the only one in queue), then num_in_q 
would be equal to 0, and this loop would not be executed at all since the 
beginning value of the loop index, i, starts out at a value (I) that would already 
exceed its final value (num_in_q = 0). (Managing the queue in this simple way 
is certainly inefficient, and could be improved by using pointers; we return to 
this issue in Chap. 2). A final comment about depart concerns the subtraction 
of time_arrival[l] from the clock value, time, to obtain the delay in queue. If 
the simulation is to run for a long period of (simulated) time, both time and 
time_arrival[l] would become very large numbers in comparison with the 
difference between them; thus, since they are both stored as flo"lting-point 
(float) numbers with finite accuracy, there is potentially a serious loss of 
precision when doing this subtraction. For this reason, it may be necessary to 
make both time and the time_arrival array of type double if we are to run this 
simulation out for a long period of time. 
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void arrive(void) 1* Arrival event function. *1 
[ 

float delay; 

1* Schedule next arrival. *1 

time_next_event[l] = time + expon(mean_interarrival); 

1* Check to see whether server is busy. *1 

if (server_status == BUSY) ( 

1* Server is busy, so increment number of customers in queue. 
*/ 

1* Check to see whether an overflow condition exists. *1 

1* The queue has overflowed, so stop the simulation. *1 

fprintf(outfile, "\nOverflow of the array time_arrival at"); 
fprintf(outfile, " time %f", time):. 
exit(2) ; 

1* There is still room in the queue, so store the time of 
arrival of the arriving customer at the (new) _end of 
time_arrival. *1 

time: 

else 

1* Server is idle, so arriving customer has a delay of zero. 
(The following two statements are for program clarity and do 
not affect the results of the simulation.) *1 

delay 0.0: 
total_of_delays += delay; 

1* Increment the number of customers delayed, and make server 
busy. _*1 

++num_custs_delayed; 
server_status = BUSY: 

1* Schedule a departure (service completion). *1 

time_next_event[2] = time. :- expon(mean_s-ervice); 

FIGURE 1.32 
C code for function arrive, queueing model. 
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void depart(void) 1* Departure event function. *1 
{ 

int i; 
float delay; 

1* Check to see whether the queue is empty. *1 

1* The queue is empty so make the server idle and eliminate the 
departure (service completion) event from consideration. */ 

server status IDLE; 
time_next_event[2] = 1.0e+30; 

else ( 

1* The queue is nonempty, so decrement the nUmber of customers 
in queue. *1 

1* Compute the delay of the customer who is beginning service 
and update the total delay accumulator. *1 

delay = time - time_arr!val[1]; 
total_of_delays += delay; 

1* Increment the number of customers delayed, and schedule 
departure. *1 

++num_custs_delayed; 
time_next_event[2] = time + expon(mean_service);. 

1* Move each customer in queue (if any) up one place. *1 

for (i = 1; i <= nurn_in_q; ++i) 
time_arrival[i] = time_arrival[i + 1]; 

FIGURE 1.33 
C code ~or function depart, queueing model. 

The code for the report function, invoked when the "while" loop in the 
main program is over, is given in Fig. 1.34. The average delay is computed by 
dividing the total of the delays by the number of customers whose delays were 
observed, and the time-average number in queue is obtained by dividing the 
area under Q(t), now updated to the end of the simulation (since the function 
to update the areas is called from the main program before processing either an 
arrival or departure, one of which will end the simulation), by the clock'value 
at termination. The server utilization is computed by dividing the area under 
B(t) by the final clock time, and all three measures are written out directly. We 
also write out the final clock value itself, to see how long it took to observe the 
1000 delays. 

Function update_time_avg_stats is shown in Fig. 1.35. This function is 
invoked just before processing each event (of any type) and updates the areas 
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void report(void) /* Report generator function. */ 
( 

/* compute and write estimates of desired measures of performance. 
*J 

fprintf(outfile, "\n\nAverage delay in queue%11.3f minutes\n\n ll , 

total_of_delays I. num_custs_delayed); 
fprintf(outfile, "Average number in queue%lO.3f\n\n ll , 

area_num_in_q / time); 
fprintf(outfile, "Server utilization%15.3f\n\n ll , 

area_server_status / time); 
fprintf(outfile, "Time simulation ended%12.3f ll , time) ; 

FIGURE 1.34 
C code for function report, queueing model. 

under the two functions needed for the continuous-time statistics; this routine 
is separate for coding convenience only, and isnot an event routine. The time 
si;"ce the last event is first computed, and then the time of the last event is 
brought up to the current time in order to be ready for the next entry into this 
function. Then the area under the number-in-que)le function is augmented by 
the area of the rectangle under Q(t) during the interval since the previous 
event, which is of width time_since_lasLevent and of height num_in_q; 
remember, this function is invoked before processing an event, and state 
variables such as num_in_q stiJI have their previous values .. The area under 
B(t) is then augmented by the area of a rectangle of width time_since_lasL 
event and height servecstatus; this is why it is convenient to define servec 
status to be either 0 or 1. Note that this function, like depart, contains a 
subtraction of two floating-point numbers (time - time_lasLevent), both of 
which could become quite large relative to their difference if we were to run 
the simulation for a long time; in this case it might be necessary to declare both 
time and time_lasLevent .to be of type double. 

void update_time_av9_stats(void) /* Update area accumulators for 
time-average statistics. */ 

float time_since_last_event; 

/* compute time"since last event, and update last-event-time 
marker. */ 

time since last event = time - time last event; 
time:last_event- - time; --

/* Update area under number-in-queue function. */ 

/*'Update area under server-busy indicator function. */ 

FIGURE 1.35 
C code for function update_time_av(Lstats, queueing model. 
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float expon(float mean) /* Exponential variate generation function. 
*/ . 

float u; 

/* Generate a U(0,1) random variate. */ 

u = rand(l); 

/* Return an exponential random variate with mean "mean". */ 

return -mean * log(u); 

FIGURE 1.36 
C code for function expon. 

The function expon, which generates an exponential random variate with 
mean f3 ='mean (passed into expon), is shown in Fig. 1.36, arid follows the 
algorithm discussed iri Sec. lA3. Tile random-nuinber generator rand, used 
here with an int argument of 1, is discussed fully in Chap. 7, and is 'shown 
specifically in Fig. i7. The C predefined function log returns the natural 
logarithm of its argument: ' 

The program described here must be combined with the random-number
generator code from Fig. 7.7: This could be done by' separate compila,tions, 
followed by linking the object codes together in an installation-dependeut way. 

'1.4.7 "Simulation Output and Disc!lssion 

The output (in a' file named mm1.out if the FORTRAN or C program above 
was used) is shown in Fig: 1.37; since the same method for random-number 
generation was used for the programs in' all three languages; they produced 
identical results. In this run, the average delay in queue was OA30 minute, 
there was an average of OA18 customer in the queue, and the server was busy 

Single-server queueing system 

Mean interarrival time 1.000 minutes 

Mean service time 0.500 minutes 

Number of customers 1000 

Average delay in queue 0.430 minutes 

Average number in queue 0.418 

Server utilization 0.460 

Time simulation ended 1027.915 minutes 

FIGURE 1.37 
Output report, queueing model. 
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46 percent of the time. It took lI)~7~n,5~imulated minutes to run the 
simulation to the completion Of 1000 delay_s, which seems reasonable since the 
expected time between customer arrivals was 1 minute. (It is not a coincidence 
that the average delay, average number in queue, and utilization are all so 
close together for this model; see App. 1R) 

Note that these particular numbers in the output were determined, at 
root, by the numbers the random-number generator happened to come up with 
this time. H a different random-number generator were used, or if this one 
were used in another way (with another "seed" ,or "stream," as discllssed in 
Chap. 7), then different. numbers would have been produced in the output. 
Thus, these numbers are not to be regarded as "The Answers," but rather as 
estimates (and perhaps poor ones) of the expected quantities we want to know 
about,d(n), q(n), andu(n); the statistical analysis of simulation output data is 
discussed in .Chaps. 9 through. 12. Also, the resUlts are functions of the input 
parameters, in this case· the meaninterarrival and service times, and the 
n = 1000 stopping rule; they are also affected by the way we initialized the 
simulation (empty and idle). 

In some simulation studies, we might want to estimate steady-state 
.. characteristics of the model (see Chap. 9), i.e., characteristics of a model after 
the simulation has been running a very long (in theory, an infinite) amount of 
time. For .the simple MIMI1 queue we have been considering, it is possible to 
compute analytically the. steady-state average· delay in queue, the steady-state 
time-average number in queue, and the steady-state server utilization, all of 
these measures of perfoD)lance being 0.5 [see, for.example, Ross (1989, p. 
352)]' Thus, if we wanted to determine these steady-state measures, our 
estimates based on the stopping rule n = 1000 delays were not too far off, at 
least in absolute terms. However, we were somewhat lucky, since n= 1000 was 
chosen arbitrarily! In practice, the choice of a stopping rule that will give good 
estimates of steady-state measures is qnite difficult. To illustrate this point, 
suppose for the M I M /1 queue that the arrival rate of customers were increased 
from 1 per minute to 1.98 per minute (the mean interarrival time is now 0.505 
minute), that the mean service time is unchanged, and that we wish to estimate 
the steadYcstatemeasures.from a run.of length n= 1000 delays, as before. We 
performed this simulation run and got values for the average delay, average 
number in queue, and server utilization of 17.404 minutes, 34.831, and 0.997, 

. respectively. Since the true steady-state values of these measures are 49.5 
minutes, 98.01, and 0.99 (respectively), it is clear that the stopping rule cannot 
be chosen arbitrarily. We discuss how to specify the run length for a steady
state simulation in Chap. 9. 

The reader may have wondered why we did not estimate the expected 
average waiting time in the system of a customer,' w( n), rather. than the 
expected average delay in queue, d(n), where the waiting time of a customer is 
defined as the time interval from the instant the customer. arrives to the instant 
the customer completes service and departs. There were two reasons. First, for 
many queueing systems.we believe that the customer's delay in queue while 
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waiting for other customers to be served is the most troublesom~ part of the 
customer's wait in the system. Moreover, if the queue represents part of a 
manufacturing system where the "customers" are actually parts waiting for 
service at a machine (the "server"), then the delay in queue represents a loss, 
whereas the time spent in service is "necessary." Our second reason for 
focusing on the delay in queue is one of statistical efficiency. The usual 
estimator of w(n) would be 

n n n 

2: W, 2: D, 2: S, 
w(n) = ~ = ~ + '~1 = d(n) + S(n) 

n n n 
(1.7) 

where W, = D, + S, is the waiting time in system of the ith customer and S(n) is 
the average of the n customers' service times. Since the service-time distribu
tion would have to be known to perform a simulation in the first place, the 
expected or mean service time, E(S), would also be known and an alternative 
estimator of w( n) is . 

w(n) = d(n) + E(S) 

[Note that S(n) is an unbiased estimator of E(S) in Eq. (1.7).] Ip almost all 
queueing simulations, W(n) will be a more efficient (less variable) ~stimator of 
w(n) than w(n) and is thus preferable (both estimators are unbiased). There
fore, if one wants an estimate of w(n), estimate d(n) and add. the known 
expected service time, E(S). In general, the moral is to replace e~timators by 
their expected values whenever possible (see the discussion of ;;ndirect es
timators in Sec. 11.5). 

1.4.8 Alternative Stopping Rules 

In the above queueing example, the simulation was terminated when the 
number of customers delayed became equal to 1000; the final \')Ilue of the 
simulation clock was thus a random variable. However, for many real-world 
models, the simulation is to stop after some fixed amount of time, say 8 hours. 
Since the interarrival and service times for our example are continuous random 
variables, the probability of the simulation's terminating after exactly 480 
minutes is 0 (neglecting the finite accuracy of a computer). Therefore, to stop 
the simulation at a specified time, we introduce a dummy "end-simulation" 
event (call it an event of type 3), which is scheduled to occur at time 480. 
When the time of occurrence of this event (being held in the third spot of the 
event list) is less than all other entries in the event list, the report generator is 
called and the simulation is terminated. The number of customers delayed is 
now a random variable. 

These ideas can be implemented in the computer programs by making 
changes to the main program, the initialization routine, and the report 
generator, as described below. The reader need go through the changes for 
only one of the three languages, but should review carefully the corresponding 
code. ~ 
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FORTRAN Program. Changes must be made in the main program, the 
declarations file (renamed mm1ait.dcl), INIT, and REPORT, as shown in Figs. 
1.38 through 1.41. The only changes in TIMING, ARRIVE, DEPART, and 
UPTAVG are in the file name in the INCLUDE statements, and there are no 
changes at all in EXPON. In Figs. 1.38 and 1.39, note that we now have 3 
events, that the desired simulation run length, TEND, is now an input 
parameter and a member of the COMMON block MODEL (TOTCUS has 
been removed), and that the statements after the "computed GO TO" 
statement have been changed. In the main program (as before), we call 
UPTAVG before entering an event routine, so that in particular the areas will 
be updated to the end of the simulation here when the type 3 event (end 
simulation) is next. The only change to INIT (other than the file name to 
INCLUDE) is the addition of the statement TNE(3) = TEND, which schedules 
the end of the simulation. The only change to REPORT in Fig. 1.41 is to write 
the number of customers delayed instead of the time the simulation ends, since 
in this case we know that the ending time will be 480 minutes but will not know 
how many customer delays will have been completed during that time. 

Pascal Program. Changes must be made in the global (outer·shell) declara
tions, procedures Initialize and Report, and in the main program, as shown in 
Figs. 1.42 through 1.45; the rest of the program is unaffected. In Figs. 1.42 and 
1.45, note that there are now 3 events, that the desired simulation run length, 
TimeEnd, is now an input parameter (NumDelaysRequired has been 
removed), and that the CASE statement in the main program has been 
changed. The only change to the initialization procedure in Fig. 1.43 is the 
addition of the statement TimeNextEvent[3]:= TimeEnd, which schedules the 
end of the simulation. The only change to the Report procedure in Fig. 1.44 is 
to write the number of customers delayed instead of the time the simulation 
ends, since in this case we know that the ending time will be 480 minutes but 
will not know how many customer delays will have been completed during that 
time. To stop the simulation in the main program of Fig. 1.45, the original 
WHILE loop has been replaced by a REPEAT UNTIL loop, where the loop is 
repeated until the type of event just executed is 3 (end simulation), in which 
case the loop ends and the simulation stops. In the main program (as before), 
we invoke UpdateTimeAvgStats before entering an event procedure, so that in 
particular the areas will be updated to the end of the simulation here when the 
type 3 event (end simulation) is next. 

C Program. Changes must be made in the external definitions, the main 
function, and in the initialize and report functions, as shown in Figs. 1.46 
through 1.49; the rest of the program is unaltered. In Figs. 1.46 and 1.47, note 
that we now have 3 events, that the desired simulation run length, time_end, is 
now an input parameter (num_delays_required has been removed), and that 
the "switch" statement has been changed. To stop the simulation, the original 
"while" loop has been replaced by a "do while" loop in Fig. 1.47, where the 
loop keeps repeating itself as long as the type of event just executed is not 3 
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• 
• 

Main program for single-server queueing system, fixed run lengtJ:1-. 

Bring in declarations file. 

INCLUDE 'mmlalt.dcl' 

* Open input and output files. 

OPEN (5, FILE = 'mmlalt.in ' ) 
OPEN (6, FILE = 'mmlalt.out') 

* r Specify the number of event types for the timing routine. 

NEVNTS = 3 

* .Set mnemonics for server's being busy, and idle. 

BUSY ·1 
IDLE 0 

* Read input parameters. 

READ (5,*) MARRVT, MSERVT, TEND 

* Write report heading and input parameters. 

WRITE (6;2010) MARRVT, HSERVT, TEND 
2010 FORMAT (I Single-server queueing system with fixed run length'll 

& I He~n interarrival time',F11.3,' minutes'll 
& I Mean service time',F16.3,' minutes'// 
& ". Length of the simulation',P9.3,' minutes'/I) 

* Initializ-e the simulation. 

CALL INIT 

* Determine the next event. 

10 CALL TIMING 

* Update time~average stati~tical accumulators. 

CALL UPl'AVG 

* . Call the appropriate event routine. 

• • 

, 20 

30 

40 

GO TO, (20, 30, 40), NEXT 
CALL ARRIVE 
GO TO 10 
CALL DEPART 
GO TO 10 

simulation is over; call report gen~rator and end 
simulation. 

CALL REPORT 

CLOSE (5) 
CLOSE (6) 

STOP 
END 

FIGURE 1.38 
FORTRAN code for the , main program, queueing model with fixed run length. 



INTEGER QLIHIT 
PARAMETER (QLIMIT = 100) 

BASIC SIMULATION MODELING 6S 

INTEGER BUSY, IDLE, NEVNTS, NEXT, NIQ, NUMCUS, SERVER 
REAL ANIQ,AUTIL,MARRVT,MSERVT,TARRVL(QLIMIT),TEND,TIME,TLEVNT, 

& _TNE (3) , TOTDEL 
REAL EXPON 
COMMON /MODEL/ ANIQ,AUTIL,BUSY,IDLE,MARRVT,MSERVT,NEVNTS,NEXT,NIQ, 

& NUMCUS, SERVER, TARRVL, TEND, TIME, TLEVNT, TNE, TOTDEL 

FIGURE 1.39 . 
FORTRAN code for the declarations file (nimlalt.dcl), queueing model with' fixed run length. 

(end simulation); after a type 3 event is chosen for execution, the loop ends 
and the simulation stops. In the main program (as before), we invoke update_ 
time_avg...stats before entering an event function, so that in particular the 
areas will be updated to the end of the simulation here when the tyPe 3 event 
(end simulation) is next. The only change to the initialization function in Fig. 
1.48 is the addition of the statement time_next_event[3] = time_end, which 
schedules the end of the simulation. The ouly change to the report function in 
Fig. 1.49 is to write the number of customers delayed instead of the time the 
simulation ends, since in this case we kriow that the e~ding time will be 480 
minutes but will not know how many' customer delays will have been com
pleted during that time. 

SUBROUTINE INIT 
INCLUDE 'mm1alt.dcl ' 

* Initialize the simulation clock. 

TIME = 0.0 

* Initialize the state variables. 

SERVER = IDLE 
NIQ 0 
TLEVNT = 0.0 

* Initialize the statistical counters. 

NUMCUS = 0 
TOTDEL = 0.0 
ANIQ 0.0 
AUTIL = 0.0 

* Initialize event list. ,Since no customers are present, the 
* departure (service completion) event is eliminated from 
* consideration. The end-simulation event (type 3) is scheduled for 
* time TEND. 

TNE(l) = TIME + EXPON(MARRVT) 
TNE(2) = 1.0E+30 
THE (3) - TEND 

RETURN 
END 

FIGURE 1.40 
FORTRAN code for subroutine INIT, queueing model with fixed run length. 
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SUBROUTINE REPORT 
INCLUDE 'mm1alt.dcl' 
REAL AVGDEL,AVGNIQ,UTIL 

* Compute and write estimates of desired measures of performance. 

AVGDEL = TOTDEL I NUMCUS 
AVGNIQ = ANIQ I TIME 
UTIL = AUTIL I TIME 
WRITE (6,2010) AVGDEL, AVGNIQ, UTIL, NUMCUS 

2010 FORMAT (I' Average delay in queue',F1l.3,' minutes'll 
& I Average- number in queue',FlO.311 
& ' Server utilization',FI5.311 
& I Number of delays completed',I?) 

RETURN 
END 

FlGURE 1.41 
FORTRAN code for subroutine REPORT, queueing model with' fixed run l~ngth. 

PROGRAM singleserv:a,rQAlt(Inpu,t, Output); 

{ Global declarations for single-server queueing system, fixed run 
length. } 

Limit on queue length. } 
CONST 

QLimit 
Busy 
Idle 

100; 
1; 
0; 

Mnemonics for server's being busy} 
and idle. } 

VAR 
NextEventType, NumcustsDelayed, NumEvents, NumInQ, Serverstatus : 

Integer; 
AreaNumInQ, AreaServerStatus, MeanInterarrival, Meanservice, Time, 

TimeEnd, TimeLastEvent, TotalOfDelays ': Real; 
TimeArrival ARRAY [l •• QLimit] OF Real; 
TimeNextEvent : ARRAY {1 •• 3] OF Real; 

{ The following declaration is for the random-number generator. 
Note that the name zrng must not be used for any other ~urpose. 

Zrng : ARRAY (1 •• 100] OF Integer; 

PROCEDURE 
PROCEDURE 
PROCEDURE 
PROCEDURE 
PROCEDURE 
PROCEDURE 
FUNCTION 

Initialize; 
Timing: 
Arrive; 
Depart: 
Report; 
UpdateTimeAvgstats; 
Expon(Mean :' Real) : Reai; 

FORWARD; 
FORWARD; 
FORWARD; 
FORWARD; 
FORWARD; 
FORWARD; 
FORWARD; 

{ The following four declarations are for the random-number generator. 
) 

PROCEDURE 
FUNCTION 
PROCEDURE 
FUNCTION 

FIGURE 1.42 

Randdf; 
Rand (Stream 
Randst(Zset 
Randgt(Stream 

Integer) : Real; 
Integer; Stream : Integer); 
: Integer) : Integer; 

FORWARD 
FORWARD 
FORWARD 
FORWARD 

Pascal code for the global declarations, queueing model with fixed run length. 
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PROCEDURE Initialize; Initialization procedure. } 

BEGIN { Initialize 

{ Initialize the simulation clock. } 

Time := 0.0; 

{ Initialize the state variables. ) 

ServerStatus := Idle; 
NumInQ := 0; 
TimeLastEvent := 0.0; 

{ Initialize the statistical counters. } 

NumCustsDelayed := 0; 
TotalOfDelays := 0.0; 
AreaNumInQ := 0.0: 
AreaServerStatus := 0.0; 

Initialize event list-. Since no customers are present, the 
departure (service completion) event. is eliminated f,rom 
consideration. The end-simulation event (type 3) is scheduled 
for time TimeEnd. } 

TimeNextEvent[l] := Time + Expon(MeanInterarrival}; 
TimeNextEvent[2] := 1.OE+30; 
TimeNextEvent[3] := TimeEnd 

END; { Initialize 

FIGURE 1.43 
Pascal code for procedure Initialize, queueing model with fixed run length. 

PROCEDURE Report; {Report generator procedure. } 

VAR 
AvgDelayInQ, AvgNumInQ, Serverutilization : Real; 

BEGIN { Report } 

( Compute and write estimates of desired measures of performance. 
) 

AvgDelayInQ := TotalOfDelays / NumCustsDelayed; 
AvgNumInQ : = AreaNumInQ I. Time; 
serverutilization := AreaServerStatus / Time; 
writeln; 
writeln('Average delay in queue', AvgDelayInQ:ll:3, ' minutes'); 
Writeln; 
Writeln('Average number in queue', AvgNumInQ:IO:3); 
writeln; 
Writeln('Server utilization', ServerUtilization:15:3); 
writeln; 
Writeln('Number of delays completed', NumcustsDelayed:7) 

END; { Report 

FIGURE 1.44 
Pascal code for procedure Report, queueing model with fixed run length. 
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BEGIN ( singleServerQAlt main prograa. ) 

( Initialize the random-number ge'nerator. )' 

Randdf; 

( Specify the number of events for the timing procedure. ) 

NumEvents := 3; 

( Read input parameters. 

Readln(MeanInterarrival, MeanService, TimeEnd); 

( write report heading and.~nput paraaeters. ) 

writeln('Single-server queueing sy~tem with fixed ~n length'); 
writeln; , "I 

writeln('Mean interarrival ti.e', MeanInterarrival:l1:3, , minutes'); 
writeln; 
writeln( 'Mean' service time', MeanServ,ice:16~3, , minutes')"; 
writeln; 
Writeln('Length of the simulation', TimeEnd:9:3, , minutes'); 
Writeln; 
writeln; 

{ Initialize the simulation. 

Initialize; 

Run the simulation until it terminates after an end-simulation 
event (type 3) occurs. ) 

REPEAT 

{ ...Qetermine the next event. 

Timing; 

( update time-average statistical accumulators. ) 

upda~eTimeAvgStats; 

{ Invoke the appropriate event procedure. } 

CASE 
1 
2 
3 

END 

NextEventType 
Arrive; 
Depart; 
Report 

OF 

If the event just executed was the end-simulation event (type 3), 
end the-simulation. Qtherwise, continue simulating.,} 

UNTIL NextEventType = 3 

END. { singleServerQAlt 

FIGURE 1.45 
Pascal code for the main program, queueing model with fixed run length. 
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,1* External definitions for single-server queueing system, fixed run 
length. *1 

. #include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include IIrand.h" 1* Header file for random-number generator. *1 

1* Limit on queue length. *1 #define Q LIMIT 
#define BUSY 
#define IDLE 

100 
1 
o 

1* Mnemonics for server's being busy *1 
1* and idle. *1 

int next_event_type, num_custs_delayed, num_evepts, num_in_g, 
server status: 

float area num in q, area server status, mean interarrival," 
mean:serVice, time,-time_arrival(Q_LIMIT + 1], time_end,. 
time_last_event, time_next_event(4], tota1_of_delays; 
*infile, *outfile: FILE 

void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
float 

initialize (void) : 
timing (void) ; 
arrive(void) ; 
depart(void) ; 
report(void); 
update_time_avg_stats(void); 
expon(float mean) ; 

FIGURE 1.46 
C code for the external definitions, queueing model with fixed run length. 

maine) 1* Main function. *1 
( 

1* open input and output files. *1 

infile = fopen("mm1alt.in Tl , "r"); 
outfile = fopen(lImm1alt.out", "w"); 

1* Specify the number of events for the timing function. *1 

num_events = 3; 

1* Read input parameters. *1 

fscanf(infile,. TI%f %f, %f",· &mean_interarrival, &m17an_service, 
&time_end) ; 

1* write report heading and input paramete~s.·-*I 

fprintf(outfile, liS ingle-serVer queueing system with' fixed run"); 
fprintf(outfile, ~I. length\n\n") ; , . 
fprintf (outfile,' '''Mean interarrivat time%ll. 3f minutes\n\n", 

mean interarrl val) ; , . 
fprintf (outfIle, "Mean service time%16. 3 f minutes\n\n ll , 

, mean service); 
fpriiltf(outfIle, "Lerigth of the simul-ation%9.3f minutes\n\n" t 

time_end); 

FIGURE 1:47 
C code for the main function. queueing model with fixed run length. 
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/* Initialize the simulation. */ 

initializeO: 

/* Run the simulation until it terminates after an end-simulation 
event (type 3) occurs. */ 

do 

/* Determine the next event. */ 

timing() , 

/* Update time-average statistical accumulators. */ 

/* Invoke the appropriate event function. */ 

switch (next_event_type) 
case 1: 

arrive 0 : 
break: 

case 2: 
depart() ; 
break; 

case 3: 
report(); 
break; 

/* If the event just executed was not the end-simulation event 
(type 3), continue simulating. Otherwise, end the simulation. 
*f 

while (next_event_type 1= 3); 

fclose(infile); 
fclose(outfile); 

return 0: 

FIGURE 1.47 
(Continued.) 

The output file (named mmlalt.out if either the FORTRAN or C 
program was run) is shown in Fig. 1.50. The number of customer delays 
completed was 475 in this run, which seems reasonable in a 480-minute run 
where customers are arriving at an average rate' of 1 per minute. The same 
three measures of performance are again numerically close to each other, but 
are all somewhat less than their earlier values in the lOoo-delay simulation. A 
possible reason for this is that the current run is roughly only half as long as the 
earlier one, and since the initial conditions for the simulation are empty and 
idle (an uncongested state), the model in this shorter run has less chance to 
become congested. Again, however, this is just a single run and is thus subject 
to perhaps considerable uncertainty; there is no easy way to assess the degree 
of uncertainty from only a single run. 
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void initialize(void) /* Initialization function. */ 
{ 

/* Initialize the simulation clock. */ 

time = 0.0; 

/* Initialize the state variables. "*/ 

server status 
num_in:q 
time_last_event 

IDLE: 
0, 
0.0; 

/* Initialize the statistical counters. */ 

num_custs_delayed 0; 
total_of_delays 0.0; 
area_num_in_q 0.0; 
area_server_status 0.0; 

/* Initialize event list. Since no customers are present, the 
departure (service completion) event is eliminated from 
consideration. The end-simulation event (type 3) is SCheduled 
for time time_end. */ 

time_next_event[l] 
time_next_event[2] 
time_next_event[3] 

FIGURE 1.48 

time + expon(mean_interarrival); 
1.0e+30; > 

time_end; 

C code for function initial,ize, queueing model with fixed run length. 

v'oid report(void) /* Report generator function. */ 
( 

/* compute and write estimates of desired measures of performance. 
*/ 

fprintf(outfile, "\n\nAverage delay in queue%ll. 3f minutes\n\n",' 
o total_of_delays'/ num_custs_delayed); 

fprintf(outfile, "Average number in queue%10.3f\n\n", 
area_num_in_q / time); 

fprintf(outfile, "Server utilization%l5"3f\n\n"; 
area_server_status / time).; 

fprintf(outfile, "Number of delays completed%7d", 
num_custs..,;.delayed) ; . 

FIGURE 1.49 
C code for function report, queueing model with fixed run length. 
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single-server queueing system with fixed run length 

Mean interarrival time 1.000 minutes 

Mean service time 0.500 minutes 

Length of the simulation 480.000 minutes 

Average delay in queue 0.399 minutes 

Average number in queue 0.394 

Server utilization 0.464 

Number of delays. completed 475 

FIGURE 1.50 
Output report, queueing model with fixed run length. 

If the queueing system being considered had actually been a one-operator 
barbershop open from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M., stopping the simulation after exactly 8 
hours might leave a customer with hair partially cut. In such a case, we might 
want to close the door of the barbershop after 8 hours but continue to run the 
simulation until all customers present when the door closes (if any) have bee\l 
served. The reader is asked in Prob. 1.10 to supply the program changes 
necessary to implement this stopping rule (see also Sec. 2.6). 

1.4.9 Determining the Events and Variables 

We defined an event in Sec. 1.3 as an instantaneous occurrence that may 
change the system state, and in the simple single-server queue of Sec. 1.4.1 it· 
was not too hard to identify the events. However, the question sometimes 
arises, especially for complex systems, of how one determines the number and 
definition of events in general for a model. It may also be difficult to specify 
the state variables needed to keep the simulation running in the correct event 
sequence and to obtain the desired output measures. There is no completely 
general way to answer these questions, and different people may come up with . 
different ways of representing a model in terms of events and variables, all of 
which may be correct. But there are some principles and techniques to help 
simplify the model's structure and to avoid logical errors. 

Schruben (1983) presented an event-graph method, which was sub- . 
sequently refined and extended by Sargent (1988) and Som and Sargent 
(1989). In this approach proposed events, each represented by a node, are 
connected by directed arcs (arrows) depicting how events may be scheduled 
from other events and from themselves .. For example, in the queueing simula
tion of Sec. 1.4.3, the arrival' event schedules another future occurrence of 
itself and (possibly) a departure event, and the departure event may schedule 
another future occurrence of itself; in addition, the arrival event must be 
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FIGURE 1.51 
Event graph, queueing model. 

initially scheduled in order to get the simulation going. Event graphs connect 
the proposed set of events (nodes) by arcs indicating the type of event 
scheduling that can occur. In Fig. 1.51 we show the event graph for our 
single-server queueing system, where the heavy smooth arrows indicate that an 
event at the end of the arrow may be scheduled from the event at the 
beginning of the arrow in a (possibly) nonzero amount of time, and the thin 
jagged arrow indicates that the event at its end is scheduled initially. Thus, the 
arrival event reschedules itself and may schedule a departure (in the case of an 
arrival who finds the server idle), and the departure event may reschedule itself 
(if a departure leaves. behind someone else in queue). . 

For this model, it could be asked why we did not explicitly .account for 
the act of a customer's entering service (either from the queue or upon arrival) 
as. a separate event. This certainly happens, and it could cause the state to 
change (Le., the queue length to fall by one). In fact, this could have been put 
in as a separate event without making the simulation incorrect, and would give 
rise to the event diagram in Fig. 1.52. The two thin smooth. arrows each 
represent an event at the begil1ning of an arrow potentially scheduling an event 
at the end of the arrow without any intervening time, Le., immediately; in this 
case the straight thin smooth arrow refers to a customer who arrives to an 
empty system and whose "enter-service" event is thus scheduled to .occur 
immediately, and the curved thin smooth arrow represents a customer depart
ing with a queue left behind, and so the first customer in the queue would be 
scheduled to enter service immediately. The number of events has now 
increased by one, and so we have a somewhat more complicated model. One 
of. the uses of event graphs is to simplify a simulation's event structure by 
eliminating unnecessary events. There are several "rules" that allow for 
simplification, and one of them is that if an event node has incoming arcs that 
are all thin and smooth (Le., the only way this event is scheduled is by other 

FIGURE 1.52 
Event graph, que"ueing model wit~ separate "enter-service" event. 
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events and without any intervening time), then this event can be eliminated 
from the model and its action built into the events that schedule it in zero time. 
Here, 'the "enter-service" event could be eliminated, and its action put partly 
into the arrival event (when a customer arrives to an idle server and begins 
service immediately) and partly into the departure event (when a customer 
finishes serVice and there is a queue from which the next customer is taken to 
enter service); this takes us back to the simpler event graph in Fig. 1.51. 
Basically, "events" that can happen only in conjunction with other events do 
not need to be in the model. Reducing the number of events not only simplifies 
model conceptualization, but may also speed its execution. Care must be 
taken, however, when "collapsing" events in this way to handle priorities and 
time ties appropriately. 

Another rule has to do with initialization. The event graph is decomposed 
into strongly connected components, within each of which it is possible to 
"travel" from every node to every other node by 'following the arcs in their 
indicated directions. The graph in Fig. 1.51 decomposes into two strongly 
connected components (with a single node in each), and that in Fig. 1.52 has 
two strongly connected components (one of which is the arrival node by itself, 
and the other of which consists of the enter-service and departure nodes). The 
initialization rule states that in any strongly connected component of node~ that 
has no incoming arcs from other event nodes outside the component, there 
must be at least one node that is initially scheduled; if this rule were violated, it 
would never be possible to execute any of the events in the component. In 
Figs. 1.51 and 1.52, the arrival node is such a strongly connected component 
since it has no incoming arcs from other nodes, and so it must be initialized. 
Figure 1.53 shows the event graph for the queueing model of Sec. 1.4.8 with 
the fixed run length, for which we introduced the dummy "end simulation" 
event. Note that this event is itself a strongly connected component without 
any arcs coming in, and so it must be initialized, i.e., the end of the simulation 
is scheduled as part of the initialization. Failure to do so would result in 
erroneous termination of the simulation. 

We have presented only a partial and simplified account of the event
graph technique along the lines presented by Pegden (1989, pp. 152-157)., 

r-----i Departure 

FIGURE 1.53 
Event graph, queueing model with fixed 
run length. 
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There are several other features, including event-canceling relations, ways to 
combine similar events into one, refining the event-scheduling arcs to include 
conditional scheduling, and incorporating the state variables needed; see the 
original paper by Schruben (1983). Sargent (1988) and Som and Sargent (1989) 
extend and refine the technique, giving comprehensive illustrations involving a 
flexible manufacturing system and computer network models. 

In modeling a system, the event-graph technique can be used to simplify 
the structure and to detect certain kinds of errors, and is especially .useful in 
complex models involving a large number of interrelated events. Other con
siderations should also be kept in mind, such as continually asking why a 
particular state variable is needed; see Prob .. 1.4. 

1.5 SIMULATION OF AN INVENTORY 
SYSTEM 

We shall now see how simulation can be used to compare alternative ordering 
policies for an inventory system. Many of the elements of our model are 
representative· of those found in actual inventory systems. 

1.5.1 Problem Statement 

A company that sells a single product would like to decide how many items it 
should have in inventory for each of the next n months. The times between 
demands are lID exponential random variables with a mean of 0.1 month. The 
sizes of the demands, D, are IID random variables (independent of when the 
demands occur), with 

D-[j 
where w.p. is read "with probability." 

1 w.p. -. 
w.p. ~ 
w.p. ~ 
w.p. ~ 

At the beginning of each month, the company reviews the inventory level 
and decides how many items to order from its supplier. If the company orders 
Z items, it incurs a cost of K + iZ, where K = $32 is the setup cost and i = $3 is 
the incremental cost per item ordered. (If Z = 0, no cost is incurred.) When an 
order is placed, the time required for it to arrive (called the delivery lag or lead 
time) is a random variable that is distributed uniformly between 0.5 and 1 
month. 

i.e., 
The company uses a stationary (s, S) policy to decide how much to order, 

Z= {
S-1 
o 

if l<s 
if l~s 

where I is the inventory level at the beginning of the ·month. 
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When a demand occurs, it is satisfied immediately if the inventory level is 
at least as large as the demand. If the demand exceeds the inventory level, the 
excess of demand over supply is backlogged and satisfied by future deliveries. 
(In this case, the new inventory level is equal to the old inventory level minus 
the demand size, resulting in a negative inventory leveL) When an order 
arrives, it is first used to eliminate as much of the backlog (if any) as possible; 
the remainder of the order (if any) is added to the inventory. 

So far we have discussed only one type of cost incurred by the inventory 
system, the ordering cost. However, most real inventory systems also have two 
additional types of costs, holding and shortage costs, which we discuss after 
introducing some additional notation. Let let) be the inventory level at time t 
[note that let) could be positive, negative, or zero], let I+(t) = max{l(t), O} be 
the number of items physically on hand in the inventory at time t [note that 
1+ (t) ;" 0], and let ret) = max{ - l(t), O} be the backlog at time t [r(t);" 0 as 
well]. A possible realization of l(t), I+(t), and ret) is shown in Fig. 1.54; The 
time points at which I(t) decreases are the ones at which demands occur. 

For our model, we shall assume that the company incurs a holding cost of 
h = $1 per item per month held in (positive) inventory. The holding cost 
includes such costs as warehouse rental, insurance, taxes, and maintenance, as 
well as the opportunity cost of having capital tied up in inventory rather than 
invested elsewhere. We have ignored in our formulation the fact that some 
holding costs are still incurred when I+(t) = O. However, since our goal is to 
compare ordering policies, ignoring this factor, which after all is independent 
of the policy used, will not affect our assessment of which policy is best. Now, 
since 1+ (t) is the number of items held in inventory at time t, the time-average 
(per month) number of items held in inventory for the n-month period is 

s 
........ : 

_+ Jon I+(t) dt 
I =""--

n 

........... : ................... : 

Key 
--- /(1) 

........... I' (I) 

'-.-./"(1) 

, 
: T(t). . •...••.. 

L. ____ .: .... __ ..... ;~! 1 s- /(1) ••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••• 
....... : . . . .-.-._._.-.- _.-._ ...... . 

2 3 

t t 
Place an order Order arrives Place an order 

FIGURE 1.54 
A realization of let), /+(t). and ret) over time. 
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which is akin to' the definition of the time-average number of customers in 
queue'given in Sec. 1.4.1. Thus, the average holding cost per month is hj+. 

Similarly, suppose that the company incurs a backlog cost of 'IT = $5 per 
item per month in backlog; this accounts for the cost of extra'record keeping 
when a backlog exists, as well as loss of customers' goodwill. The time-average 
number of items in backlog is ' 

j_ = I r(t)dt 

so the average backlog cost per month in 'lTj-. 
Assume that the initial inventory level is 1(0) =60 and that no order is 

outstanding. 'We sinlulate the inventory system for n = 120 months and use the 
average total cost per month (which is the suni of the average ordering cost per 
month, the average holding cost per month, and the average shortage cost per 
month) to compare the following nine inventory policies: 

: I: I : I:: 11: I : I :: 11: I : 11: " 
We do'not address here the isshe of how these particular polities were chosen 
for consideration; statistical techniques for making such a determination are 
discussed in Chap. 12. ' . , 

It should be noted that the state variables for a simulation model of this 
inventory system are the inventory level l(t) , the amount of an outstanding 
orderfiom the company to the supplier, and the time of the last event [which is 
needed to compute the areas under the l\t) and r(t) functions]. 

1.5.2 Program Organization and Logic 

Our model of the inventory system uses the following types of events: 

Event description 

Arrival of an order to the company from the 'supplier 
Demand for the product from a customer 
End of the simulation after n months 
Inventory evaluation (and possible ordering) at -the beginning of a month 

Event type 

1 
2 
3 
4 

We have chosen to make the end of the simulation event type 3 rather than 
type 4, since at time 120 both "end-simulation" and "inventory-evaluation" 
events will eventually be scheduled and we wOllld like to execute the former 
event first at this time. (Since the simulation is over at time 120, there is no 
sense in evaluating the inventory and possibly ordering, incurring an ordering 
cost for an order that will never arrive.) The execution of event type 3 before 
event type 4 is guaranteed because the timing routines (in all three languages) 
give preference to the lowest-numbered event if two or more events are 
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scheduled to occur at the same time. In general, a simulation model should be 
designed to process events in an appropriate order when time' ties occur. An 
event graph (see Sec. 1.4.9) appears in Fig. 1.55. 

There are three types of random variates needed to simulate this system. 
The interdemand times are distributed exponentially, so the same algorithm 
(and code) as developed in Sec. 1.4 can be used here. The demand-size random 
variate D must be discrete, as described above, and can be generated as 
follows. First divide the unit interval into the contiguous subintervals C, = 
[0,1), C2 = [L n, c, = [L %), and C. = [~, 1], and obtain a U(O, 1) random 
variate U from the random-number generator. If U falls in C,' return D = 1; if 
U falls in C" return D = 2; and so on. Since the width of C, is i - 0 = i, and 
since U is uniformly distributed over [0,1], the probability that U falls in C, 
(and thus that we return D = 1) is i; this agrees with the desired probability 
that D = 1. Similarly, we return D = 2 if U falls in C2 , having probability equal 
to the width of C2 , ! - i = j, as desired, and so on for the other intervals. The 
subprograms to generate the demand sizes all use this principle, and take as 
input the cutoff points defining the above subintervals, which are the cumula
tive probabilities of the distribution of D. 

The delivery lags are uniformly distributed, but not over the unit interval 
[0,1]. In general, we can generate a random variate distributed uniformly over 
any interval [a, b] by generating a U(0,1) random number U, and then 
returning a + U(b - a). That this method is correct seems intuitively clear, but 
will be formally justified in Sec. 8.3.1. ' 

, Of the four events, only three actually involve state changes (the end
simulation event being the exception). Since their logic is langnage-indepen-
dent, we will describe it here. " 

The order-arrival event is flowcharted in Fig. 1.56,' and must make the 
changes necessary when an order (which was previously placed) arrives from 
the supplier. The inventory level is increased by the amount of the order, and 

FIGURE 1.55 
Event gr.aph. inventory model. 
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FIGURE 1.56 
Flowchart for order-arrival routine, inventory model. 

FIGURE 1.57 
Flowchart for demand routine, inventory model. 
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the order-arrival event must be eliminated from consideration. (See Prob. 1.12 
for consideration of the issue of whether there could be more than one order 
outstanding at a time for this model with these parameters.) 

A flowchart for the demand event is given in Fig. 1.57, and processes the 
changes necessary to represent a demand's occurrence. First, the demand size 
is generated, and the inventory is decremented by this amount. Finally, the 
time of the next demand is scheduled into the event list. Note that this is the 
place where the inventory level might become negative. ' 

The inventory-evaluation event, which takes place at the beginning of 
each month, is flowcharted in Fig. 1.58. If the inventory level 1(1) at the, time of 
the evaluation is at least s, then no order is placed, and nothing is done except 

Yes 
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be ordered [S - I(t)] 

Incur ordering cost 
andgalhet 
statistics 

Schedule order· 
arrival event for 

this order 

Schedule the next 
inventory-evaluation 

event 

Return 

No 

FIGURE 1.58 
Flowchart for inventory-evaluation 
routine. inventory model. 
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to schedule the next evaluation into the event list. On the other hand, if 
l(t) < s, we want to place an order for S - l(t) items. This is done by storing 
the amount of the order [S - 1(t)] until the order arrives, and scheduling its 
arrival time. In this case as well, we want to schedule the next inventory
evaluation event. . 

As in the single-server queueing model, it is convenient to write a 
separate nonevent routine to update the continuous-time statistical ac
cumulators. For this model, however, doing so is slightly more complicated, so 
a flowchart for this activity appears in Fig. 1.59. The principal issue is whether 
we need to update the area under ret) or 1+(t) (or neither). If the inventory 
level since the last event has been negative, then we have been in backlog, so 
the area under r (t) only should be updated. On the other hand, if the 
inventory level has been positive, we need only update the area under 1+ (t). If 
the inventory level has been zero (a possibility), then neither update is needed. 
The code in each language for this routine also brings the variable for the time 
of the last event up to the present time. This routinewiII be invoked from the 
main program just after returning from the timing routine, regardless of the 
event type or whether the inventory level is actually Changing at this point. 
This provides a simple (if not the most computationally efficient) way of 
updating integrals for continuous-time statistics. . 

Sections 1.5.3, 1.5.4, and 1.5.5, respectively, contain programs to simu-

Negative 

Updale area IIlXb" 
n,) 

FIGURE 1.59 

Update time-avezage 
statistical accumulators 
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Flowchart for routine to update the continuous~time statistical ~ccumulators, inventory model. 
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late this model in FORTRAN, Pascal, and C. As in the single-server queueing 
model, oiiJy one of these sections should be read, according to language 
preference. Neither the timing nor exponential-variate-generation subprograms 
will be shpwn, as they are the same as for the single-server queueing model in 
Sec. 1.4 (except for the FORTRAN version of TIMING, where the declara
tions· file "mm1.dcl" must be changed to "inv.dcl" in the INCLUDE state
ment). The reader should also note the considerable similarity between the 
main programs of the queueing and inventory models in a given language. 

1.5.3 FORTRAN Program 

In. addition to a main program, the model uses the subprograms and 
FORTRAN variables in Table. 1.2. 

The code for the main program is given in Fig. 1.60. After bringing in the 
declarations file (shown in Fig. 1.61) and declaring the local variables I and 
NPOLCY to be INTEGER, the input and output files are opened, and the 
number of events, NEVNTS, is set to 4. The input parameters (except sand S) 
are then read in and written out, and a report heading is produced; for each 
(s, S) pair the simulation will then produce in subroutine REPORT a single 
line of Olltput corresponding to this heading. Then a DO loop .(with foot at 
label 60) is begun, each iteration of which performs an entire simulation for a 

TABLE 1.2 
Subroutines, functions, and FORTRAN variables for the inventory model 

SubprC]gram 

INIT 
TIMING 
ORDARV 
DEMAND 
REPORT 
EVALU8 
UPTAVG 

EXPON(RMEAN) 

lRANDI(NVALUE,PROBD) 

UNIFRM(A,B) 

RAND(I) 

Purpose 

Initialization routine 
Timing routine 
Event routine to process type 1 events 
Event routine to process type 2 events 
Event routine to process type 3 events (report generator) 
Event routine to process type 4 events 
Subroutine to update areas under ret) and ret) functions just 

before each event occurrence 
Function to generate an exponential random variate with mean 

RMEAN . 
Function to-generate a random integer between'! and NVALUE 

(a positive integer) in accordance with the distribution function 
PROBD(I) (I ~ I, 2, ... , NVALUE). If X is the random in· 
teger, the probability that.X takes on a value less than or equal 
10 I is given by PROBD(I}. The values of NVALUE and 
PROBD(I) are set in the main program. (This particular format 
for IRANDI was chosen to make its use here consistent with 
Chap. 2.) 

Function to generate a continuous random variate distributed 
uniformly between A and B (A and B are both real numbers, 
withA<B) 

Function to generate a uniform random variate between 0 and ! 
(shown in Fig. 7.5) 



TABLE 1.2 
(Continued) 

Variable 

Input parameters: 
BIGS 
H 
INCRMC 
INITIL 
MAXLAG 
MDEMDT 
MINLAG 
NMNTHS 
NPOLCY 
NVALUE 
PI 
PROBD(I) 
SETUPC 
SMALLS 

Modeling variables: 
AMINUS 
AMOUNT 
APLUS 
DSIZE 
INVLEV 
NEVNTS 
NEXT 
TIME 
TLEVNT 
TNE(I) 
TORDC 
TSLE 

Output variables: 
ACOST 
AHLDC 
AORDC 
ASHRC 
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Definition 

S, second number in the specification of (s, S) inventory policy 
h, value of unit holding cost (=1 herer 
i, incremental cost per item ordered (=3) 
Initial inventory level (=60) 
Maximum delivery lag (=1.0) 
Mean interdemand time (=0.1) 
Minimum delivery lag (=0.5) 
Length of the simulation in months (=120) 
Number of inventory policies being considered (=9) 
Maximum possible demand size (=4) 
1T, value of unit backlog cost (=5) 
Probability that a demand is ::sI 
K, setup cost of placing an order (=32) 
s, first number in specification of (s, S) inventory policy· 

Area under the ret) function so far 
Amount, Z, ordered by company from supplier 
Area under the r(t) function so far 
A particular demand size' 
1(t), the inventory level 
Number of event-types for model (Le., 4) 
Event type (1,- 2, 3, or 4) of the next event to occur 
Simulation clock 
Time of the last (most recent) event 
Time of the next event of type 1 (1 = 1, 2, 3, 4) 
Total ordering cost 
Time since last event 

Average total cost per month 
Average holding cost per month 
Average ordering cost per month 
Average shortage cost per month 

given (s, S) pair; the first thing done in the loop is to read the next (s, S) pair. 
The model is initialized by a call to INIT, and TIMING is used to determine 
the next event type, NEXT, and to update the simulation clock, TIME. After 
returning from TIMING with the next event type, a call is made to UPTAVG 
to update the continuous-time statistics before executing the event routine 
itself. A computed GO TO is then used as before to transfer· control to the 
appropriate event routine; if the event is not the end-simulation event, control 
is passed back to statement 10 (the call to TIMING) and the simulation 
continues. If the simulation is over (NEXT;" 3), REPORT is called and the 
simulation is ended for the current (s, S) pair. 

Subroutine INIT is listed in Fig. 1.62. Observe that the first inventory 
evaluation is scheduled at TIME = 0 since, in general, the initial inventory 
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* Main program for inventory system. 

* Bring in declarations file and declare local variables. 

INCLUDE 'inv.dcl' 
INTEGER I, NPOLCY 

* Open input and output files. 

OPEN (5, FILE = "inv.in') 
OPEN (6, FILE = 'inv.out') 

* specify the number of event types for the timing routine. 

NEVNTS = 4 

* Read input parameters. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

READ (5,*) 
& 

READ (5,*) 

INITIL, NMNTHS, NPOLCY, NVALUE, MDEMDT, SETUPC, INCRMC~ 

H, PI, MINLAG, MAXLAG - , 
(PROBD(I), 1= 1, NVALUE) 

write report heading and input parameters" •. 

WRITE (6,2010) INITIL, NVALUE, (PROBD(I), 'I = 1, NVALUE) 
2010 FORMAT (' Single-product inventory system'// 

& ' Initial inventory'level',I24,' items'// 
& ' Number of demand sizes',I2511 
& ' Distribution function of demand sizes',2X,8F8.3) 

WRITE (6,2020) MDEMDT, MINLAG, MAXLAG, NMNTHS, SETUPC, INCRMC, H, 
& PI, NPOLCY 

2020 FORMAT (I' Mean interdemand time',F26.2,' months'll 
& ' DeliverY'lag range',F29.2,' to';F10.2,' months'l/ 

lO 

& Length of'the simulation',I23,' months'll 
& K =',F6.1,' i =',F6.l,' h =',F6.1,' pi =',F6.11/ 
& Number of policies',I2911 
& 10X,4(8X,'Average')/' 
& I Policy total cost ordering cost', 
& holding cos~ shortage cost'), 

Run the simulation varying the inventory policy. 

DO 60 I :: 1, NP.oLCY 

Read the inventory policy, and initialize the simUlation. 

READ (5,*) SMALLS, BIGS 
CALL INIT 

Determine the next event. 

CALL TIMING 

Up~ate time-average statis_tical accumul~tors. 

CALL UPTAVG 

Call- the .appropriate event routine. 

GO TO (20, 30, 50, 40), NEXT 
.20 CALL ORDARV 

GO TO 10 
30 CALL DEMAND 

GO TO' 10 
-40 CALL EVALU8 

GO TO 10 
50' CALL 'REPORT 

60 CONTINUE 

CLOSE (5) 
CLOSE (6) 

STOP 
END 

FIG.URE 1060 
FORTRAN code for the main program, inventory model. 
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INTEGER AMOUNT,BIGS,INITIL,INVLEV,NEVNTS,NEXT,NMNTHS,NVALUE, 
& SMALLS 

REAL AMlNUS,APLUS,H,INCRMC,MAXLAG,MDEMDT,MINLAG,PI,PROBD(25) , 
& SETUPC,TlME,TLEVNT,TNE(4),TORDC 

INTEGER lRANDI 
REAL EXPON,UNIFRM 
COMMON /MODEL/ AMINUS,AMOUNT,APLUS,BIGS,H,INCRMC,INITIL,INVLEV, 

& MAXLAG ,MDEMDT ,MINLAG, NEVNTS, NEXT, NMNTHS, NVALUE, PI, 
& PROBD,SETUPC,SMALLS,TlME,TLEVNT,TNE,TORDC 

FIGURE 1.61 
FORTRAN code for the declarations file (iov.dcl), ~ventory model. 

SUBROUTINE INIT 
INCLUDE tinv.dcl t 

* Initialize the simUlation clock. 

TIME "" 0.0 

* Initialize the state variables. 

INVLEV = INITIL 
TLEVNT = 0.0 

* Initialize the statistical counters. 

TORDC 0.0 
APLUS 0.0 
AMINUS 0.0 

* Initialize the event list. since no order is outstanding, the 
* order-arrival event is eliminated. from consideration. 

TNE(l) 
TNE(2) 
TNE(3) 
TNE(4) 

RETURN 
END 

FIGURE 1.62 

1. OE+30 
TIME + EXPON(MDEMDT) 
NMNTHS 
0.0 

FORTRAN code for subroutine !NIT, inventory model. 

SUBROUTINE ORDARV 
INCLUDE 'inv.dcl t 

* Increment the inventory level by the amount ordered. 

INVLEV = INVLEV + AMOUNT 

* Since no order is now outstanding, eliminate the order':'a'rrival 
* event from consideration. . 

TNE(l) = 1.OE+30 

RETURN 
END 

FIGURE 1.63 
FORTRAN code for subroutine ORDARV. inventory model. 
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SUBROUTINE DEMAND 
INCLUDE 'inv.dcl' 
INTEGER DSIZE 

* Generate the demand size. 

DSIZE = IRANDI(NVALUE,PROBD} 

* Decrement the inventory level by the-demand size., 

INVLEV = INVLEV - DSIZE 

* schedule the time of the next demand. 

TNE(2) = TIME + EXPON(MDEMDT} 

RETURN 
END 

FIGURE 1.64 
FORTRAN code for subroutine DEMAND, inventory model. 

level could be less than s. Note also that event type 1 (order arrival) is 
eliminated from consideration, since our modeling assumption was that there 
are no outstanding orders initially. 

The event routines ORDARV, DEMAND, and EVALU8 are shown in 
Figs. 1.63 through 1.65, and correspond to the general discussion given in .sec. 
1.5.2, and to the flowcharts in Figs. 1.56 through 1.58. Note that in DEMAND, 
the demand-size variate is generated from the function IRANDI. Also, in 
EVALU8, note that the variable TORDe is increased by the ordering cost for 
any order that might be placed here. 

SUBROUTINE EVALU8 
INCLUDE 'inv.dcl' 

* Check whether the inventory level is less than SMALLS. 

IF (INVLEV . LT. SMALLS) THEN 

* The inventory level is less than SMALLS, so place an order for 
* the appropriate amount. 

AMOUNT = BIGS - INVLEV 
TORDC TORDC + SETUPC + INCRMC * AMOUNT 

* Schedule the arrival bf the order. 

TNE(\~') = TIME + UNIFRM(MINLAG,MAXLAG) 

END IF 

* Regardless of the place-order decision, schedule the next 
* inventory evaluation. 

TNE(4) = TIME + 1.0 

RETURN 
END 

FIGURE 1.65 
FORTRAN code for subroutine EVALU8, inventory model. 



SUBROUTINE REPORT 
INCLUDE linv.dcl l 
REAL ACOST,AHLDC,AORDC,ASHRC 
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* compute and write estimates of desired measures of performance. 

AORDC = TORDC / NMNTHS 
AHLDC = H * APLUS / NMNTHS 
ASHRC = PI * AMINUS / NMNTHS 
ACOST = AORDC + AHLDC + ASHRC 
WRITE (6,2010) SMALLS, BIGS, ACOST, AORDC, AHLDC, ASHRC 

2010 FORMAT (/1 (' ,13,', 1,13, I)' ,4F1S.2) 

RETURN 
END 

FIGURE 1.66 
FORTRAN code for subroutine REPORT, inv,entory model. 

The report generator is listed in Fig. 1.66, and computes the three 
components of the total cost separately, adding them together to get the 
average total cost per month, ACOST. The current values of sand S are 
written out for identification purposes, along with the average total cost and its 
three components (ordering, holding, and shortage costs). 

Subroutine UPTAVG, which was discussed in general in Sec. 1.5.2 and 
flowcharted in Fig. 1.59, is shown in Fig. 1.67. Implementation is facilitated in 
FORTRAN by the use of an arithmetic if statement (a fairly' old and seldom
used feature), which ends with three statement labels (10, 20, and 30 in this 
case) to which control is transferred if the argument (simply INVLEV here) is 
negative, zero, or pOSitive, in that order. As in the single-server' queueing 
model of Sec. 1.4, it might be necessary to make both the TIME and TLEVNT 

SUBROUTINE UPTAVG 
INCLUDE 'inv.dcl l 

REAL TSLE 

* compute time since last event, and update last-event-time marker. 

TSLE = TIME - TLEVNT 
TLEVNT = TIME 

* Determine the statu~ of the inventory level during the previous 
* interval. If the inventory level during the previous interval was 
* negative, update AMINUS. If it was zero, no update is needed. If 
* it was positive, update APLUS. 

IF (INVLEV) 10, 20, 30 
10 ANINUS = ANINUS - INVLEV'* TSLE 
20 RETURN 
30 APLUS = APLUS + INVLEV * TSLE 

RETURN 
END 

FIGURE 1.67 
FORTRAN-code for subroutine UPTAVG, inventory model. 
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INTEGER FUNCTION IRANDI(NVALUE,PROBD) 
INTEGER I,NVALUE 
REAL PROBD(l),U 
REAL RAND 

* Generate a U(O,l) random variate. 

U ~ RAND(l) 

* Return a random integer between 1 and NVALUE in accordance with 
* the (cumulative) distribution function PROBD. 

DO 10 I = 1, NVALUE - 1 
IF (U .LT. PROBD(I» THEN 

IRANDI = I 
RETURN 

END IF 
10 CONTINUE 

IRANDI = NVALUE 

RETURN 
END 

FIGURE 1.68 
FORTRAN cod,e for fUIlction IRANDI. 

variables DOUBLE PRECISION to avoid severe roundoff error in their 
subtraction at the top of the routine if the simulation is to be run for a: long 
period of simulated time. 

The code for function lRANDI is given in Fig. 1.68, and is general in that 
it will generate an integer between 1 and NVALUE according to distribution 
function .PROBD(I), provided that NVALUE and PROBD(I) (I = 1, 2, ... , 
NVALUE) are specified. [In our case, NVALUE = 4 and PROBD(I) = L 
PROBD(2) = 1, PROBD(3) = Land PROBD(4) = 1, all specified to three
decimal accuracy on input.] The logic agrees with the discussion in Sec. 1.5.2; 
note that the input array PROBD must contain the cumulative distribution 
function rather than the probabilities that the variate takes on its possible 
values. 

The function UNIFRM is given in Fig. 1.69, and is as described in Sec. 
1.5.2. 

REAL FUNCTION ,UNIFRM(A,B) 
REAL A,B,U 
REAL RAND 

* Generate a U(O,l) random variate. 

U ~ RAND(l) 

* Return a U(A,B) random variate. 

UNIFRM = A + U * (B - A) 

RETURN 
END 

FIGURE 1.69 
FORTRAN code for function UNIFRM. 
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1.5.4 Pascal Program 

The global declarations are shown in Fig. 1.70. The array ProbDistribDemand 
will be used to hold the cumulative probabilities for the demand sizes, and is 
passed into the random-integer-generation function RandomInteger. As for the 
queueing model, we must define the array Zrng and the four functions and 
procedures at the bottom of Fig. 1.70 for the random-number generator of Fig. 
7.6. 

Procedure Initialize appears in Fig. 1.71. Observe that the first inventory 
evaluation is scheduled at Time = 0 since, in general, the initial inventory level 
could be less than s. Note also that event type 1 (order arrival) is . eliminated 
from consideration, since our modeling assumption was that there are no 
outstanding orders initially. . 

The event routines OrderArrival, Demand, and Evaluate are shown in 
Figs. 1.72 through 1.74, and correspond to the general discussion given in Sec. 

PROGRAM Inventory(Input, output); 

( Global declarations for inventory system. 

TYPE 
DistribArray = ARRAY [1 .. 25] OF Real: 

VAR 
Amount, Bigs, Demandlndex, InitiallriVLevel, InvLevel~ NextEventType, 

NumEvents, NumMonths, NumPolicies, NumvaluesDemand, Policy, Smalls 
: Integer: 

AreaHolding, AreaShortage, HOldingCost, IncrementalCost, Maxlag, 
MeanInterdemand, Minlag, Setupcost, ShortageCost, Time,' , 
TimeLastEvent, TotalOrderingcost : Real; 

ProbDistribDemand : DistribArray; 
TimeNextEvent : ARRAY [1 .. 4) OF Real: 

{ The following declaration is for the random-number generator. 
Note that the 'name Zrng must not be used for any other purpose. }" 

Zr~g : ARRAY [1 .. 100] OF Integer: 

PROCEDURE Initialize: 
PROCEDURE Timing: 
PROCEDURE orderArrival: 
PROCEDURE Demand; 
PROCEDURE Evaluate: 
PROCEDURE Report: 
PROCEDURE UpdateTimeAvgStats: 
FUNCTION Expon(Mean: Real) : Real: 
FUNCTION RandomInteger 

(ProbDistrib : DistribArray) 
FUNCTION uniform(A, B : Real) : Real; 

FORWARD; 
FORWARD; 
FORWARD: 
FORWARD; 
FORWARD; 
FORWARD; 
FORWARD; 
FORWARD: 

: Integer: FORWARD: 
FORWARD: 

{ The following four declarations are for the random-number generator. 
} 

PROCEDURE 
FUNCTION 
PROCEDURE 
FUNCTION 

FIGURE 1.70 

Randdf; FORWARD 
Rand (stream Integer): Real; 'FORWAIW 
Randst(Zset .Integer: Stream: Integer); FORWARD 
Randgt(Stream : Integer) : Integer; FORWARD 

Pascal code for the global declarations, inventory model. 
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PROCEDURE Initialize: Initialization procedure. } 

BEGIN { Initial~ze 

{ Initialize the simulation clock. ) 

Time := 0.0: 

{ Initialize the state variables. 

InvLevel := InitialInvLevel: 
TimeLastEvent := 0.0; 

{ Initialize the statistical counters. } 

TotalOrderingCost ;= 0.0: 
AreaHolding := 0.0; 
AreaShortage := 0.0: 

{ Initialize the event list. Since no order is outstanding, the 
order-arrival event is eliminated from consideration. } 

TimeNextEvent[l) := 1.OE+30: 
TimeNextEvent(2) := Time + Expon(MeanInterdemand): 
TimeNextEvent(3) := NurnMonths: 
TimeNextEvent[4] := 0.0 

END; { Initialize } 

FIGURE 1.71 
Pascal code for procedure Initialize, inventory model. 

1.5.2, and to the flowcharts in Figs. 1.56 through 1.58. In Evaluate, note that 
the variable TotalOrderingCost is increased by the ordering cost for any order 
that might be placed here. 

The report generator is listed in Fig. 1.75, and computes the three 
components of the total cost separately, adding them together to get the 
average total cost per month, AvgTotCost. The current values of sand S are 
written out for identification purposes, along with the average total cost and its 
three components (ordering, holding, and shortage costs). 

PROCEDURE orderArrival: Order arrival event procedure. } 

BEGIN { orderArrival 

{ Increment the inve~tory level by the amount ordered. } 

InvLevel := InvLevel + Amount; 

{ Since no order is now outstanding, eliminate the order-arrival 
event from consideration. } 

TimeNextEvent[l] := 1.OE+30 

END; { OrderArrival 

FIGURE 1.72 
Pascal code for procedure OrderArrival, inventory model. 
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PROCEDURE Demand; {Demand event procedure. } 

VAR 
SizeDemand ; Integer; 

BEGIN { Demand } 

( Generate the demand size. 

SizeDemand := RandomInteger(probDistribDemand) : 

{ Decrement the inventory level by the demand size. 

InvLevel := InvLevel - SizeDemand: 

( Schedule the time of the next demand. 

TimeNextEvent(2] := Time + Expon(MeanInterdemand) 

END: ( Demand 

FIGURE 1.73 
Pascal code for procedure Demand, inventory model. 

PROCEDURE Evaluate: Inventory-evaluation event procedure. ) 

BEGIN { Evaluate 

( Check whether the inventory level is less than Smalls. ) 

IF InvLevel < Smalls THEN BEGIN 

( The inventory level is less than Smalls, so place an order 
for the appropriate amount. ) 

Amount : = Bigs - InvLevel: 
TotalorderingCost := TotalOrderingCost + setupCost + 

Incrementalc-ost * Amount; 

( Schedule the arrival of the order. ) 

TimeNextEvent(l] := Time '+ Uniform(Minlag, Maxlag) 

END: 

{ Regardless of the place-order decision, schedule the next 
inventory evaluation. } 

TimeNextEvent[4] := Time + 1.0 

END; { Evaluate 

FIGURE 1.74 
Pascal code for procedure Evaluate, inventory model. 
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PROCEDURE Report: {Report.generator procedure. } 

VAR 
AvgHoldingcost, AvgorderingCost, AvgShortageCost, AvgTotCost 

Real; 

BEGIN { Report 

{ compute and write estimates of desired measures of performance. 
} 

AvgOrderingCost 
AvgHoldingCost 
AvgShortagecost 
AvgTotcost 

Writeln; 

:= TotalOrderingcost / NumMonths; 
:= Holdingcost * AreaHolding / NumMonths; 
:= ShortageCost * AreaShortage / NumMonths; 
:= AvgOrderingcost + AvgHoldingcost + 

AvgShortageCost; 

writeln(' (', Smalls::3, '., I, Bigs:3, I) I, AvgTotCost:15:2, 
Avgorderingcost:15:2, AvgHoldingCost:15:2, 
AvgShortageCost:15:2) 

END; { Report 

FIGURE 1.75 
Pascal code for procedure Report, inventory model. 

Procedure UpdateTimeAvgStats, which was discussed in general in Sec. 
1.5.2 and flowcharted in Fig. 1.59, is shown in Fig. 1.76. Note that if the 
inventory level InvLevel is zero, neither the IF nor the ELSE IF condition is 
satisfied, resulting in no update at all, as desired. As in the single-server 
queueing model of Sec. 1.4, it might be necessary to make both the Time and 
TimeLastEvent variables double precision (if available) to avoid severe round-

PROCEDURE UpdateTimeAvgstats; 

VAR 
TimeSinceLastEvent : Real; 

BEGIN '. { UpdateTimeAvgstats } 

Update area accumulators for 
time-average statistics. } 

{ compute time since last event, and update last-event-time 
marker. } 

TimeSinceLastEvent :=.Time' ~TimeLastEv~nt; 
. TimeLastEvent := Time; 

'{ Determine the 
interval. If 
was negative, 
AreaHolding. 

status of the inventory level during the previous 
the inventory level during the previous interval 
update AreaShortage. If it was positive, update 
If it was zero, no update is needed. } 

IF InvLevel < 0 THEN 
AreaShortage := AreaShortage - InvLevel .* TimeSinceLastEvent 

ELSE IF InvLevel > 0 THEN 
AreaHolding := AreaHolding + InvLevel * TimeSinceLastEvent 

END; { UpdateTimeAvgstats 

FIGURE 1.76 
Pascal code for procedure UpdateTimeAvgStats, inventory . model. 
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FUNCTION RandomInteger;, Random integer generation function. ) 
Pass in Real array ProbDistrib giving 
cumulative probability distribution 
function, as declared in FORWARD 
declarations earlier. ) 

VAR 
I : Integer; 
U : Real; 

BEGIN ( RandomInteger 

( Generate 'a UCO·,I) random variate. 

U := Rand(l) : 

Return a random integer in accordance with the (cumulative) 
distribution function ProbDistrib. ) 

I := 0; 
REPEAT 

I := I + I 
UNTIL U < ProbDistrib[I]; 

RandomInteger := I 

END; ( RandomInteger ) 

FIGURE 1.77 
Pascal ~e for function RandomInteger. 

off error in their subtraction at the top of the routine if the simulation is to be 
run for a long period of simulated time. 

The code for function RandomInteger is given in Fig. 1.77, and is general 
in that it will generate an integer according to distribution function 
ProbDistrib[I], provided that the values of ProbDistrib[I) are specified. (In 
our case, ProbDistrib[1] = 1 ,ProbDistrib[2) = !, . ProbDistrib[3) = ~, and 
ProbDistrib[ 4] = 1, all specified to three-decimal accuracy on input.) The logic 
agrees with the discussion in Sec. 1.5.2; note that the input array PiobDistrib , . 

FUNCTION Uniform; 

VAR 
U : Real; 

BEGIN ( Uniform 

Uniform variate generation function. } 
Pass in Real parameters A and B giving left and 
right endpoints, as declared in FORWARD 
declarations earlier. ) 

Generate a.U(O,l) random variate. } 

U := Rand(l); 

( Return a U(A,B) random variate. 

Unifora := A + U * (B - A) 

END; { Unifora } 

FIGURE 1.78 
Pascal code for function Uniform. 
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must contain the cumulative distribution function rather than the probabilities 
that the variate takes on its possible values. 

The function Uniform is given in Fig. 1.78, and is as described in Sec. 
1.5.2. 

The code for the main program is given in Fig. 1.79. After initializing the 
random-number generator by invoking Randdf, the number of events is set to 
4. The input parameters (except sand S) are then read in and written out, and 
a report heading is produced; for each (s, S) pair the simulation will then 

BEGIN (Inventory main program. ) 

( Initialize the random-number generator. 

Randdf; 

( specify the number of events for the timing procedure. ) 

NUmEvents :"" 4; 

( Read input parameters. 

Readln(InitiallnvLevel, NumMonths, NumPolicies, NumvaluesDemand); 
Readln(MeanInterdemand, SetupCost, Incrementalcost, HoldingCost, 

Shortagecost, Minlag, Maxlag); 
FOR DemandIndex :"" 1 TO NumValuesDemand DO 

Read(ProbDistribDemand[Demandlndex); 
Readlni 

( write report heading and input parameters. 

writeln( 'Single,-product inventory system') i 
Writeln; 
WritelnC'Initial inventory level', InitialInvLevel:24, , items'); 
Writeln; 
WritelnC'Number of demand sizes', NumValuesDemand:25); 
Writeln; 
write ('Distribution function of demand sizes I); 
FOR DemandIndex := 1 TO NumValuesDemand DO 

Write(ProbDistribDemand[Demandlndex):S:3) ; 
Writelni 
Writeln; 
Writeln('Mean interdemand time', Meanlriterdemand:26:2, t months'); 
Writeln; 
writeln('Delivery lag range', Minlag:29:2, , to', Maxlag:10:2, 

, months'); 
Writeln: 
Writeln('Length of the simulation', NumMonths:23, , months'); 
Writelni 
Writeln(tK =', SetupCost:6:1,' i =', IncrementalCost:6:1, 

, h =', HoldingCost:6:1,' pi ""', Shortagecost:6:1)i 
writeln; 
Writeln('Number of policies', NumPolicies:29); 
writeln; 
write (' 
writeln( , 
write (' 
Writeln( , 

FIGURE 1.79 

Average Average'); 
Average ./ Average') i 

Policy total cost ordering cost') i 
holding cost shortage cost') i 

Pascal code for the main program, inventory model. 
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{ Run the simulation varying the inventory policy. 

FOR policy := 1 TO NumPolicies DO BEGIN 

{ Read the inventory policy, and initialize the simulation. } 

Readln{Smalls, Bigs); 
Initialize; 

{ Run the simulation until it terminates after an end-simulation 
~event (type 3) occurs. ) 

REPEAT 

{ Determine the next event. } 

Timing; 

f Update time-average statistical accumulators. ) 

UpdateTimeAvgStats; . 

{ Invoke the-appropriate event procedure. } 

CASE NextEventType OF 
1: OrderArrival; 
2: Demand; 
4': Evaluate; 
3: Report 

END 

If the event just eXecuted-was the end-simulation event (type 
3), end the simulation for this, (s,S) pair. and go on to, the next 
pair (if any). otherwise, continue: simulating for this (s,S) 
pair. } 

UNTIL NextEventType = 3 

END 

END. { Inventory 

FIGURE 1.79 
(Continued.) 

produce in procedure Report a single line of output corresponding' to this 
heading. Then a FOR loop is begun, each iteration of which performs an entire 
simulation for a given (s, S) pair; the first thing done in the loop is.to read the 
next (s, S) pair. The model is initialized, and a REPEAT UNTIL loop is used 
to keep simulating until a type 3 (end-simulation) event occurs, as in Sec. 1.4.8. 
Inside this loop, Timing is used to determine the next event type and ·to update 
the simulation clock. After returning from Timing with the next event type, the 
continuous-time statistics are updated before executing the event routine itself. 
A CASE statement is then used as before to transfer control to the appropriate 
event routine. Unlike the fixed-time stopping rule of Sec. 1.4.8; when the 
REPEAT UNTIL loop ends here we do not stop the program, but go to the 
next step of the enclosing FOR loop to read in the next (s, S). pair and do a 
separate simulation; the entire program stops only when the FOR loop is over 
and there are no more (s, S) pairs to consider. 
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1.5.5 C Program 

The external definitions are shown in Fig. 1.80. The array prob_distrib_ 
demand will be used to hold the cumulative probabilities for the demand sizes, 
and is passed into the random-integer-generation function random_integer. As 
for the queueing model, we must include the header file rand.h (in Fig. 7.8) for 
the random-number generator of Fig. 7.7. 

The code for the main function is given in Fig. 1.81. After opening the 
input and output files, the number of events is set to 4. The input parameters 
(except sand S) are then read in and written out, and a report heading is 
produced; for each (s, S) pair the simulation will then produce in the report 
function a single line of output corresponding to this heading. Then a "for" 
loop is begun, each iteration of which performs an entire simulation for a given 
(s, S) pair; the first thing done in the loop is to read the next (s, S) pair. The 
model is initialized, and a "do while" loop is used to keep simulating as long as 
the type 3 (end-simulation) event does not occur, as in Sec. 1.4.8. lnside this 
loop, the timing function is used to determine the next event type and to 
update the simulation clock. After returning from timing with the next event 
type, the continuous-time statistics are updated before executing the event 
routine itself. A "switch" statement is then used as before· to transfer control to 
the appropriate event routine. Unlike the fixed-time stopping rule of Sec. 
1.4.8, when the "do while" loop ends here we do not stop the program, but go 
to the next step of the enclosing "for" loop to read in the next (s, S) pair and 
do a separate simulation; the entire program stops only when the "for" loop is 
over and there are no more (s, S) pairs to consider. 

/* External definitions for inventory system. */ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include "rand.hl! /* Header file for random-number generator~ '*/ 

int amount, bigs, initial_inv_level, inv_le~,el, next_event_type, 
num_events, num_months, num_values_demand, smalls; 

float area_holding, area_shortage, holding~cost, incremental cost, 
maxlag, mean_interdemand, mil}lag, prob_distrib_demand[26], 
s7tuP_cost, shortage_cost, t1me, time_last_event, 
t1me _next_event [5], to.tal_ ordering cost; 

FILE *infile, *outfile; -

void initialize(void); 
void timing(void); 
void order_arrival(void); 
void demand (void) ; 
void evaluate(void); 
void :report(void); 
vo~d update_time_avg_stats(void); 
~loat expon(float mean); 
int raridoni_integer(float prob_distrib [])i 
float'uniform(float a, float b); 

FIGURE l.So 
C code for the external definitions, inventory model. 



main() 1* Main function. *1 
( 

int i, num-policies; 

1* Open input and output files. *1 

infile = fopen("inv.in", "r"); 
outfile = fopen("inv.out", "wH ): 
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1* Specify the number of events for the timing function. *1 

1* Read input parameters. *1 

fscanf(infile, "%d %d %d %d %f %f %f %f %f tf tf", 
&initial_inv_level, &num_months, &num-policies, 
&num values demand, &mean interdemand, &setup cost, 
&incremental cost, &holding cost, &shortage cost, &minlag, 
&maxlag) : - - --

for (i = 1; i <= num_values_demand; ++i) 
fscanf(infile, "tf", &prob_distrib_demand(i]); 

1* write. report heading and. i~put parameters. ~I 

fp'rintf(outfile, "Single-product inventory system\n\n"); 
fprintf(outfile, "Initial inventory level%24d items\n\n", 

initial_inv_level); 
fprintf(outfile, "Number of demand sizes%25d\n\n", 

num values demand); 
fprintf(outfile, "Distribution function o'f demand sizes "); 
for (i = 1; i <= num_values_demand; ++i) 

fprintf(outfile, "%B.Jf", prob distrib demand(i]}; 
fprintf(outfile, "\n\nMean interdemand timii%26.if\n\n", 

mean interdemand); 
fprintf(outfIle, "Delivery lag range%29.2f to%10.2f months\n\n", 

minlag, maxlag); 
fprintf(outfile, "Length of the simulation%23d months\n\n", 

num months); 
fprintf(outfile, "K =%6.1f i =%6.1f h =%6.1f pi =%6.1f\n\n", 

setup_cost, incremental_cost, holding_cost, shortage_cost); 
fprintf(outfile, "Number of policies%29d\n\n", num-policies): 
fprintf(outfile, .. Average Average"}; 
fprintf(outfile, " Average Average\n"): 
fprintf(outfile," Policy total cost ordering cost") '; 
fprintf(outfile, " holding cost shortage cost")'; 

1* Run the simulation varying the inventory pOlicy. *1 

for (i = ~; i <= num-policies; ++i) ( 

1* Read the inventory,policy, and initialize the simulation. *1 

fscanf(infile, "%d %d", &smalls, 'bigs); 
i,nitialize() : 

1* Run the simulation until it terminates after an 
end-simulation event (type J) occurs. *1 

do 

1* Determine the next ~vent. *1 

timing(); 

FIGURE 1.81 
C code for the main function, ,inventory model. 
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/* Update time-average statistical accumulators. */ 

update_time_avg_stats(); 

/* Invoke the appropriate event function. */ 

switch (next_event_type) 
case 1: 

order arrival(}; 
break: 

case 2: 
demand() ; 
break; 

case 4: 
evaluate () ; 
break; 

case 3: 
report (): 
break: 

/* If the event just executed was not the end-simulation event 
(type 3), continue simulating. Otherwise, end the 
simulation for the current (s,S) pair and go on to the next 
pair (if any). */ 

while (next_event_type 1= 3); 

/* End the simulations. */ 

fclose(infile) ; 
fc1ose(outfile); 

return 0; 

FIGURE 1.S1 
( Contiilued.) 

The initialization function appears in Fig. 1.82. Observe that the first 
inventory evaluation is scheduled at time 0 since, in general, the initial 
inventory level could be less than s. Note also that event type 1 (order arrival) 
is eliminated from consideration, since our modeling assumption was that there 
are no outstanding orders initially. 

The event functions ordecarrival, demand, and evaluate are shown in 
Figs. 1.83 through 1.85, and correspond tothe general discussion given in Sec. 
1.5.2, and to the flowcharts .in Figs. 1.56 through 1.58. In evaluate, note that 
the variable totaLordering_cost is increased by the ordering cost for any order 
that might be placed here. 

The report generator is listed in Fig. 1.86, and computes the three 
components of the total cost separately, adding them together to get the 
average total cost per month. The current values of sand S are written out for 
identification purposes, along with the average total cost and its three compo
nents (ordering, holding, and shortage costs). 

Function update_time_avg_stats, which was discussed in general in Sec. 
1.5.2 and flowcharted in Fig. 1.59, is shown in Fig. 1.87. Note that if the 
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void initialize(void) 1* Initialization function. *1 
( 

1* Initialize the simulation clock. *1 

time = 0.0: 

1* Initialize the state variables. *1 

inv level 
time_last_event 

initial inv level~ 
0.0; - -

1* Initialize the statistical counters. *1 

total_ordering_cost 
area_holding 
area_shortage 

0.0; 
0.0; 
0.0; 

1* Initialize the event list. since no order is outstanding, the 
order-arrival event is eliminated from consideration. *1 

time next event[l] 
time-next-event[2] 
time:next:event[3] 
time_next_event[4] 

FIGURE 1.82 

1. Oe+30; 
time + expon(mean_interdemand); 
num months; 
0.07 

C code for function initialize, inventory model. 

void order_arrival(void) 1* Order arrival eve~t.function. *1 
( 

1* Increment the inventory level by the amount ordered. *1 

inv_Ievel += amount; 

1* Since no ol;'der is now outstanding, elimInate the order-arrival 
event from consideration. *1 

time_next_event[l] = 1.0e+30; 

FIGURE 1.83 
C code for function order_arrival, inventory model. 

void demand(void) 1* Demand event function. *1 
( 

int size_demand; 

1* Generate the demand size. *1 

size_demand"; random_i'nteger(prob_distrib':"demand) ";. 

1* Decrement the inventory level by the deman~ size. *1 

inv_Ievel -= size_demand; 

1* Schedule the time of the next demand. *1 

time_next_event[2] = time + expon(mean_interdemand); 

FIGURE 1.84 . 
C code for function demand, invent0!Y model. 
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void evaluate(void) /* Inventory-evaluation event function. */ 
{ 

/* Check whether the inventory level is less than smalls. */ 

if (inv_level < smalls) { 

/* The inventory level is less than smalls,· so pi ace an order 
for the appropriate amount. */ 

amount = bigs - inv _level; 
total_ordering_cost += setup_cost + incremental_c~st * amount; 

/* Schedule the arrival of the order. *1 

time_next_event[l] = time + uniform(m~nlag, maxlag); 

1* Regardless of the place-order decision, schedule·.the next 
inventory evaluation. *1 

time_next_event[4] = time + 1.0; 

FIGURE 1.85 
C code for function evaluate, inventory model. 

void report{void) 1* Report generator function. *1 
( 

1* compute and write estimates of desired measures of performance. 
*/ 

float avg_holding_cost, avg_orderin9_cost, avg_shortage_cost; 

avg_ordering_cost = total_ordering_cost I num_months; 
avg_holaing_cost = holding_cost * area_holding I num_months; 
avg_shortage_cost = shortage_cost * area_shortage I num_months; 
fprintf(outfile, "\n\n(%3d,%3d)%15.2f%15.2f%15.2f%15.2f", 

smalls, bigs, 
avg_ordering_cost + aV9_holding_cost + avg_shortage_cost, 
avg_ordering_cost, avg_holding_cost, aV9_shortage_cost): 

FIGURE 1.86 
C code for function report, inventory model. 

inventory level inv _level is zero, neither the "if' nor the "else if' condition is 
satisfied, resulting i.n no update at all, as desired. As in the single-server 
queueing model of Sec. 1.4, it might be necessary to make both the time and 
time_lasLevent variables be of type double to avoid severe roundoff error in 
their subtraction at the top of the routine if the simulation is to be run for a 
long period of simulated time.. _, 

The code for function random_integer is 'given in Fig. 1.88, and is general 
in that it will generate an integer according to distribution function prob __ 
distrib[I], provided that the values of prob_distrib[I] are specified. (In our 
case, prob_distrib[l] = 1, prob_distrib[2] = L prob_distrib[3] = Land prob_ 
distrib[4] = 1, all specified to three-decimal accuracy on input.) The logic 
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void update_time_avg_stats(void) 1* Update area accumulators for 
time-average sta,tistics. *1 

float time_since_last_eventi 

1* Compute time since last event, and update last-event-time 
marker. *1 

time since last event 
time:last_event-

time - time_last_eventi 
time; 

f* Determine the 
interval. If 
was negative, 
area_holding. 

status of the inventory level during the previous 
the inventory level during the previous interVal 
update area_shortage. If, it, was positive", update 
If it was zero, no upd_ate is needed .. ,"':1. 

if (inv_level < _0) 
are'a_shortage -= inv level * time_since_hlst_eventi 

else if (inv level > 0) -
area_holding += inv_level * time_since_last_~~enti 

FIGURE 1.87 
C code for function update_time_avg_stats, inventory model. 

int random_integer(float prob_distrib[J) 
1* Random integer generation fu~~ti~n. *1 

int ii 
float Ui 

1* Generate a U(0,1) random variate. *1 

u = rand(1); 

1* Return a random integer in accordance with the (cumulative) 
distribution function prob_distrib. *1 

for (i = 1; u >= prob_distrib{i]; ++1) 

return ii 

FIGURE 1.88 
C code for function random_integer. 

float uniform(float a, float b) 1* Uniform variate ,generation function. 
*f 

float Ui 

1* Generate a U(O,I) random variate. *1 

u = rand{l); 

1* Return a U(a,b) random variate. *1 

return a + u * (b - a); 

FIGURE 1.89 
C code for function unifonn. 
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agrees with the discussion in Sec. 1.5.2; note that the input array prob_distrib 
must contain the cumulative distribution function rather than the probabilities 
that the variate takes on its possible values. 

The function uniform is given in Fig. 1.89, and is as described in Sec. 
1.5.2. 

1.5.6 Simulation Output and Discussion 

The simulation report (in file inv.out if either the FORTRAN or C version was 
used) is given in Fig: 1.90. For this model, there were some differences in the 
results across different languages, compilers, and computers, even though the 
same random-number-generator algorithm was being used; see App. lC for 
details and an explanation of this discrepancy. 

The three separate components of the average total cost per month were 
reported to see how they respond individually to changes in sand S, as a 
possible check on the model and the code. For example, fixing s = 20 and 

Single-product inventory system 

Initial.inventory level 

Number of demand sizes 

Distribution function of demand sizes 

Mean interdemand time 

Delivery lag range 

Length of the simulation 

60 items 

4 

0.167 0.500 0.833 1.000 

0.10 months 

0.50 to 1. 00 rnontns 

120 months 

K = 32.0 i = 3.0 h = 1.0 pi 5.0 

Number of policies 9 

Average Average Average Average 
Policy total cost ordering cost holding cost shortage cost 

20, 40) 126.61 . 99.26 9.2-5 18.10 

20, 60) 122.74 90.52 17.39 14.83 

20, 80) 123.86 87.36 26.24 10.26 

20,100) 125.32 81.37 36.00 7.95 

40, 60) 126.37 98.43 25.99 1.95 

40, 80) 125.46 88.40 35.92 1.14 

40,100) 132.34 84.62 46.42 1.30 

60, 80) 150.02 105.69 44.02 0.31 

60,100) 143.20 89.05 53.91 0.24 

FIGURE 1.90 
Output report, inventory model: 
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increasing S from 40 to 100 increases the holding cost steadily from $9.25 per 
month to $36.00 per month, while reducing shortage cost at the same time; the 
effect of this increase in S on the ordering cost is to reduce it, evidently since 
ordering up to larger values of S implies that these larger orders will be placed 
less frequently, thereby avoiding the fixed ordering cost more often. Similarly, 
fixing S at, say, 100, and increasing s from 20 to 60 leads to a decrease in 
shortage cost ($7:95, $1.30, $0.24) but an increase in holding cost ($36.00, 
$46.42, $53.91), since increases in s translate into less willingness to let the 
inventory level fall to low values. While we could probably have predicted the 
direction of movement of these components of cost without doing the simula
tion, it would not have been possible to have said much about their magnitude 
without the aid of the simulation output. 

Since the overall criterion of total cost per month is the sum of three 
components that move in sometimes different directions in reaction to changes 
in sand S, we cannot predict even the direction of movement of this criterion 
without the simulation. Thus, we simply look at the values of this criterion, and 
it would appear that the (20, 60) policy is the best, having an average total cost 
of $122.74 per month. However, in the present context where the length of the 
simulation is fixed (the company wants a planning horizon of 10 years), what 
we really wantto estimate for each policy is the expixted average total cost per 
month for the first 120 months. The numbers in Fig. 1.90 are estimates of these 
expected values, each estimate based on a sample of size 1 (simulation run or 
replication). Since these estimates may have large variances, the'ordering of 
them may differ considerably from the ordering of the expected values, which 
is the desired information.' In fact, if we reran the nine simulations using 
different U(O, 1) random variates, the estimates obtained might differ greatly 
from those in Fig. 1.90. Furthermore, the ordering of the new estimates might 
also be' different. 

We conclude from the above discussion that when the simulation run 
length is fixed by the problem context, it will generally not be sufficient to 
make a single simulation run of each policy or system of interest. In Chap. 9 
we address the issue of just how many ruI1S are required to get a good estimate 
of a desired expected value. Chapters 10 and 12 consider related problems 
when we are concerned with several different expected values arising from 
alternative system designs. 

1.6 DISTRffiUTED SIMULATION 

The simulations in Secs. 1.4 and 1.5 (as well as those to be considered in Chap. 
2) all operate in basically the same way. A simulation clock and event list 
interact to determiIie which event will be processed next, the clock is advanced 
to the time of this event, and the computer executes the event logic, which may 
include updating state variables, manipulating lists for queues and events, 
generating random numbers and random variates, and collecting statistics. This 
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logic is executed in order of the events' simulated time of occurrence; i.e.,the 
simulation is sequential. Furthermore, all work is done on a single computer. 

In recent years computer technology has enabled individual computers or 
processors to be linked together into parallel or distributed computing environ
ments. For example, several relatively inexpensive minicomputers (or even 
microcomputers) can be networked together, or a larger computer can house a 
number of individual processors that can work on their own as well as 
communicate with each other. In such an environment, it may be possible to 
"distribute" different parts of a computing task across individual processors 
operating at the same time, or in "parallel," and thus reduce the overall time 
to complete the tas.k. The ability to accomplish this naturally depends on the 
nature of the computing task, as well as on the hardware and software 

. available. Distributed and parallel processing is currently being investigated in 
many areas, such as optimization and database design; in this section we briefly 
discuss a few of the efforts to apply this idea to dynamic simulation. More 
detailed surveys, together with many references to the original sources, can be 
found in Chandrasekaran and Sheppard (1987) and Misra (1986). 

There are many conceivable ways of splitting up a dynamic simulation to 
distribute its work over different processors. Perhaps. the most direct approach 
is to allocate the distinct "support functions" (such as random-number genera
tion, random-variate generation, event-list handling, manipulating lists and 
queues, and statistics collection) to different processors. The logical execution 
of the simulation is still sequential, as in the programs of Se.cs. 1.4 and 1.5, but 
now the "master" simulation program can delegate execution of the support 
functions to other processors and get on with its work. For example, when the 
queue list in the model· of Sec. 1.4 needs updating in some way, the master 
simulation program sends a .message to the processor handling this function 
concerning what is to be done, which will do it at the same time that the. master 
simulation program goes on. Specific implementation of this idea was reported 
by Sheppard et al. (1985). Comfort (1984) considered in particular processing 
the event .list in a "master-slave'·' arrangement of pro~essors, since event-list 
processing can represent a major portion of the. time to run a simulation (see 

. Sec. 2.8). 
A very different way to distribute a simulation across separate processors' 

is to decompose the model itself into several submodels, which are then 
assigned to different processors for execution. For example, a manufacturing 
facility is often modeled as an interconnected network of queueing stations, 
each representing a different type of activity; see Sec. 2.7 for an example. The 
individual submodels (or groups of them) are assigned to different processors, 
each of which then goes to wprk simulating its piece of the model. The 
processors must communicate with each other whenever necessary to maintain 

. the proper logical relationships bptween the submodels; in the manufacturing 
example, this could occur when a workpiece leaves one queueing station and 
goes to another station that is being simulated on a different processor. Care 
must be taken to maintain the correct time-ordering of actions, i.e., to 
synchronize the operation of the submodels on different processors so as to 
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represent the model's overall actions correctly. One major advantage of this 
type of distributed simulation is that there is neither a (global) simulation clock 
nor a (complete) event list; since event-list processing in traditional simulation 
modeling may take up a lot of the time to run the program (see Sec. 2.8), 
getting rid of the event list is an attractive idea. What takes the place of the 
clock and event list is a system for message passing between the processors , 
where each message carries with it a "time stamp.'; A drawback, however, is 
that it is possible for deadlock to occur in the simulation (two processors must 
each wait for a message from the other before they can proceed), even if such 
is not possible in the real system being simulated. This causes the ·simulation to 
grind to a halt, so there must be some' method of detecting and breaking 
deadlocks (or perhaps of avoiding them). This method of distributed sirnulation 
was developed primarily by Chandy and Misra (1979, 1981, 1983), and was 
surveyed in Misra (1986). . 

Another concept, related to the preceding discussion of distributing 
submodels across parallel processors, is known as virtual time, implemented by 
the time-warp mechanism; see Jefferson (1985). As above, each processor 
simulates its own piece of the model forWard in time, but does not wait to 
receive messages from other processors that may be moving along at different 
rates; this waiting is necessary in the above message-passing approach. If a 
submodel being simulated on a particular processor does receive a message 
that should have been received in its past (and thus potentially affecting its 
actions from that point in time on), a rollback oc~urs for the receiving 
submodel, whereby its time reverts to the (earlier) tirne of the incoming 
message. For example, if submodel B has been simulated up to time 87 and a 
message from submodel A comes in that was supposed to have been received 
at time 61, the clock for subrnodel B is rolled back to 61, and the simulation of 
submodel B between times 61 and 87 is canceled since it might have been done 
incorrectly without knowing the contents of the time 61 message." Part of this 
canceled work may have been sending messages to other submodels, each of 
which is nullified by sending a corresponding antimessage; the antimessages 
may themselves generate secondary rollbacks at their destination submodels, 
and so on. It seems unfortunate that the work done between times 61 and 87 is 
lost, and that we must incur the extra overhead associated with executing the 
rollback; however, all processors are busily simulating at all times (except 
during a rOllback), rather than sitting idly waiting for messages before proceed
ing "correctly" through time in a forward way. In a stochastic simulation, 
whether a rollback will be necessary is uncertain, so the time-warp mechanism 
has been called a "game of chance," with the downside being the overhead in 
extra memory and processing for possible rollbacks but the upside being the 
possibility that rollbacks will be rare and that all processors will keep moving 
forward at all times. Furthermore, with the time-warp mechanism, deadlocks 
are avoided. 

Development and evaluation of distributed processing in simulation is 
currently an active area of research. It does seem clear, however, that how well 
(or even whether) a particular method will work may depend on the model's 
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structure and parameters, as well as on the computing environment available. 
For example, if a model can be decomposed into .submodels that are only 
weakly related (e.g., a network of queues in which customers only rarely move 
from one queue to another), then either of the model-based schemes discussed 
above for distributing the simulation may be expected to .show more promise. 
For specific investigations into the efficacy of distributed simulation, see 
Lavenberg, Muntz, and Samadi (1983), Comfort (1984), and Heidelberger 
(1988); the last of these papers considers the impact of distributed simulation 
on statistical (rather than run-time) efficiency, with mixed results. 

Martin Marietta Corporation used distributed simulation with an ex
tremely complex simulation related to the Strategic Defense Initiative pro
gram. Seven "super" minicomputers were linked together by message passing 
in· order to make the overall simulation model execute in real time, which was 
necessary for this man-in-the-loop application. 

1.7 STEPS IN A SIMULATION STUDY 

Now that we have looked in some detail at ihe inner workings of discrete-event 
simulations, we should step back and recognize that detailed modeling and 
coding are just part of an overall simulation effort to understand or design a 
complex system, and that attention must be paid to a variety of other concerns, 
ranging from statistical experimental design to. budget and personnel manage
ment. Figure 1.91 shows the steps that will compose a typical, sound simulation 
study and the relationships among them [see also Banks and Carson (1984, p. 
12), Law and McComas (1990) Shannon (1975, p. 23), and Gordon (1978, p. 
52)]. The number beside the symbol representing each step refers to the ·more 
detailed discussion of that step below. Not all studies will necessarily contain 
all these steps and in the order stated; some studies may contain steps that do 
not fit neatly into the diagram. Moreover, a simulation study is not a simple 
sequential process. As one proceeds with a study and a better understanding of 
the system of interest is obtained, it is often desirable to go back to a previous 
step. For example, new insights about the system obtained during the study 
may necessitate reformulating the problem to be solved. 

1. Formulate problem and plan the study. Every study must begin with a 
clear statement of the study'S overall Objectives and specific issues to be 
addressed; without such a statement there is little hope for. success. The 
alternative system designs to be studied should be delineated (if possible), 
and criteria for evaluating the .efficacy of these alternatives should be 
given. The overall study should be planned in terms of the number of 
people, the cost, and the time required for each aspect of the study. 

2. Collect data and define a model. Information and data should be collected 
on the system of interest (if it exists) and used to specify operating 
procedures and probability distributions for the random variables used in 
the model (see Chap. 6). For example, in modeling a bank, one might. 
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FIGURE 1.91 
Steps in a simulation study. 

collect interarrival times _and service times and use these data to specify 
interarrival-time and service-time distributions for use in the model. If 
possible, data on the performance of the system, e.g., delays in queue of 
customers in a bank, should be collected for validation purposes in step 6. 
The construction of a mathematical and logical model of a real system for a 
given objective is still as much an art as it is a science. Although there are 
few firm rules on how one should go about the modeling process, one point 
on which -most authors agree is that it is always a good idea to start with a 
model that is only moderately detailed, which can Tater be-mad i-more 
sophisticated-Wnecessary.- A modeTshould contain only enough detail to , 
capture the essence of the system for the purposes for which the model is / 
intended; it is not necessary to have a one-to-one correspondence between -
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13. 
elements of the model and elements of the system. A model with excessive 
detail may be too expensive to program and to execute. A good discussion 
of the art of modeling can be found in Shannon (1975). 
Valid? Although we believe that validation (see Chap. 5) is something that 
should be done throughout the entire simulation study (rather than" after 
the model has been built and only if there is time and money still 
remaining), there are several points in the study where validation is 
particularly appropriate. One such point is during step 3. In building the 
model, it is imperative for the modelers to involve people in the study who 
are intimately familiar with the operations of the actual system. It is also 
advisable for the modelers to interact with the decision maker (or the 
model's intended user) on a regular basis. This will increase the actual 
validity of the model, and the credibility (or perceived validity) of the 
model to the decision maker will also be increased (see Sec. 5.5.1 for 
further discussion). In addition, the adequacy of the probability distribu
tions specified for generating input random variates should be tested using 
goodness-of-fit tests (see Sec. 6.6). 

4. Construct a computer program and verify. The simulation modeler must 
decide whether to program the model in a general-purpose language such 
as FORTRAN, Pascal, or C (Chaps. 1 and 2) or in a specially designed 
simulation language such as GPSS, SIMAN, SIMSCRIPT II.5, or SLAM 
II (Chap. 3). A general-purpose language will probably already be known 
and available on the modeler'S computer. It may also lead to shorter 
execution times. On the other hand, by providing many of the features 
needed in programming a model, a simulation language may reduce the 
required programming time significantly. Chapter 8 discusses techniques 
for generating random variates on a computer with a specified probability 
distribution. This capability may be needed in programming a model, 
depending on the language used. Chapter 7 discusses the related topiC of 
generating U(O, 1) random variates (often called random numbers), which 
are the basis for generating all other types of random variates in Chap. 8. 
Techniques for verifying or debugging a computer program are discussed 
in Sec. 5.3. 

"5. Make pilot runs. Pilot runs of the verified model are made for validation 
purPoses in step 6. 

6. Valid? Pilot runs can be used to test the sensitivity of the model's output to 
small changes in an input parameter. If the output changes greatly, a better 
estimate of the input parameter must be obtained (see Sec. 5.5.2 for 
further discussion of this and other uses of sensitivity analyses). If a system 
similar to the one of interest currently exists, output data from pilot runs 
for a model of the existing system can be compared with those from the 
actual existing system (collected in step 2). If the agreement is "good," the 
"validated" model is modified so that it represents the system of interest; 
we would hope that this modification is not too extensive. (See Secs. 5.5 
and 5.6 for further discussion of this idea.) 
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7~. Design experiments. It must be decided what system designs to simulate if, 
as is sometimes the case in practice, there~ are more alternatives than one 
can reasonably simulate. Often the complete decision cannot be made at 
this time. Instead, using output data from the production runs (from step 
8) of certain selected system designs and also techniques discussed in 
Chap. 12, the analyst can decide which additional systems to simulate. For 
each system design to be simulated, decisions have to be made on such 
jssues as initial conditions for the simulation rnn(s) , the length of the 
warmup period (if any), the length of the simulation rnn(s) , and the 
number of independent simulation runs (replications) to make for each 
alternative. These issues are discussed in Chap. 9. When designing and 

~ making theproductioil runs, it is sometimes possible to use certain 
variance-reduction techniques to give results with greater statistical preci
siOli ,(the variances of the estimators are decreased) at little or no 

J additional cost; These techniques are discussed in Chap. 11. (A review of 
f' basic probability and statistics is given in Chap. 4.) , 

8. Make production runs. Production runs are made to provide performance 
data on th~ system designs of interest. ' 

9. Analyze output data. Statistical techniques are used to analyze the output 
data from the production runs. Typical goals are to construct a confidence 
interval for' a measure of performance for one particular system design (see 
Chap. 9) or to decide which simulated system is best relative to SOme 
specified measure of performance (see Chap. 10). 

10. Document~present, and implement results. Because simulation models are 
often used for more than one application, it is important to document the 
assumptions that went into the model as well as the computer program 
itself. Finally, a simulation study whose results are never implemented is 
most likely a failure. Furthermore, results from highly credible models are 
much more likely to be used. 

1.8 OTHER TYPES OF SIMULATION 

Although the emphasis in this book 'is on discrete-event simulation, several 
other types of simulation are of considerable importance. Our goal here is to 
explain these other types of simulation briefly and to contrast them with 
discrete-event simulation. In particular, we shall discuss continuous, combined 
discrete-continuous, and Monte Carlo simulations. 

1.8.1 Continuous Simulation 

Continuous simulation concerns the modeling ,over time, of a system by a 
representation in which the state variables change continuously with respect to 
time. Typically, continuous simulation models involve differential equations 
that give relationships for the rates of change of the state, variables with time. If 
the differential equations are particularly simple, they can be solved analytical-
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ly to give the values of the state variables for all values of time as a function of 
the values of the state variables at time O. For most continuous models analytic 
solutions are not possible, however, and numerical-analysis techniques, e.g., 
Runge-Kutta integration, are used to integrate the differential equations 
numerically, given specific values for the state variables at time O. 

Several languages, such as ACSL and CSSL-IV [see Pratt (1987)], have 
been specifically designed for building continuous simulation models. In addi
tion; the discrete-event simulation languages SIMAN [see Pegden (1989)], 
SIMSCRIPT II.5 [see Fayek (1988)], and SLAM II [see Pritsker (1986)] also 
have continuous modeling capabilities. These three languages have the added 
advantage of allowing both discrete and continuous components simultaneously 
in one model (see Sec. 1.8.2). Readers interested in applications of continuous 
simulation may wish to consult the journal Simulation. I· ~ .Jj/,g 

f~-Ul' ~ ~ 
" Example 1.3. We now consider a continuous model of competition ,etweyn two . 

populations. Biological models of this type, which are called predator-prey (or 
parasite-host) models, have been considered .by many authors, including Braun 
(1975, p. 583) and Gordon (1978, p. 103).' An environment .consists of two 
populations, predators and prey, which interact with each other. The prey are 
passive, but the predators depend on the prey as their source of food. [For 
example, the predators might be sharks and the prey might be food fish; see 
Braun (1975).] Let x(t) and yet) denote, respectively, the numbers of individuals 
in the prey and predator"populations at time t. Suppose that there is an ample 
supply of food for the prey and, in the absence of predators, that their rate of 
growth is rx(t) for some positive r. (We can think of r as the natural birth rate 
minus the natural death rate.) Because of the interaction between predators and 
prey, it is reasonable to assume that the death rate of the prey due to interaction 
is proportional to the product of the two population sizes, x(t)y(t). Therefore, the 
overall rate of change of the prey population, dxldt, is' given by 

dx 
dt = rx(t) - ax(t)y(t) (1.8) 

where a is a positive constant of proportionality. Since the predators depend on 
the prey for their very existence, the rate of change of the predators in the 
absence of prey is -sy(t) for some posipve .s. Furthermore, the interaction. 
between the two populations causes the predator popUlation to increase at a rate 
that is also proportional to x(t)y(t). Thus, the overall rate of change of the 
predator population, dyldt, is 

ddY = -sy(t) + bx(t)y(t) 
t . 

(1.9) 

where b is a positive constant. Given initial conditions x(O) > 0 and yeO) > 0, the 
solution of the model given by Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) has the interesting property 
that x(t»O and y(t»O for all t"'O [see Braun (1975)]. Thus, the prey 
population can never be completely extinguished by the predators. The solution 
{x(t), yet)} is also a periodic function of time. That is, there is aT> 0 such that 
x(t + nT) = x(t) and yet + nT) = yet) for all positive integers n. This result is not 
unexpected. As the predator population increases, ·the prey population decreases. 
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FIGURE 1.92 
Numerical solution of a predator-prey model. 

This causes a decrease in the rate of increase of the predators, which eventually 
results in a decrease in: the number of-predators. This in turn causes the number 
of prey to increase, etc. '. 

Consider the particular values 'r = 0.001, a;" 2 X 10-', s = 0.01, b = 10-' 
and the initial population sizes x(O) = 12,000 and yeO) = 600. Figure 1.92 is a 
numerical solution of Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) resulting from using a computer 
package designed to solve systems· of differential equations numerically (not 
e~plicitly a continuous simulation language). . 

Note that the above example was completely deterministic; i.e., it 
contained no random components. It is possible, however, for a continuous 
simulation model to .embody uncertainty; in Example 1.3 there could have 
been random terms added to Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) that might depend on time in 
some way, or the constant factors could. be modeled as quantities that change 
their value randomly at certain points in time. 
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1.8.2 Combined Discrete-Continuous 
Simulation 

Since some systems are neither completely discrete nor. completely continuous, 
the need may arise to construct a model with aspects of both discrete-event and 
continuous simulation, resulting in a combined discrete-continuous simulation. 
Pritsker (1986, pp. 61-62) describes the three fundamental types of interac
tions that can occur between discretely changing and continuously changing 
state variables: 

• A discrete event may cause a discrete change in the value of a continuous 
state variable. 

• A discrete event may cause the relationship governing a continuous state 
variable to change at a particular time. 

• A continuous state variable achieving a threshold value may cause a discrete 
event to occur or to be scheduled. . 

Combined discrete-continuous simulation models can be built in SIMAN 
[Pegden (1989)], SIMSCRIPT II.5 [Fayek (1988)], and SLAM II [Pritsker 
(1986)]. 

The following example of a combined discrete-continuous simulation is a· 
brief description of a model described in. detail by Pritsker (1986, pp. 354-
364), who also provides other examples of this type of simulation. 

Example 1.4. Tankers carrying crude oil arrive at a single unloading dock, ' 
supplying a storage tank that in turn feeds a refinery through a pipeline. An 
unloading tanker delivers oil to the storage tank at a specified constant rate. 
(Tankers that arrive when the dock is busy form a queue.) The storage tank 
supplies oil to the refinery at a different specified rate. The dock is open from 
'6 A.M. to midnight, and, because of safety considerations, unloading of tankers 
ceases when the dock is closed. 

The discrete events for this (simplified) model are the arrival of a tanker for 
unloading, closing the dock at midnight, and opening the dock at 6 A.M. The 
levels of oil in the unloading tanker and in the storage tank are given by, 
continuous state variables whose rates of change are described by differential 
equations [see Pritsker (1986, pp. 354-364) for details]. Unloading the tanker is 
considered complete when the, level of oil in the tanker is less than 5 percent of its 
capacity, but ~Illoading must' be ·temporarily stopped if the level of oil in the 
storage tank rt~aches its capacity. Unloading can be resumed when the level of oil 
in the tank decreases to 80 percent of its capacity. If the level of oil in the tank 
ever falls below 5000 barrels, the refinery must be shut down temporarily. In 
order to avoid frequent startups and shutdowns of the refinery, the tank does not 
resume supplying oil to the refinery until the tank once again contains 50,000 
barrels. Each of the five events concerning the levels of oil, e.g., the level of oil in 

. the tanker falling below 5 percent of the tanker's capacity, is what Pritsker calls a 
state event. Unlike discrete events, state events are not scheduled but occilr when 
a continuous state variable crosses a threshold. ' 
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1.8.3 Monte Carlo Simulation 

We define Monte Carlo simulation to be a scheme employing random numbers, 
that is, U(O, 1) random variates, which is used for solving certain stochastic or 
deterministic problems where, the passage, of time plays no substantive role. 
Thus, Monte Carlo simulations-are generally static rather than dynamic. The 
reader should note that although some authors define Monte Carlo simulation 
to be any simulation involving tj1e _use of_,~nd,,-mnumbers, our definition is 
more restrictive. The- name "Monte Carlo" simulation Or methodofiginated 
during W.QQcLW!lr II, when this approach was applied to problems related to 
the development of the atomic bomb. For a more detailed discussion of Monte 
Carlo simulation, see Hammersley and H, andscomb (1964), Halton (1970), 

, ' 

Rubinstein (1981), and Morgan (1984). 

Example 1.5. Suppose that we want to evaluate the integral 

[={ g(x) dx 

where g(x) is a real-valued function that is not analytically integrable. (In 
practice, Monte Carlo simulation would prohably not be used to evaluate a single 
integral, since there are more efficient numerical-analysis techniques for this 
purpose. It is more likely to be used on a multiple-integral problem with an 
ill-behaved integrand) To see how this deterministic problem can be approached 
by Monte Carlo simulation, let Y be the random variable (b - a)g(X), where X is 
a continuous random variable distributed uniformly on [a, b] [denoted by 
U(a, b)]. Then the expected value of Y is 

E(Y) = E[(b - a)g(X)] 

= (b ~ a)E[g(X)] 

= (b - a) f g(x)fx(x) dx 

" f g(x) dx 
= (b - a) (b _ a) 

=[ 

where fx(x) = l/(b - a) is the probability 'density function of'a U(a, b) random 
variable (see Sec, 6.2.2), [For justification of the third equality, see, for example, 
Ross (1989, p. 43),J Thus, the problem of eyaluating the integral has been 
reduced to One of estimating the expected value E(Y). In particular, we shall 
estimate E(Y) = [ by the sample mean . . 

L Yj L g(X,) 
Y(n)=~=(b-a) 1-1 ' 

n n 
where X" X" ... ,X. are IID' U(a, b) random variables. {It is instructive to 
think of Yen) as an estiniate of the area of the rectangle that has a base of length 
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TABLE 1.3 
yen) for various values of n resulting from applying 
Monte Carlo simulation to the estimation of the 
integral f: sin x tU = 2 

n 

Yen) 

10 20 40 80 160 

2.213 1.951 1.948 1.989 1.993 

(b - a) and a height I/(b - a), which is the continuous average of g(x) over 
[a, b].} Furthermore, it can be shown that E[y(n)] = I, that is, Yen) is an 
unbiased estimator of I, and Var[Y(n)] = Var(Y) In (see Sec. 4.4). Assuming that 
Var(Y) is finite, it follows that Y(n) will be arbitrarily close to I for sufficiently 
large n (with probability 1) (see Sec. 4.6). 

To illustrate the above scheme numerically. suppose that we would like to 
evaluate the integral 

1=,10'" sinxdx 

which can be shown by elementary calculus to have a value of 2. Table 1.3 shows 
the results of applying Monte Carlo simulation to the estimation of this integral 
for various values of n. 

Monte Carlo simulation is now widely used to solve certain problems in 
statistics that are not analytically tractable. For example, it has been applied to 
estimate the critical values or the power of a new hypothesis test. Determining 
the critical values for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality, discussed in 
Sec. 6.6, is such an application. The advanced reader might also enjoy perusing 
the technical journals Communications in Statistics (Part B, Simulation and 
Computation), Journal of Statistical Computation and Simulation, and Tech
nometries, all of which contain many examples of this type of Monte Carlo 
simulation. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that the procedures discussed in S.ec. 9.4 
can be used to determine the sample size, n, required to obtain a specified 
precision in a Monte Carlo simulation study. 

1.9 ADVANTAGES, DISADVANTAGES, AND 
PITFALLS OF SIMULATION 

We conclude this introductory chapter by listing some good and bad charilC
teristics of simulation (as opposed to other methods of studying systems), and 
by noting some common mistakes made in simulation studies that can impair or 
even ruin a simulation project. This subject was also discussed to some extent 
in Sec. 1.2, but now that we have worked through some simulation examples, it 
may be possible to be more specific. . 

As mentioned in Sec. 1.2, simulation is a widely used and increasingly. 
popular method for studying complex systems. Some possible advantages of 
simulation that may account for its widespread appeal are the following. 
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• Most complex, real-world systems with stochastic elements cannot be accu
rately described by a mathematical model that can be evaluated analytically. 
Thus, a simulation is often the only type of investigation possible. 

• Simulation allows one to estimate the performance of an existing system 
under some projected set of operating conditions. 

• Alternative proposed system designs (or alternative operating policies for a 
single system) can be compared via simulation to see. which best meets a 
specified requirement. 

• In a simulation we can maintain much better control over experimental 
conditions than would generally be possible when experimenting with the 
system itself (see Chap. 11). 

• Simulation allows us to study a system with a long time frame--e.g., an 
economic system-,-in compressed time, or alternatively to study the detailed 
workings of a system in expanded time. 

Simulation is not without its drawbacks. Some disadvantages are as follows. 

• Each run of a stochastic simulation model produces only estimates of a 
model's true characteristics for a particular set of input parameters. Thus, 
several independent runs of the model will probably be required for each set 
of input parameters to be studied (see Chap. 9). For this reason, simulation 
models are generally not as good at optimization as they are at comparing a 
fixed number of specified alternative system designs. On the other hand, an 
analytic model, if appropriate, can often easily produce the exact true 
characteristics of that model for a variety of sets of input parameters. Thus, 
if a "valid" analytic model is available or can easily be developed, it will 
generally be preferable to a simulation model. 

• Simulation models are often expensive and time-consuming to develop. 
• The large volume of numbers produced by a simulation study or the 

persuasive impact of a realistic animation (see Sec. 3.4.2) often creates a 
tendency to place greater confidence in a study'S results than is justified. If a 
model is not a "valid" representation of a system under study, the simulation 
results, no matter how impressive they appear, will provide little useful 
information about the actual system. 

When deciding whether or not a simulation study is appropriate in a given 
situation, we can only advise that these advantages and drawbacks be kept in 
mind and that all other relevant facets of one's particular situation be brought 
to bear as well. Finally, it should be noted that in some studies both simulation 
and analytic models might be useful. In particular, simulation can be used to 
check the validity of assumptions needed in an analytic model. On the other 
hand, an analytic model can suggest reasonable alternatives to investigate in a 
simulation study. 

Assuming that the decision has been prudently made to use the simula
tion tool, we have found that there are several pitfalls along the way to 
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successful completion of a simulation study [see also Solomon (1983; p. 10) and 
Law and McComas (1989)]: 

• Failure to have a well-defined set of objectives at the beginning of the 
simulation study 

• Inappropriate level of model detail 
• Failure to communicate with management on a regular basis throughout the 

course of the simulation study 
• Treating a simulation study as if it were primarily a complicated exercise in 

computer programming 
• Failure to have people with operations-research and statistical training on 
· the modeling team 
• Obliviously using commercial simulation software that may contain errors or 

whose complex macro statements may not be well documented and may not 
implement the modeling logic desired 

• Reliance on simulators that make simulation accessible to "anyone" (see 
Sec. 3.3.1) 

• Misuse of animation 
• Failure to account correctly for sources of randomness in the actual system 
• Using arbitrary distributions (e.g., normal or uniform) as input to the 

simulation 
• Analyzing the output data from one simulation run using statistical formulas 

that assume independence 
• Making a single replication of a particular system design and treating the 

output statistics as the "true answers" 
• Comparing alternative system designs on the basis of one replication for each 

design 
• Using wrong measures of performance 

We will have more to say about what to do (rather than what not to dO) 
concerning some of the above potential stumbling blocks in the later chapters 
of this book. . 

APPENDIX lA 
FIXED-INCREMENT TIME ADVANCE 

As mentioned in Sec. 1.3.1, the second principal approach for advancing the 
simulation clock in a discrete-event simulation model is called fixed-increment 
time advance. With this approach, the'simulation clock is advanced in incre-
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ments of exactly I1t time units for some appropriate choice of I1t. After each 
update of the clock, a check is made to determine if any events should have 
occurred during the previous interval of length M. If one or more events were 
scheduled to have occurred during this interval, these events are considered to 
occur at the end of the interval and the system state (and statistical" counters) 
are updated accordingly. The fixed-increment time-advance approach is illus
trated in Fig. 1.93, where the curved arrows represent the advancing of the 
simulation clock and e,. (i = 1, 2, ... ) is the actual time of occurrence of the ith 
event of any type (nol the ith value of the simulation clock). In the time 
interval [0, M), an event occurs at time e, but is considered to occur at time I1t 
by the model. No events occur in the interval [111,2111), but the model checks 
to determine that this is the case. Events occur at the times e2 and e, in the 
interval [2M, 3I1t), but both events are considered to occur at time 3M, etc. A 
set of rules must be built into the model to decide in what order to process 
events when two or more events are considered to occur at the same time by 
the model. Two disadvantages of fixed-increment time advance' are the errors 
introduced by processing events at the end of the interval in which they occur 
and the necessity of deciding which event to process first when events that are 
not simultaneous in reality are treated as such by the model. These problems 
can be made less severe by making M smaller, but this increases the amount of 
checking for event occurrences that must be done and results in an increase in 
execution time. Because of these considerations, fixed-increment time advance 
is generally· not used for discrete-event simulation models when the times 
between successive events can vary greatly. 

The primary use of this approach appears to be for systems where' it can 
reasonably be assumed that all events actually occur at one of the times nM 
(n = 0,1,2, ... ) for an appropriately chosen M. For' example, data in 
economic systems are often available only on an annual basis, and it is natural 
in a simulation model to advance the simulation clock in increments of 1 year. 
[See Naylor (1971) for a discussion of simulation of economic systems. See also 
Sec. 4.3 for discussion of an inventory system that can be simulated, without 
loss of accuracy, by fixed-increment time advance.} 

It should be noted that fixed-increment time advance can be realized 
when using the next-event time-advance approach by artificially scheduling 
"events" to occur every fl.t time units. 

I£'rc=-----+~-¥=-. ----.........~~~-+I.,--. +-.......... .,--.""I11£'4-+--~_¥'--Time 
o e1 at 2M 4M 

FIGURE 1.93 
An illustration of fixed-increment time advance. 
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APPENDIX 1B 
A PRIMER ON QUEUEING SYSTEMS 

A queueing system consists of one or more servers that provide service of some 
kind to arriving customers. Customers who arrive to find all servers busy 
(generally) join one or more queues (or lines) in front of the servers, hence the 
name "queueing" system. 

Historically, a large proportion of all discrete-event simulation studies 
have involved the modeling of a real-world queueing system, or at least some 
component of the system being simulated was a queueing system. Thus, we 
believe that it is important for the student of simulation to have at least a basic 
understanding of the components of a queueing system, standard notation for 
queueing systems, and measures of performance that are often used to indicate 
the quality of service being provided by a queueing system. Some examples of 
real-world queueing systems that have often been simulated are given in Table 
1.4. For additional information on queueing systems in general, see Gross and 
Harris (1985) and Kleinrock (1975). Chandy and Sauer (1981) and Kleinrock 
(1976) 'are recommended for those interested in queueing models of computer 
systems, 

lB. 1 Components of a Queueing System 

A queueing system is characterized by three components: arrival process , 
service mechanism, and queue discipline. Specifying the arrival process for a 
queueing system consists of describing how customers arrive to the system. Let 
A i be the interarrival time between the arrivals of the (i - 1 )st and ith 
customers (see Sec. 1.3). If AI' A" . . . are assumed to be lID random 
variables, we shall denote the mean (or expected) interarrival time by E(A) and 
call A = 1/E(A) the arrival rate of customers . 

The service mechanism for a queueing system is articulated by specifying 
the number of servers (denoted by s), whether each server has its own queue 

TABLE 1.4 
Examples of queueing system~ 

System Servers Customers 

Bank Tellers Customers 
Hospital Doctors, nurses , beds Patients 
Comp.uter system Central processing unit, Jobs 

input / output devices 
Manufacturing line Workers , machines Items being manufactured 
Airport Runways , gates , security Airplanes , travelers 

check-in stations 
Communication system Lines . circuits, operators Calls, caliers, messages 
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or there is one queue feeding all servers, and the probability distribution of 
customers' service times . Let Sj be the service time of the ith arriving 
customer. If S" S2' . .. are lID random variables, we shall denote the mean 
service time of a customer by £(S) and call w = 1/ £(S) the service rate of a 
server. 

The queue discipline of a queueing system refers to the rule that a server 
uses to choose the next customer from the queue (if any) when the server 
completes the service of the current customer. Commonly used queue dis
ciplines include: 

FIFO: Customers are served in a first-in, first-out manner. 
LIFO : Customers are served in a last-in , first-out manner (see Prob. 2.17). 
Priority: Customers are served in order of their importance (see Prob. 2.22) or 

on the basis of their service requirements (see Probs. 1.24, 2.20, and 
2.21). 

IB.2 Notation for Queueing Systems 

Certain queueing systems occur so often in practice that standard notations 
have been developed for them. In particular, consider the queueing system 
shown in Fig. 1.94, which has the following characteristics: 

1. s servers in parallel and one FIFO queue feeding all servers. 
2. A" A 2 , . . • are lID random variables. 
3. S" S2' ... are lID random variables. 
4. The A,'s and S,'s are independent. 

t t t 
00 D 
0 0 0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
t FIGURE 1.94 

A Gl/G /s queue. 
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We call such a system a CI/C ls queue , where CI (general independent) refers 
to the distribution of the A i s and C (general) refers to the distribution of the 
Sis. If specific distributions are given for the A is and the Sis (as is always the 
case for simulation), symbols denoting these distributions are used in place of 
CI and C . The symbol M is used for the exponential distribution because of 
the Markovian, i.e., memoryless, property of the exponential distribution (see 
Prob. 4.26), the symbol E. for a k-Erlang distribution (if X is a k-Erlang 
random variable, then X= E7_1 Y" where the Yis are IID exponential random 
variables), and D for deterministic (or constant) times. Thus , a single-server 
queueing system with exponential interarrival times and service times and a 
FIFO queue discipline is called an M IM I1 queue. 

For any CI/Cls queue, we shall call the quantity p = ),.I(sw) the utiliza
tion factor of the queueing system (sw is the service rate of the system when all 
servers are busy). It is a measure of how heavily the resources of a queueing 
system are utilized. 

IB-3 Measures of Performance for 
Queueing Systems 

There are many possible measures of performance for queueing systems. We 
nOw describe four such measures that are usually used in the mathematical 
study of queueing systems. The reader should not infer from our choices that 
these measures are necessarily the most relevant or important in practice (see 
Chap. 9 for further discussion). As a matter of fact, for some real-world 
systems these measures may not even be well defined; i.e., they may not exist. 

Let 

D, = delay in queue of ith customer 

W, = D, + S, = waiting time in system of ith customer 

Q(t) = number of customers in queue at time t 

L(t) = number of customers in system at time t [Q(t) plus number of customers 
being served at time t 1 

Then the measures 

d I· _E-'.: ~_l,--D-" = 1m 
11_00 n w.p. l 

and w.p.l 

(if they exist) are called the steady-state average delay and the .,teady-state 
average waiting time. Similarly , the measures 

Q = lim f[ Q(t) dt 
T_ oo T w.p.l 
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and L = lim S[ L(t) dt 
T_co T w.p.1 

(if they exist) are called the steady-state time-average number in queue and the 
steady-state time-average number in system. Here and throughout this book, the 
qualifier "w.p. 1" (with probability 1) is given for mathematical correctness 
and has little practical significance. For example, suppose that~7~, D,In~ d as 
n~'" (w.p. 1) for some queueing system. This means that if one performs a 
very large (an infinite) number of experiments, then in virtually every experi
ment ~7~, D,In converges to the finite quantity d. Note that p < 1 is a 
necessary condition for d, w, Q, and L to exist for a GIIGls queue. 

Among the most general and useful results for queueing systems are the 
conservation equations 

Q=Ad and L=Aw 

These equations hold for every queueing system for which d and w exist [see 
Stidham (1974)]. (Section 11.5 gives a simulation application of these relation
ships.) Another equation of considerable practical value is given by 

w= d + E(S) 

(see Sec. 1.4.7 and also Sec. 11.5 for further discussion). 
It should be mentioned that the measures of performance discussed above 

can be analytically computed for MIMls queues (s~l), MIGl1 queues for 
any distribution G,and for certain other queueing systems. In general, the 
interarrival-time distribution, the service-time distribution, or both must be 
exponential (or a variant of exponential, such as k-Erlang) for analytic 
solutions to be possible [see Gross and Harris (1985) or Kleinrock 
(1975,1976)]. 

One interesting (and instructive) example of such an analytical solution is 
the steady-state average delay in queue for an MIG/1 queue, given by 

d = A{Var(S) + [E(S)]2} 
2[1 ~ AE(S)] 

where Var(S) denotes the variance of the service-time distribution [see, for 
example, Ross (1989, p. 376) for a derivation of this formula]. Thus, we can 
see that ifE(S) is large, then congestion (here measured by d) will be larger; 
this· is certainly to be expected. The formula also brings out the perhaps less 
obvious fact that congestion also increases if the variability of the service-time 
distribution is large, even if the mean service time stays the same; intuitively, 
this is because a highly variable service-time random variable will have a 
greater chance of taking on a large value (siIice it must be positive), which 
means that the (single) server will be tied up for a long time, causing the queue 
to build up. 
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APPENDIX IC 
NOTES ON THE COMPUTERS AND COMPILERS USED 

The example simulation programs written in general-purpose languages in this 
and the next chapter have been run on several different computer systems and 
compilers, in an attempt to make them as general and portable as possible, 
There may still be some machine or compiler dependence, however, for 
example in input! output conventions. We have tried to obey standards for 
versions of the languages, where they exist. 

All the FORTRAN programs shown in this book are in ANSI-Standard 
FORTRAN 77, with the exception of the INCLUDE statements found in the 
code and used to bring an external file into the source code at the point of their 
appearance. Moreover, these programs have all run in the following environ
ments: 

• IBM PC with IBM Professional FORTRAN (Version 1.00) 
• IBM PS/2 Model 50Z with Microsoft FORTRAN (Version 4.01) 
• Apple Macintosh SE with Absoft FORTRAN (Version 2.4) 
• VAX 8650 running the VMS 5.2 operating system with VAX FORTRAN 

(Version 5.0) 
• Encore Multimax 320 running the UMAX 4.3 operating system (a version of 

UNIX) with UMAX FORTRAN (07) 
• Cray-2 running the UNICOS 5.0.7 operating system (a version of UNIX 

System V) with Cray FORTRAN 77 (cft77, release 3.0) 

(The Absoft FORTRAN compiler on the Macintosh SE has a problem with 
ENTRY points, necessitating changes in RAND and references to it, as 
detailed in App. 7A.) For the IBM PC Professional FORTRAN, VAX 
FORTRAN, UMAX FORTRAN, and on the Cray-2, no changes at all are 
necessary from the code shown in this book, i.e., the INCLUDE statements 
work as shown. For the IBM PS/2 with Microsoft FORTRAN, the form of the 
INCLUDE statements must be changed to . 

$INCLUDE:'filename' 

where the filename is mm1.dcl or mm1alt.dcl, etc., and the $ is in position 1. 
For Absoft FORTRAN on the Macintosh SE, the INCLUDE statements are 
the same as in the text except that the single quotes around the file name to be 
included must be removed. 

The Pascal programs in this chapter have been run in the following 
environments: 

• VAX 8650 running the VMS 5.2 operating system with VAX Pascal (Version 
3.5) 
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• Cray-2 running the UNICOS 5.0.7 operating system (a version of UNIX 
· System V) with Cray Pascal (4.0) 

We did not run the Pascal programs on any microcomputers, since we did not 
have compilers available that support 32-bit integers, a requirement for the 
random-number generator of Fig. 7.6. ' 

The C programs in this chapter have been run in the following environ
ments: 

• IBM PS/2 Model 50Z with Borland Turbo C (Version 1.5) 
• Apple Macintosh Hcx with THINK C 4.0 (the names of the built-in functions 

rand and time in the ANSI library had to be changed to avoid conflicts with 
our use of these names) 

• VAX 8650 running the VMS 5.2 operating system with VAX C (Version 2.4) 
• Cray-2 running the UNICOS 5.0.7 operating system (a version of UNIX 

System V) with the Cray Standard C compiler (scc, release 1.0) 

As noted in Sec. 1.4.6, we have used the ANSI-standard version of C, the most 
important feature of which is complete function proto typing. This prototyping 
could be removed from our programs to be run on compilers that do not 
support it. 

The results did differ in some cases for a given model run in different 
languages, with different compilers, or on different machines, due. to inac
curacies in floating-point operations. This can matter if, for example, at some 
point two events are scheduled to be very close together, and roundoff error 
could result in different sequencing. In particular, representing the simulation 
clock as a floating-point number, as we have done, can lead to variable results 
in many ways. In the inventory simulation of Sec. 1.5, for instance, there are 
actually nine separate simulation runs made, and a particular demand event 
[whose interdemand time was generated by a particular 0(0,1) random 
number] occurred near the end of run 2 on one machine, but at the beginning 
of run 3 on another machine due to different floating-point roundoff errors in 
the simulation clock; from this point on, the results differed. The numerical 
output shown in all cases (in this and the foilowing chapter) was produced on 
an IBM PC with IBM Professional FORTRAN. 

PROBLEMS 

1.1. Describe what you think would be the most effective way to study each of the 
following systems, in terms of the possibilities in Fig. 1.1, and discuss why: 
(a) A small section of an existing factory 
(b)1 A freeway interchange that has experienced severe congestion 
(c) An emergency room in an existing hospital 
(d) A pizza-delivery operation ' 
(e) The shuttle-bus operation for a rental-car agency at an airport 
(I) A battlefield-communication system 
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1.2. For each of the systems in Prob. 1.1, suppose that it has been decided to make a 
study via a simulation model. Discuss whether the simulation should be static or 
dynamic, deterministic or stochastic, and continuous or discrete. 

1.3. For the single-server queueing system in Sec. 1.4, define L(t) to be the total 
. number of customers in the system at time t (including the queue and the 

customer in service at time t, if any). 
(a) Is it true that L(t) = Q(t} + I? Why or why not? 
(b) For the same realization considered for the hand simulation in Sec. 1.4.2, 

make a plot of L(t) vs. t (similar to Figs. 1.5 and 1.6) between times ° and 
T(6). 

(c) From your plot in part (b), compute f(6) = the time-average number of 
customers in the system during the time interval [0, T(6)]. What is f(6) 
estimating? 

(d) Augment Fig. 1.7 to indicate how f(6) is computed during the course of the 
simulation. 

1.4. For the single-server queue of Sec. 1.4, supp<?se that we did not want to estimate 
the expected average' delay in queue; the model's structure and parameters 
remain the same. Does this change the state variables? If so, how? 

1.5. For the single-server queue of Sec. 1.4, let W, = the total time in the system of the 
ith customer to finish serVice, which includes the time in queue plus the time jn 
service of this customer. For the same realization considered for -the hand 
simulation in Sec. 1.4.2, compute w(m) = the average time in system of the first m 
customers to exit the system, for m = 5; do this by augmenting Fig. 1.7 appropri
ately. How does this change the state variables, if at all? 

1.6. From Fig. 1.5, it is clear that the maximum length of the queue was 3.' Write a 
general expression for this quantity (for the n-delay stopping rule) and augment 
Fig. 1.7 so that it can be computed systematically during the simulation. 

1.7. Modify the code for the single-server queue in Sec. 1.4.4, 1.4.5, or 1.4.6 to 
compute and write in addition the following measures of performance: 
(a) The time-average number in the system (see Prob. 1.3) 
(b) The average total time in the system (see Prob.1.5) 
(c) The maximum queue length (see Prob. 1.6) 
(d) The maximum delay in queue 
(e) The maximum time in the system 
(I) The proportion of customers having a delay in queue in excess of 1 minute: 
Run this program using the random-number generator given in App. 7 A. 

1.8. The algorithm in Sec. 1.4.3 for generating an exponential random variate with 
mean /3 was to return - /3 In U, where U is a U(O, 1) random variate. This 
algorithm could validly be changed to return -/3ln(l- U). Why? 

1.9. Run the single-server queueing simulation of Sec. 1.4.4, 1.4.5, or 1.4.6 ten times 
by placing a loop around most of the main program, beginning just before the 
initialization, and ending just after invoking the, report generator. Discuss the 
results. (This is called replicating the simulation ten times independently.) 

1.10. For the single-server queueing simulation of Sec. 1.4, suppose that the facility 
opens its doors at 9 A.M. (call this time 0) and closes its doors at 5 P.M., but 
operates until all customers present (in service' or in queue) at 5 P.M. have been 
served. Change the code to reflect this stopping rule, and estima.te the same 
performance measures as before. 
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1.11. For the single-server queueing system of.Sec. 1.4, suppose that:there is room in 
the queue for only two customers, and that a customer arriving to find that the 
queue is full just goes away (this is called balking). Simulate this system for a 
stopping rule of exactly 480 minutes, and estimate the same quantities as in Sec. 
1.4, as well as the expected number of customers who balk. 

1.12. Consider the inventory simulation of Sec. 1.5. 
(a) For this model with these _parameters, there can--never be more- than one 

order 'outstanding (i.e" previously ordered but not yet delivered) at a time. 
Why? 

(b) Describe specifically what changes would have to be made if the,delivery lag 
were uniformly distributed between 0.5 and 6.0 months (rather than between 
0.5 and 1.0 month); no other changes to the model are being considered. 
Should ordering decisions be based only on the inventory level [(t)? 

1.13. Modify the inventory simulation of Sec. 1.5 so that it makes five replications of 
each(s, S) policy; see Prob. 1.9. Discuss the results. Which inventory policy is 
best? Are you sure? 

1.14. A service facility consists of two servers in series (tandem), each with its own, 
FIFO queue (see Fig. 1.95). A customer completing service at server 1 proceeds 
to server 2, while a customer completing service at server 2 leaves the facility. 
Assume that the interarrival ti'mes 'of customers to' server 1 are lID exponential 
random variables with mean 1 minute. Service times of customers at server 1 are 
lID exponential random variables with mean 0.7 minute, and at server 2 are lID 
exponential random variables with mean 0.9 minute. Run the simulation for 
exactly 1000 minutes and estimate for each server the expected average delay in 
queue of a customer, the expected time-average number of customers in queue, 
and the expected utilization. 

1.lS. In·Prob. 1.14, suppose that there is a traveltime from ti.e exit from server 1 to 
the arrival to queue 2 (or to server 2). Assume'that this travel time is distributed 
uniformly between 0 and 2 minutes. Modify the simulation and rerun it under the 
same conditions',to obtain the same performance measures. What is the required 
dimension (i.e., length) of the event list? 

1.16. In Prob. 1.14, suppose that no queueing is allowed for server 2. That is, if a 
customer completing service at server 1 sees that server' 2 is idle, she proceeds 
directly to server 2, as before. However, a customer completing service at server 1 
when'server 2 is busy with another customer must stay at server 1 until server 2 
gets done; this is called blocking. While a customer is blocked from entering 
server 2, she receives no additional service from server 1, but prevents s'erver 1 
from taking the first customer, if any, "from queue, 1. 'Furthermore, "fresh" 
customers continue to-a'rrive to queue 1 during-a period ofblockirig. Compute the 
same -six performance measures as in Pi'ob. 1.'14. 

1.17. For the inventory system of Sec. 1.5, suppose that if the inventory level [(t) at the 
beginning of a month is less than zero, the company pl~ces an express order to its 

--000 00--0000 00 • 
Queue 1 Server 1 Queue 2 Server 2 

FIGURE 1.95 
A tand~~ ql!eueing system. 
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supplier. (If 0", 1(1) < s, the company still places a normal order.) An express 
order for Z items costs the company 48 + 4Z dollars, but the delivery lag is now 
uniformly distributed on [0.25, 0.50] month. Run the simulation for all nine 
policies and estimate the expected average total cost per month, the expected 
proportion of time that there is a backlog, that is, 1(1) < 0, and the expected 
number of express orders placed. Is express ordering worth, it? 

1.18. For the inventory simulation of Sec. 1.5, suppose that the inventory is perishable, 
having a shelf life distributed uniformly between 1.5 and 2.5 months. That is, if an 
item has a shelf life of e months, then e months after it is placed in inventory it 
spoils and is of no value to the company. (Note that different items in an 'order 
from the supplier will have differentshelf lives.) The company discovers that an 
item is spoiled only upon examination before a sale. If an item is detennined to 
be spoiled, it is discarded and the next item in the inventory is examined. Assume 
that items in the inventory are processed in a FIFO manner. Repeat the nine 
simulation runs and observe the same costs as before. Also compute th,e propor
tion of items taken out of the inventory that are discarded due to being spoiled. 

1.19. Consider a service facility with s (where s'" 1) parallel servers. Assume that 
interarrival times of customers are liD exponential random variables with mean 
E(A) and that service. times of customers (regardless of the server) are lID 
exponential random variables with mean E(S). If a customer arrives and finds an 
idle server, the customer begins service, immediately, choosing the leftmost 
(lowest-numbered) idle· server if there are several available. Otherwise, the 
c.ustomer joins the tail of a single FIFO .queue that supplies customers to all the 
servers. (This is called an MIMls queue; see App. lB.) Write a general program 

. to simulate this system that will estimate the expected average delay in queue, the 
expected time-average number in queue, and the expected utilization of each of 
the servers, based on a stopping rule of n delays having been completed. The 
quantities s, E(A), E(S), and n should be input parameters. Run the model for 
s ~ 5, E(A) = 1, E(S) ~ 4, and n ~ 1000. 

1.20. Repeat Prob. 1.19, but now assume that an arriving customer finding more than 
.one idle server chooses among them with equal probability. For example, if s = 5 

,I ; and a customer arrives to find servers 1, 3, 4, and 5 idle, he chooses each of these 
. servers with probability 0.25. 

1.21. Customers arrive to a bank consisting of three tellers in parallel. 
(a) If there is a single FIFO queue feeding all tellers, what is the required 

dimension (Le., length) of the event list for a simulation model of this 
. system? 

(b) If each teller has his own FIFO queue and if a customer can jockey (Le., 
jump) from one queue to another (see Sec. 2.6 for the jockeying rules), what 
is the required dimension of the event list? Assume that jockeying takes no 
time. 

(cj Repeat part (b) if jockeying takes 3 seconds. 
Assume in all three parts that no events are required to tenninate the simulation. 

1.22. A manufacturing system contains m machines, each subject to randomly occurring 
breakdowns. A machine runs for an amount of time that is an exponential 
random variable with mean 8 hours before breaking down. There are s (where s is 
a fixed, positive integer) repairmen to fix broken machines, and it takes one 
repainnan an exponential amount of time with mean 2 hours to complete the 
repair of one machine; no more than one repairman can be assigned ·to work on a 
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broken machine even if there are other idle repairmen. If mare than s machines 
are broken down at a given time, they form a FIFO "repair" queue and wait for 
the first available repairman. Further, a repairman works on a broken machine 
until it is fixed, regardless of what else is happening in the system. Assume that it 
costs the system $50 for each hour that each machine is broken down and $10 an 
hour to employ each repairman. (The repairmen are paid an hourly wage 
regardless of whether they are actually working.) Assume that m = 5, but write 
general code. to accommodate a value of m as high as 20 by changing an input 
parameter .. Simulate the system for exactly 800 hours for each of the employment 
policies s = 1, 2, ... ,5 to determine which policy results in the smallest expected 
average cost per hour. Assume that at time a all machines have just been 
"freshly" repaired. 

1.23. For the facility of Prob. 1.10, suppose that the server normally takes a 30-minute 
lunch break at the first time after 12 noon that the facility is empty. If, however, 
the server has not gone to lunch by 1 P.M., the server will go after completing the 
customer in service at 1 P.M. (Assume in this case that all customers in the- queue 
at 1 P.M. will wait until the server returns.) If a customer arrives while the server 
is at lunch, the customer may leave immediately without being served; this is 
called balking. Assume that whether such a customer balks depends on the 
amount of time remaining before the server's return. (The server posts his time of 
return from lunch.) In particular, a customer who arrives during lunch will balk 
with the following probabilities: . 

Time remaining before 
server's return (minutes) 

[20,30) 
[10,20) 
[0,10) 

Probability of a 
customer's balking 

0.75 
0.50 
0.25 

(The random-integer-generation method discussed in Sec. 1.5.2 can be used to 
determine whether a customer balks. For a simpler approach, see Sec. 8.4.1.) 
Run the simulation and estimate the same measures of performance as before. 
(Note that the server is not busy when at lunch and that the time-average number 
in queue is computed including data from the lunch break.) In addition, estimate 
the expected number of customers who balk. 

1.24. For the single-server queueing facility of Sec. 1.4, suppose that a customer's 
service time is known at the instant of arrival. Upon completing service to a 
customer, the server chooses from the queue (if any) the customer with the 
smallest service time. Run the simulation until 1000 customers have completed 
their delays and estimate the expected average delay in queue, the expected 
time-average number in queue, and the expected proportion of customers whose 
delay in queue is greater than 1 minute. (This priority queue discipline is called 
shortest job first.) 

1.25. For the tandem queue of Prob. 1.14, suppose that with probability 0.2, a 
customer completing service at server 2 is dissatisfied wit~ her overall service and 
must be completely served over again (at least once) by both servers. Define the 
delay in queue of a customer (in a particular queue) to be the total delay in that 
queue for all of that customer's passes through the facility. Simulate the facility 
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for each of the following cases (estimate the same measures as before): 
(a) Dissatisfied customers join the tail of queue 1. 
(b) Dissatisfied customers join the head of queue 1. . 

1.26. A service facility consists of two type A servers and oneAype B server (not 
necessarily in the psychological sense). Assume that customers arrive at the 
facility with interarrival times that are lID exponential random variables with a 
mean of 1 minute. Upon arrival, a customer is detennined to be either a type 1 
customer or a type 2 customer, with respective probabilities of 0.75 and 0.25. A 
type 1 customer can be served by any server but will choose a type A server if one 
is available. Service times for type 1 customers are lID exponential random 
variables with a mean of 0.8 minute, regardless of the type of server. Type 1 
customers who find all servers busy join a single FIFO queue for type 1 customers. 
A type 2 customer requires service from both a type A server and the type B 
server simultaneously. Service times for type 2 customers are unifonnly distribut
ed between 0.5 and 0.7 minute. Type 2·customers who arrive to find both type A 
servers busy or the type B server busy join a single FIFO queue for type 2 
customers. Upon completion of service of any customer, preference is given to a 
type 2 customer if one is present and if both a type A and the type ,B ,server are 
then idle. Otherwise, preference is given to a type 1 customer. Simulate the 
facility for exactly JOOO minutes and estimate the expected average delay in queue 
and the expected time-average number in queue for each type of customer. Also 
estimate the expected proportion of time that each server spends on each type of 
customer. 

1.27. A supennarket has two checkout stations, regular and express, with a single 
checker per station; see Fig. 1.96. Regular customers have exponential interarri
val times with mean 2.1 minutes and have exponential service times with mean 2.0 
minutes. Express customers have exponential interarrival times with mean 1.1 
minutes and exponential service times with mean 0.9 minute. The arrival pro
cesses of the two types of customers are independent of each other. A regular 
customer arriving to find at least one checker idle begins service immediately, 
choosing the regular checker: if both are idle; regular customers arriving to find 
both checke,s busy join the end of the regular queue. Similarly, an express 

. qustomer arri~ng to find an idle checker goes right into service, choosing the 
express checker if both are idle; express customers arriving to find both checkers 
busy join the end of the express queue, eve~ if it is longe~ than the regular queue. 
When either checker finishes serving a customer, he takes the next customer from 
,his qu~ue, if any, an.d i~ his queue is' empty but the oth~r one is not, ,he takes the 
first customer from the other queue. If both queues are empty the checker 
becomes idle. Note that the mean service time of a customer is detennined by the 

Regular Regular 
queue server - 0000 00 • 

- 0000000 • 
Express Express FIGURE 1.96 
queue server A supermarket check?ut operation. 
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customer type, and not by whether the checker is the regular or express one. 
Initially, the system is empty and idle and the simulation is to run lor exactly 8 
hours. Compute the average delay in each queue, the time-average number in 
each queue, and the utilization of each checker. What recommendations would 
you have for further study or improvement of this system? (On June 21, 1983, the 
Cleveland Plain pealer, in a story entitled "Fast Checkout Wins over Low Food 
Prices," reported that "Supermarket shoppers think fast checkout counters are 
more important than attractive prices, according to a survey [by] the Food 
Marketing Institute .... The biggest group of shoppers, 39 percent, replied 'fast 
checkouts,' ... and 28 percent said good or low prices ... [reflecting] growing 
irritation at having to stand in line to pay the cashier.") 

1.28. A one-pump gas station is always open and has two types of customers. A-police 
car arrives every 30 minutes (exactly), with the first police car arriving at time 15 
minutes. Regular, (nonpolice) cars have exponential interarrival times with mean 
5.6 minutes, with the first regular car arriving at time O. Service times at the pump 
for all cars are exponential with mean 4.8 minutes. A car arriving to find the 
pump idle goes right into service, and regular cars arriving 10 find the pump busy 
join the end of a single queue. A police car arriving to find the pump busy, 
however, goes to the front of the line, ahead of any regular cars in line: [If there 
are already other police cars at the front ofthe line, assume that an arriving police 

. car gets in line ahead of them as well. (How could this happen?)] Initially the 
system is empty and idle, and the simulation is to run until exactly 500 cars (of 
any type) have completed their delays in queue. Estimate the'expected average 
delay in queue for each type of car separately, the expected time-average number 
of cars (of either type) in queue, and the expected utilization of the pump. 

1.29. Of interest in telephony are models of the following type. Between two large 
cities, A and B, are a fixed number, n, of long:.distance lines or circuits. Each line 
can operate in either direction (Le., can carry calls originating in A or B) but can 
carry only one call at a time; see Fig. 1.97. If a person in A or B wants to place a ~ 
call to the other city and a line is open (i.e., idle), the call goes through: 
immediately on one of the open lines. If all n lines are busy, the person gets a . 
recording saying that she must hang up and try later; there are no facilities for 
queueing for the next open line, so these blocked callers just go away. ,The ,times 
between attempted calls from A to B are exponential with mean 10 seconds, and 
the times between attempted calls from B to A are exponential with mean 12 
seconds. The length of a conversation is exponential with mean 4 minutes, 
regardless of the city of origin. Initially all lines are open, and the simulation is to 
run for 12 hours; compute the time-average number of lines that are busy, the 
time-average proportion of lines that are busy, the total 'number of attempted 
calls (from either city), the number of calls that are blocked, and the proportion 

Line '1 

Line 2 

City • City · A · B 

· Line n FIGURE 1.97 
. A long-distance telephone system. 
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A bus maintenance depot. 
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of calls that are blocked. Determine approximately how many lines would be 
needed so that no more than 5 percent of the attempted calls will be blocked. 

1.30. City busses arrive to the maintenance facility with exponential interarrival times 
with mean 2 hours. The facility consists of a single inspection station and two 
identical repair stations; see Fig. 1.98. Every bus is inspected, and inspection 
times are distributed uniformly between 15 minutes and 1.05 hours; the inspection 
station is fed by a single FIFO queue. Historically, 30 percent of the busses have 
been found during inspection to need some repair. The two parallel repair 
stations are fed by a single FIFO queue, and repairs are distributed uniformly 
between 2.1 hours and 4.5 hours. Run the simulation for 160 hours and compute 
the average delay in each queue, the average length of each queue, the utilization 
of the inspection station, and the utilization of the repair station (defined to be 
half of the time-average number of busy repair stations, since there ,are two 
stations). Replicate the simulation five times. Suppose that the arrival rate of 
busses ,quadrupled, i.e., the mean interarrival time decreased to 30 minutes. 
Would the facility be able to handle it? Can you answer this question without 
simulation? 
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CHAPTER 

2 
MODELING 

COMPLEX 
SYSTEMS 

Recommended sections for a first reading: 2.1 through 2.5 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

In Chap. 1 we looked at simulation modeling in general, and then modeled and 
coded two specific systems. Those systems were very simple, and it was 
possible to program them directly in a general-purpose language , without using 
any special simulation software or support programs (other than a random
number generator) . Most real-world systems, however, are quite complex, and 
coding them without supporting software can be a difficult and time-consuming 
task. 

In this chapter we first discuss an activity that takes place in most 
simulations, list processing. A group of FORTRAN support routines, SIMLIB , 
is then introduced, which takes care of some standard list-processing tasks as 
well as several other common simulation chores, such as processing the event 
list, accumulating statistics, generating random numbers and observations from 
a few distributions, and writing out results. SIMLIB is then used in four 
example simulations, the first of which is just the single-server queueing system 
from Sec. 1.4 (induded to illustrate the use of SIMLIB on a familiar model) ; 
the last three examples are of somewhat greater complexity. 
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